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Summary

I conducted a series of studies which looked at influences on avian
clutch size. Firstly I examined the traditional view that the demands of rearing
chicks create a bottleneck at which clutch size is shaped by natural selection. I
,,,

considered whether instead other stages such as incubation might also be
important. I proposed that reproductive demands at each stage of the breeding
season may be interdependent, and by developing a mathematical model, I
formalised the argument and showed that data on the relationship between the
number of offspring and the expenditure of resources at many stages of the
season could reveal the importance of natural selection on clutch size at each
stage. I then reviewed the literature on the importance of incubation for clutch
size determination. Results indicated that metabolic demands of incubation were
appreciable and that the incubation of enlarged clutches imposed penalties on
the adults. In a field study of kittiwakes I found that breeding success was
depressed during incubation and chick rearing by enlargement of clutches and
broods respectively. I measured metabolic rates of kittiwakes during incubation
and found them to be comparable with those during chick-rearing.
Secondly, I examined whether individual adults within populations
differed in their reproductive capacities (i.e. whether there was a range o f ‘adult
quality’) and whether this could then affect clutch size. In a study of kittiwakes I
found clusters of birds with similar breeding performance, but found that these
clusters did not persist between years. In a study of swifts, I found that some
individuals were consistently good breeders but that this had negligible effects
'
on the distribution of lifetime reproductive success between individuals.
I then examined whether the low clutch sizes and high survival of swifts
might reflect a bet-hedging strategy in a fluctuating environment, but found little
evidence of this. I looked at whether differences in the amount of space
.

available at the nest site could account for differences in clutch sizes of
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kittiwakes, but could find no such evidence. Lastly I developed a theoretical
model to look at how clutch size might be affected by changes in reproductive
effort with age. I examined whether the predictions of optimality models were
borne out by the more appropriate population genetics approach and found that
in birds the optimality models are robust.
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Chapter 1
Life History Theory and Avian
Clutch Size Determination
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Lack(1947) proposed that avian clutch size was a heritable trait exposed to
natural selection, and that the most common clutch size would be adapted to the
number of chicks the parents could rear under the prevailing circumstances. An
individual laying too many eggs would be unable to nourish all its chicks. It would not
maximise its reproductive success and so its genes would be unlikely to spread in the
population. The genes of an individual which layed too few eggs would suffer a similar
fate.
Many have since pursued an evolutionary understanding of avian clutch size (for
overviews see e.g. Godfray et al. 1991, Van der Werf 1992), and the success of this
field has made it a prominent empirical example in the study of life-history theory
(Stearns 1992, Roff 1992). Although Lack's ideas lie behind many of the approaches
currently employed, the discovery that most birds can rear additional offspring has
highlighted imperfections in his original hypothesis (Van der Werf 1992), and the many
modifications have added new components and redirected the focus of attention.
Lack (1947) assumed that the average clutch size was largely determined by the
number of growing chicks the adults could feed, but there is evidence of more than this
simple bottleneck. Bolton et al. (1992) found that the provision of particular nutrients
during egg-laying led to an increase in the clutch size of lesser black-backed gulls Larus

fiiscKs and Monaghan et al. (in press) found that fledging success was reduced when
birds were induced to lay additional eggs. Moreno et al. (1991) found that hatching
success was depressed if larger clutches were incubated. Weathers and Sullivan (1989)
found that the number of dependent fledglings may place particularly high demands on
the parents. Studies which focus simply on the number of cliicks and the fledging
success overestimate the optimal clutch size by omitting the other stages.
Attention has shifted from the average clutch size of the population, to the
clutch size of individual birds, and recent studies have looked at whether adults differ in
their reproductive capacities (i.e. in their ‘quality’), and at whether this influences clutch
size. Differences in reproductive capacity could arise either through intrinsic differences
in the birds themselves (e.g. disease resistance or foraging efficiency) or through
12

differences in the resources held by the birds (e.g. nest site quality or territory quality).
These two components may often be confounded if good birds command good
resources. I will use the term ‘adult quality’ to describe all components of an
individual’s reproductive capacity.
Hogstedt (1980) demonstrated that individual magpies Pica pica occupying
high quality territories laid larger clutches than those occupying poor quality ones.
Even though clutch size showed considerable variance within Hogstedt’s study
population, the optimal clutch size for a bird which chose to lay 'n' eggs was on average
'n' eggs. As well as identifying a spectrum of adult quality within his population, and
presenting evidence of individual optimisation, Pettifor et al. (1988) also proposed that
the spectrum of quality could explain why the average clutch size of all the birds was
less than the clutch size which seemed to maximise productivity. If the quality of
individuals does differ within populations and if this variance is important for clutch
size, then the modal clutch size in which Lack was so interested ceases to be important.
The trait of most interest in the context of evolution may not be any fixed clutch size,
but rather the ability of individuals to make a clutch size decision in response to
circumstances.
As well as individual optimisation, there are many other reasons why the most
common clutch size may be less than that which seems to maximise productivity.
Charnov and Krebs (1974) used a theoretical model to demonstrate that if adult survival
declines with increasing clutch size, then the clutch size which maximises lifetime
reproductive success is smaller than the one which maximises annual reproductive
success. If the costs of reproduction increase with clutch size (Bell and Koufopanou
1986, Nur 1988, Stearns 1989), then it may pay birds to temper their reproductive
effort and to forego current reproductive success for the sake of residual reproductive
value. Increasing clutch size may not only depress chick body condition and postfledging survival (Perrins 1965, Nur 1984b, Richner et al. 1989, Smith et al. 1989,
Magrath 1991), it can reduce the probability of renesting (Smith and Roff 1980,
Tinbergen 1987), depress adult survival (Askenmo 1979, Nur 1984a, Ekman and
13
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Askenmo 1986, Reid 1987), and lower adult breeding performance in following years

15

(Roskaft 1985, Gustafsson and Sutherland 1988)(see also Nur 1988, Stearns 1989,
1'.

1992, Linden and Mo Her 1989, Roff 1992 for general discussion). Any process of
natural selection which optimises fitness will operate on all of these components
together, rather than on say clutch size in isolation, and balances may be struck between
the current benefits and the future losses associated with reproductive effort (Williams
1966). The optimal reproductive effort will be higher where residual reproductive value
is low, e.g when there is high random mortality or where an individual is growing older
and approaching senescence (Clutton-Brock 1991).
There may however exist circumstances where the maximisation of average
Î

reproductive success is not equivalent to the maximisation of fitness (Murray 1988,
1992, Newton 1989, Stearns 1992), and in fluctuating environments especially this also
may account for clutch sizes which are commonly below that which maximises breeding
success (Boyce and Perrins 1987, but see also Liou et al. 1993). When there are

:;î
environmental fluctuations in breeding success/ juvenile survival, in optimal clutch size,
or in population size, then appreciable selection on the variance in reproductive success
appears (Boyce 1988). The resulting 'bet-hedging' strategies forego the maximisation of
.

average breeding success for safer strategies with lower risks of complete failure and
extinction. A bird may lay a small clutch wliich maximises 'geometric' rather than the
conventional 'arithmetic' mean fitness. It may perform less well than large clutches in
good years, but overall it will be less prone to catastrophic failure.
Whatever the appropriate currency of fitness, there may be constraints on
evolution. Under certain circumstances, mutation may be as important as selection
(Rose 1991). In fluctuating environments, selection may track, but rarely attain moving
optima (Van Noordwijk et al. 1981). Disruptive processes such as gene flow may
.

prevent birds from reaching the optimal state for the prevailing conditions (Dhondt et

al. 1990). If birds disperse between habitats, strategies which are locally adapted to one
area may be poorly adapted to another. The existence of these constraints does not
nullify the evolutionary approach to questions of avian life history, indeed these
14

examples are drawn from studies which themselves tackled questions within the context
of evolution.
Here I aim to tackle questions related to the evolution of avian clutch size, using
a variety of empirical, theoretical, experimental, observational, ecological and
physiological techniques. Individual investigations are outlined in chapters 3-11, and
each contains a detailed introduction outlining the background and specific aims.
Methodological issues common to several of these studies are outlined in
Chapter 2. Chapter 2 is split into 8 sections, including 3 manuscripts which report novel
results. The first section discusses the alternative methodologies available for comparing
alternative clutch size strategies. The second section considers methods by which short
term studies can assess the fitness implications of different strategies. In the third
section, I clarify details of the statistical analyses undertaken and outline the use of the
GENSTAT software package. Section 4 outlines a new technique for measuring nesting
success using daily survival rates, and demonstrates appreciable errors in the
conventional Mayfield method (Mayfield 1961, 1975, Johnson 1979). Section 5 is a
manuscript which illustrates the application of ordinal logistic regression (McCulIagh
1980) for analysing ecological data, and Section 6 discusses the relative advantages and
disadvantages of employing empirical and theoretical approaches. Sections 7 and 8
discuss the use of the Kittiwake Rissa tridctyla and the Swift Apus apus respectively as
study species and Section 8b is a manuscript giving background ecology of the Swift
study population, outlining the long term effects of weather on breeding success and
survival.
In Chapter 3, I use a theoretical model to ask whether reproductive bottlenecks
are stable in evolutionary time. Although it is widely assumed that natural selection
operates on clutch size during the chick rearing period when the demands of
reproduction may be greatest, I study whether this bottleneck can persist if birds are
able to adjust their behaviour so as to spread demands more evenly through the
breeding season.

15

In Chapter 4 , 1 review literature on the demands of incubation and clutch size
evolution, comparing results between species and between physiological and ecological
approaches. I ask whether incubation demands can safely be ignored in studies of clutch
size determination, and if not, I seek to identify when they are most important.
In Chapter 5 ,1 report a study of clutch size regulation in Kittiwakes in which
clutch and brood size were manipulated at various times during the season. I aimed to
determine whether the demands of reproduction always increased with the number of
eggs and the number of chicks, or whether the number of offspring had particularly
severe consequences at any one particular stage in the season.
In Chapter 6 , 1 compare the metabolic rates of adult Kittiwakes during
incubation and during chick rearing. I aim to determine whether the chick-rearing phase
demands higher energy expenditure than the incubation phase (see e.g. Tatner and
Bryant 1993).
In Chapter 7, I look at whether there are groups of high and low quality adults
within a Kittiwake colony (c.f. Coulson 1968, Coulson and Thomas 1985), and assess
whether this may be related to the quality of the nest site.
In Chapter 8, I aim to assess whether there is a spectrum of adult quality in a
colony of Swifts, and use simulations to study whether this could account for the
uneven division of lifetime reproductive success in these birds (see Newton 1989).
In Chapter 9, I study whether the high adult survival rates and low clutch sizes
of Swifts in fluctuating environments might constitute a bet-hedging adaptation which
serves to reduce variance in lifetime reproductive success.
In Chapter 10,1 look at whether the clutch size of a cliff-nesting seabird such as
the Kittiwake might be influenced by the amount of space available at the nest site.
Nutritional and energetic factors, together with predation and parasitism, are widely
assumed to determine clutch size (see Godfray et al. 1991) but some studies of both
hole-nesting and open-nesting birds have found evidence that clutch size may
sometimes be constrained by the amount of space available (Van Balen 1984, Slagsvold
1989a, Slagsvold 1989b).

16
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In Chapter 11,1 identify inappropriate assumptions in the optimization models
used to study the trade-offs between reproductive effort and residual reproductive
value, and I ask whether the prediction that reproductive effort should increase with age
is robust despite these (Gadgil and Bossert 1970, Pianka and Parker 1975,
Charlesworth and Leon 1976). I employ population genetics as an alternative to
optimisation, and look at whether a strategy of increasing reproductive effort can
invade the population.
Chapter 12 discusses the results together, and draws general conclusions.
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Section 1. Methods for comparing alternative clutch size strategies.

"'a
An understanding of the constraints on avian clutch size may entail estimating how
fitness can be changed by altering the number of eggs laid. Two main approaches have
been used to tackle this: the first has been to compare the performance of birds which
naturally lay different clutch sizes, and the second has been to adjust the number of
offspring experimentally. By observing natural variance, it is possible to study birds
under natural and relatively undisturbed conditions, free from any artefacts of
experimentation, but confounded by differences in the quality of birds laying different
clutch sizes. By experimentally adjusting the number of offspring, it is possible to
control for these confounding variables. Both approaches are imperfect, but the use of
natural variance in particular has been widely rejected in recent years, especially as a
tool for studying the costs of reproduction in the evolution of clutch size (Partridge
1989, Roff 1992). I aim here to compare the two approaches, to consider the criticisms
which have been raised of each, and to consider further criticisms raised by geneticists
(Reznick 1985, 1992, Reznick et al. 1986).
High quality birds, or birds with abundant resources can lay and rear larger
clutches more efficiently (Hogstedt 1980, Pettifor et al. 1988), and so natural variance
has lost favour as a means of studying the role of reproductive costs in clutch size
evolution. Because different clutch sizes may partly reflect difference in quality and
resources, they often can not be used to understand the fitness implications of selecting
alternative clutch size strategies. Coulson and Thomas (1985) have found that high
quality birds lay larger clutches with higher hatching success, higher fledging success,
and higher growth rates. These high quality birds also have higher adult survival. It
would seem counter-intuitive that perfomance could increase as demands increase.
Roff (1992) reviewed 8 studies which had studied the relationship between natural
clutch size and adult survival; only 2 found that adult survival was negatively correlated
with clutch size, while 6 found either no relationship or a positive correlation. With
recent attention on individual optimisation of clutch size (Pettifor et al. 1988), and with
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numerous indications that adult quality and clutch size are confounded, the use of
natural variance clearly has problems.
There have also been some criticisms of experiments which manipulate the
number of offspring. Adults may recognise and reject offspring which are not their
own. Adults may prepare themselves physiologically and behaviour ally for a certain
number of offspring and may therefore be unable to cope with additional chicks.
Manipulations may adjust only some of the demands, and in particular the
manipulations of brood size which have been particularly popular (Dijkstra et al. 1989,
Van der Werf 1992) may ignore the effects of egg formation and incubation (Partridge
1989, Monaghan et al. in press).
Another type of criticism has been raised against these phenotypic approaches
to clutch size (Reznick 1985, 1992). Natural selection acts not on phenotypic but on
genotypic variance. It is possible to mimic a mutation by manipulating the number of
offspring the parents tend, but this affects the phenotype, not the genotype. Trade-offs
and selection could be understood at the genetic level either by applying artificial
selection, or by looking for genetic correlations. In wild birds however, this would
entail formidable practical problems. Until these are overcome, the choice is whether to
disregard the results of preceding experiments, or to accommodate them but
acknowledge their imperfections. Perfection may not have been attained, but progress
has still be made.
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Section 2 . The proximate measurement of fitness.
True fitness - the rate of increase of a gene within a population - is rarely
measurable. In long term studies of birds, it may sometimes be possible to measure
lifetime reproductive success, but even this still does not equate with fitness (Newton
1989). Most commonly, particularly in short-term studies of long-lived birds, it is
necessary to use some shortcut measure presumed to correlate with fitness, and to
measure current breeding performance or levels of physiological stress. Although these
certainly do not equate with fitness, they may still offer answers to the questions in
hand (Bryant 1988, Bryant and Tatner 1988). Here I aim to outline these techniques,
and in particular to explain the techniques of doubly labelled water (measuring energy
expenditure from the turn-over of isotopically labelled hydrogen and oxygen)(Tatner
and Bryant 1989, Nagy 1989), and ptilochronology (measuring physiological stress
from rates of feather regrowth)(Grubb 1989, 1991). Section 3 outlines a new technique
for measuring current breeding success in terms of daily survival rates.
Current breeding performance, whether quantified in terms of the number of
offspring reaching a particular stage or in terms of daily survival rates (Mayfield 1961,
1975, Johnson 1979, see also section 3), is a widely used measure but ignores both the
survival of the offspring after the observation period, and any trade-off between current
and future reproductive success. Both of these have important implications for lifetime
reproductive success (Clutton-Brock 1988), and so the suitability of current breeding
performance depends on the question being asked.
Offspring survival and trade-offs can themselves be measured proximately.
Chick body condition provides some indication of quality and of post-fledging survival
(Perrins 1965, Richner et al. 1989, Smith et al. 1989, Magrath 1991). Changes in adult
body condition, parental energy expenditure (Bryant 1988, Bryant and Tatner 1988),
and rates of feather regrowth (Grubb 1989, 1991, Grubb and Cimprich 1990, Waite
1990) have all been used to assess levels of parental stress. Taken in isolation, these
measures can be misleading, but when combined together they may be informative
(Bryant 1988).
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Loss of body condition can either be induced by the environment outwith the
control of the bird, or it can be a regulated response to changing lifestyle which is
under the bird's control (Freed 1981, Drent and Daan 1980, Lima 1986, Croll et al.
1991). Flight economy, manoeuvrability and predator avoidance are enhanced by
minimising body weight (Pennycuik 1989). If access to food is unpredictable, then
insurance against starvation can be provided by depositing fat. After hatching, parental
weight loss is commonly observed (Freed 1981, Croll et al. 1991), but it may reflect
either increased stress or a change to a lifestyle where flight is used more abundantly. A
poor picture of physiological stress may be produced if only body condition alone is
studied.
Measuring energy expenditure might shed additional light on the patterns of
demands experienced by reproducing birds. Again however, the results are open to
multiple interpretations and energy expenditure may be a poor measure of demands if
used on its own (Bryant 1988). Just as a person who spends a lot of money need not be
financially stressed, a bird which spends a lot of energy may do so because food is
abundant or because it is a competent forager. Stress may also arise when individuals
are unable to raise their energy expenditure easily. Increased energy expenditure has
rarely been found in response to enlarged broods (Williams 1987, Bryant 1988), but
this does not necessarily show that the adoption of additional chicks is easy.
Under restricted conditions, the measurement of energy expenditure may be
achieved by respirometry (Brown 1984, Gabrielsen et al. 1991), but for free-living
birds the doubly-labelled water technique (Lifson and McClintock 1966, Nagy 1980,
Tatner and Bryant 1989), time-energy budgets (Mugaas and King 1981, Masman et al.
1988, Gabrielsen and Mehlum 1988) or the analysis of food consumption (Wijnandts
1984) are the only available methods. For birds such as seabirds and aerial feeders
which forage over wide areas, the only feasible method is often the doubly-labelled
water teclinique (Bryant and Westerterp 1980, Gabrielsen et al. 1987, but see also
Gabrielsen and Mehlum 1988). The method is difficult and expensive, and can
generally be performed on only small samples of birds. These birds must be caught,
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injected, released and recaught for blood-sampling after a further 24 or 48 hours
(Bryant and Tatner 1989). The blood samples then require processing in the laboratory.
The technique has been found to interfere with the natural behaviour of some birds
(Uttley et al. 1994).
The doubly labelled water technique makes the standard assumption that the
energy expenditure of birds can be measured from the rate of production of carbon
dioxide (Nagy 1980, Williams and Nagy 1984, Speakman and Racey 1988).
Technically, the energy released per unit of CO2 varies depending on the substrate
being metabolised, but even when it is not possible to measure O2 consumption and
calculate the respiratory quotient ('RQ'), the problem can be overcome by assuming a
constant RQ (Schmidt-Nielsen 1983, Butler and Bridges 1989).
There are two main routes by which oxygen atoms are lost from the avian body
- as exhaled CO 2 and as water. Hydrogen is essentially lost only as water. Any
individual oxygen atom is not bound rigidly into either carbon dioxide or water
molecules but moves between them in the body pool. H2 O exists in equilibrium with
H^ and 0 H “. Carbon dioxide then also exists as HCO3 " . When this recombines with
H"^, the resulting water and carbon dioxide molecules may have the oxygen atoms
which originated from either.
By adding labelled atoms of hydrogen (^H) to a bird's body, establishing their
initial abundance and their abundance after a set time, it is possible to calculate the rate
of water loss. By adding labelled oxygen (^^O) to the body and correcting for water
loss, it is possible to calculate the rate of CO 2 production and the average energy
expenditure over the period between samples. The abundance of labelled hydrogen and
oxygen can be determined using isotope ratio mass spectrometry, after isolating water
from blood using cryogenesis. It is also possible to use radioactive tritium (^H) instead
of stable deuterium (^H), in which case abundance can be determined by scintillation
counting. Nagy (1980) reports an accuracy of ±10% for measurements of energy
expenditure using doubly labelled water. The finer details of the protocol used in
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measuring energy expenditure with doubly labelled water are given in (Bryant and
Tatner 1989, Nagy 1989).
In using the doubly labelled water technique to measure energy expenditure of
kittiwakes, I followed this standard protocol. Selected adults were caught at the nest
using a noose mounted on a long pole. Two and a half millilitres of doubly labelled
water were injected into the peritoneal cavity. Birds were ringed and individually dyemarked with picric acid. The birds were then kept in a wooden box (roughly 80cm x
60cm X 50cm) for one hour to allow the injected isotopes to mix fully with the body
water pool. Eight 100 microlitre glass capillary tubes of blood were then sampled from
the femoral vein, and sealed with a flame torch. After 24, 48, or 72 hours, I attempted
to recapture these birds and repeat the blood sampling procedure, though not all birds
could be caught within the required period.
Blood samples were then processed and isotope levels measured in the
laboratory following the standard methods of Tatner and Bryant (1989). I checked the
accuracy of the measurements using prepared standards of deuterium and ^^Oxygen.
Close agreement between standards and measured values was obtained with the
oxygen standards (5493 and 5552 ppm for the 5500 ppm standard, 4523 and 4544 ppm
for the 4500 ppm standard, and 7209 and 7525 ppm for the 7500 standard) and so no
correction to the measured values was applied. Measurements of deuterium abundance
were corrected to allow for deviations of measured values from standards (841.9 and
849.2 ppm for the 1000 ppm standard).
As well as trying to estimate physiological stress from body condition and
energy expenditure, it is possible to look at the resources a bird is prepared to channel
into non-essential functions such as feather growth (Grubb 1989, 1991, Waite 1990).
Although there are fewer alternative interpretations of these 'ptilochronological' results,
there has been debate over whether the method itself is sound (Murphy and King
1991). Birds are caught at the start of the observation period, and a tail feather is
plucked. In my study, Kittiwakes were then recaught and the rates of feather regrowth
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plucked. In my study, Kittiwakes were then recaught and the rates of feather regrowth
determined directly, but more conventionally, the birds are recaught after regrowth is
complete and rates are estimated from 'growth bars' on the feathers - as the feather
grows, there are diurnal cycles of feather production which produce visible but faint
bars. Nutritionally stressed birds may have fewer resources to channel into feather
production and so have lower feather growth rates and narrower bars.
Murphy and King (1991) argue that ptilochronology involves untested
assumptions. They point out that feather growth rates may be affected in complex
ways which depend on the type and severity of the nutritional stress, and that changes
in feather regrowth need not indicate changes in fitness. In the present study, feather
regrowth rates were measured directly and so the further five criticisms raised
regarding the interpretation of feather bars are not relevant here (Murphy and King
1991).
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Section 3. Statistical analvses and the GENS TAT package
Most of the analyses undertaken for this thesis were performed using the
GEN ST AT software (see manuals/textbooks: Genstat5 1987, Lane et al. 1987, Digby
et al. 1989). Analyses were generally performed within the framework of generalised
linear modelling (see McCullagh and Nelder 1983 for the definitive reference). Because
many of these techniques are not widely used by field ecologists, I aim here to outline
the. advantages of the approach, to clariiy terminology, and to explain how the
analyses were undertaken.
The generalised linear modelling approach is an expansion of techniques such as
multiple linear regression or logistic regression in which one dependent variable can be
affected by a number of independent variables. Under the umbrella of generalised linear
modelling, the rigid details of individually named techniques such as multiple linear
regression are treated as the specific details of a wider family of assumptions. For
example, firstly, in multiple linear regression it is assumed that variance around the
model is independent of the values of the dependent variable, and secondly that the
values for the dependent variable are distributed normally around the model. Separate
transformations or link functions (for example fitting a multiple linear regression model
to the log of the dependent variable) can be applied to the dependent variable if this
brings residual distributions into line with assumptions. Thirdly, the independent
variables in multiple linear regression would not conventionally be categorical. By
contrast, generalised linear modelling can accommodate dependent variables with a
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wider variety of residual distributions, link functions and variance functions which
respectively transform the dependent variable and take into account variances which
change according to the magnitude of the dependent variable can be specified
intrinsically. Categorical independent variables can be incorporated into generalised
linear models. Provided the residual distribution and the nature of the independent
variables (continuous or categorical) are specified, (together with link functions and
variance functions if necessary) models of the dependent variable can be constructed in
a manner similar to multiple linear regression. This offers considerable versatility.
Many widely used disjunct statistical tests can be specified and performed as
generalised linear models. Rather than changing tests when minor details of the analysis
change, generalised linear modelling makes it possible to accommodate a wide range of
tests within a single framework. For example, a simple t-test may sometimes suffice if
one wishes only to know whether the value of a variable differs between two samples,
but an ANOVA would be necessary if a third sample were involved, and an ANCOVA
would be needed to remove the variance caused by another continuous variable if one
suspected this was important. These three different tests could however be undertaken
within the single analytical framework of generalised linear modelling. Similarly,
associations between characteristics of two variables could be analysed with a chisquare test, but a G-test would have to be used if associations between three variables
were involved. There is no single test which specifically incorporates four such
variables, but associations between any number of variables can be studied by
specifying the analysis as a generalised linear model. The flexibility of GENS TAT not
only offers the freedom to analyse a wide range of problems, it avoids the need for a
vast cumbersome collection of tools for narrow statistical tasks.
The capacity of generalised linear modelling to incorporate several independent
variables offers substantial advantages in the analysis of data collected from wild birds.
Firstly, confounding variables can be controlled. Thus, two independent variables
which appear to affect the dependent variable on their own, may themselves be
correlated with each other, and the apparent effect of one may arise spuriously from its
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correlation with the other. Secondly, even where independent variables are not
correlated with each other, incorporating independent variables with significant effects
before testing the significance of the focal variable can serve to reduce the residual
variance and thus enhance the power of the test. In this thesis, as a general rule, I have
tested the effect of each variable after controlling for the significant effects of others. In
GENSTAT, the dependent variable is specified with the command 'MODEL' followed
by the name of the dependent variable (the residual distribution, link function, and
weighting of observations can be specified at this point). To prepare for the ensuing
analysis and to enable calculation of correlations between the independent variables,
the command 'TERMS' is then used followed by a list of independent variables. A
model can then be fitted with the command 'FIT' followed by a list of independent
variables. Independent variables can then be added to or dropped from the model using
the commands 'ADD' and 'DROP' respectively, followed by the names of the required
independent variables. Testing the significance of variable 'a' where one suspects it is
confounded by variable 'b' can be achieved either by 'FIT b' followed by 'ADD a', or
else by 'FIT a,b' followed by 'DROP a'.
Three main types of generalised linear model have been used in this thesis.
Firstly, where the dependent variable is distributed binomially around the model, I have
used the term 'binomial model', or I have said that the dependent variable has been
'modelled assuming binomial errors'. Were none of the independent variables
categorical, and were logistic link functions used, the term 'logistic regression' could be
used, but since I have used binomial models where these conditions are not necessarily
met, I have not generally used the term 'logistic regression'. I have used binomial
models particularly widely to analyse the effects of various independent variables on
breeding success. I have done this by calculating daily survival rates of eggs and chicks
for each nest (full details of this are given in Chapter 2 section 4). GENSTAT provides
a't' statistic (or a 'z' statistics where the residual degrees of freedom exceed 60) for
each independent variable and I have quoted this when giving the significance of the
test.
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Secondly, I have used log-linear models' where frequencies of observations are
concerned. For example if I wish to examine whether nests with rock ledges are less
likely to be destroyed than those without ledges, then I would look at the frequencies
of nests which are/ are not destroyed in relation to the frequency of nest sites which do/
do not have adjacent rock ledges. Log-linear models are an expansion of chi-square
tests, and allow several independent variables to be built into the analysis. Unlike either
multiple linear regression or the binomial models outlined, the dependent variable in a
log-linear model is 'frequency' rather than the measured value of a focal dependent
variable, and these frequencies are assumed to follow a Poisson (or 'random')
distribution. Further, it is not the significance of the independent variables which is
usually of interest, but rather the interactions of the independent variables with each
other. Thus it would be of little interest or surprise if'frequency' were significantly
influenced by whether or not a nest were destroyed - this simply indicates that the
numbers of nests with or without rock ledges are not equal. If 'frequency' is
significantly influenced by an interaction between presence/absence of ledges and
whether or not the nest is lost, then this indicates that the presence or absence of ledges
influences the chances of a nest being lost. Unlike a simple chi-square test, the loglinear modelling makes it possible to add in other nest site characteristics and to
determine whether the apparent association of say rock ledges and nest losses is in fact
just due to an association of ledges with another characteristic which itself is associated
with losses. In such analyses, I have used the term 'associated' where two characters
are found together more often than would be expected by chance, and 'dissociated'
where they are found together less often than would be expected by chance. In
presenting the results of a log-linear model, I have given the 'mean deviance' of the
interaction term, which is equivalent to either the 'residual mean deviance' after adding
the dependent variables, or the '5 mean deviance' when the interaction term is added or
dropped from the model. These mean deviances follow a chi-square distribution and
can be tested as such if the 'dispersion parameter' is known. This dispersion parameter
specifies the relationship between the mean and the variance of the dependent variable.
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By default, if the values for the dependent variable follow a truly Poisson distribution,
then the variance equals the mean, and the dispersion parameter (the ratio of these two)
equals one. Thus in a 2 x 2 contingency table with Poisson distributed frequencies, the
expected residual mean deviance is one if there is no association between the
characteristics - a residual mean deviance much greater than one indicates that there is
an association.
Thirdly, I have used generalised linear models where the dependent variable is
distributed normally around the model. Where all the independent variables are noncategorical, I have simply called this 'multiple linear regression'. However, I know of
.

no similar simple term to describe such generalised linear models in which some of the
independent variables are categorical. They could be considered a form of multiple
linear regression with multiple groups, or of ANCOVA (analysis of covariance) though
the categories may contain markedly unequal numbers of observations (i.e. the design
may be 'unbalanced') and the continuous variable (or 'covariate') rather than the
categorical variables (or 'treatments') may be the focus of attention. When presenting
results of these multiple linear regression type models, I have provided the 'F' statistic
associated with the change in explained variance when the focal independent variable is
added to or dropped from the model, and following convention I have given the
degrees of freedom as subscripts to the 'F'.
I have also made limited use of a fourth type of generalised linear model in
which the dependent variable is assumed to follow a Poisson distribution around the
model. In this particular analysis, all the independent variables were continuous and so
I have used the term 'Poisson regression'. Although like log-linear models this 'Poisson
regression' assumes that the data are distributed randomly around the model, the
dependent variable in a Poisson regression is a measure of a biological dependent
variable rather than a 'frequency' of a particular characteristic. Apart from Poissondistributed errors, Poisson regression is otherwise very similar to multiple linear
regression or logistic regression. In presenting results, I have provided the change in
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the mean deviance when the focal independent variable is added to or dropped from the
model, together with the dispersion parameter.
The technique of ordinal logistic regression, used widely in this thesis, could
also be considered a form of generalised linear model though it is contained as a
separate procedure accessible from the GENSTAT procedure library, and has not been
specified using the 'MODEL' statement. Full details of ordinal logistic regression are
given in chapter 2 section 5.
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Calculating Nesting Success.

Abstract
In calculating breeding success, the Mayfield method incurs errors firstly by pooling
unweighted observations from nests differing in vulnerability, and secondly by assuming that the
losses occur exactly half way between visits to the nest. We highlight and explore these problems
using simple models, and we show that the magnitude of the biases can yield misleading
conclusions under practically and biologically realistic circumstances. We introduce an
alternative to the Mayfield method in which daily survival rates of nests can be calculated
directly and modelled, assuming binomial errors and with a logit link function, in a manner akin
to logistic regression with multiple groups. We show that this removes the biases, equalises the
weightings and removes the distortions when testing hypotheses. By calculating daily survival
rates in different ways to produce a series of 'breeding survival variables', we outline a means of
distinguishing breeding losses with differing causes so that these can be analysed separately.
In an analysis of data collected from colonial Kittiwakes, the power and versatility of our
'direct' technique are highlighted by comparing results with those from more conventional
analytical approaches wherever these are possible. With the direct technique, seasonal trends in
breeding success could be detected. It was further possible to show differences in these trends
between years, and to demonstrate that they applied only to certain causes of breeding failure. In
analysing the effects of clutch supplements on daily breeding survival variables, it was possible
to control for these significant seasonal effects, and to detect effects of the experimental
treatment. In a comparable analysis, the Mayfield method pointed to similar biological
conclusions regarding clutch manipulations, but the details and the magnitude of the effects were
different. A simple analysis of apparent hatching success had lower power than an analysis
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involving survival rates. With this more straightforward teclinique, we failed entirely to detect
any effects of clutch manipulations and incurred at least one type II error. We propose that our
direct method of calculating nesting survival rates, including the separation of losses according to
their cause, offers power, versatility, accuracy, and wide applicability and thus will generally
offer appreciable improvements on the more conventional techniques.
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Introduction

;
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Blases inherent in simple measures of breeding success led Mayfield (1961, 1975) to
develop a refined technique based on abstracted measures of exposure and daily survival rates.
Nests have a lower chance of failing during a short monitoring period even if they have the same
actual breeding success as those followed for longer. By estimating breeding success using daily
survival rates, the Mayfield method aims to avoid this error. Certain difficulties have however
been identified in this valuable and widely used method, and although improvements have been
made (Green 1977, Miller and Johnson 1978, Johnson 1979), some problems do still remain.
Firstly, the Mayfield method makes the inaccurate assumption that losses occur exactly half way
between the two visits which flank the loss itself. Secondly, inappropriate weightings are applied
when observations from nests differing in vulnerability are pooled to produce estimates of
survival. The first problem could be avoided if there were a means of calculating survival
directly. In testing hypotheses, the second problem could be removed if there were a method
which did not necessitate this pooling of observations.
Here we aim to develop models to explore the magnitude of the errors in the Mayfield
method resulting from these problems. We look at how these biases change with survival rate and
with the duration of intervals between visits. We show how the central variable of daily survival
can instead be calculated directly, how data for each nest need not be pooled, how survival rates
for each nest can be modelled assuming binomial errors in a manner akin to logistic regression
with multiple groups, and thus how some of the problems and biases can be removed. Rather
than having a single measure of daily nest survival which encompasses all types of loss, we show
how a series of 'breeding survival variables' which recognise losses differing in cause can be
produced and analysed separately. The advantages of our direct technique go beyond a solution
of the problems which prompted development of the Mayfield method. We explore these
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advantages using data collected from colonial Kittiwakes Rissa tridactyla^ and where possible we
compare the results obtained with those from more conventional techniques.

3
Methods
'I

The Mayfield method and the assumption about the timing of losses.
In estimating breeding success with daily survival rates, the Mayfield method assumes
that nests which failed did so on average half way between the last visit when they were seen to
be active and the first visit they were observed to have been lost. Because all survival rates
between 0 % and 100% will produce patterns akin to exponential decay, losses are more
numerous near the start of any period and so the average timing of losses is in fact, on average,
some time before the half-way point. The assumption would be valid if there were a linear
.

decline in the number of active nests, but this can not occur when survival rate is constant; only

il

when it is decreasing.
This problem is widely acknowledged, and Miller and Johnson (1978) sought to cope
with it by assuming that losses occur, on average, at 40% of the time between visits. Although

I
Johnson(1979) demonstrates that with this improvement the method will often perform well, the
.

modification does serve to reduce rather than remove the bias. Indeed, where nesting success is
high and losses occur on average later than 40% of the time, this adjustment of assumptions
could potentially introduce the opposite bias.
The Mayfield method estimates daily survival from the formula:
S=l-([Np-Ns]/E)
where S

daily survival rate

Np

the number of observation periods

Ns

the number of observation periods where the nest is successful
■"'3

I
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E

the sum of the exposure periods (in days)

For each observation period where the nest is not successful, the loss is assumed to occur at the
mid-point and so exposure is assumed to equal half the duration. Using these equations and
assumptions, we have developed simple theoretical models to quantify the error and to determine
how it changes both with the duration between visits and with the severity of the mortality rates.

Biases from pooling unweighted observations.
Further errors can appear in the Mayfield method when observations from several nests
differing in vulnerability are pooled into a single estimate of breeding success (Green 1977).
Through time, nests with low survival rate disappear more rapidly thus leaving a population in
which a greater proportion of nests have a high survival rate. If nests are visited repeatedly,
observations from nests with higher survival enter the calculations with greater frequency and
distort the overall estimate. In this paper, some analytical problems associated with this
phenomenon are examined using simple theoretical models. Klett and Johnson(1982) explain
clearly some other implications of variability in nest survival rates and show how the Mayfield
and other methods can be adapted to cope with this.

Calculating survival rate directly.
We have devised a more direct technique for calculating nesting success which solves not
only the problems which originally prompted the method, but also these two biases which
remain. Within each data set, there will exist a series of observations for any nest, from the time
breeding has commenced to the time it is expected to be complete. These can be used to
determine a series of observation intervals, between the first and the second visits, the second and
the third, the third and the fourth, etc. Corresponding to each of these intervals will be 3 pieces of
information:
d - whether the nest is active at the start of the intervah
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11 - whether it is active at the end,

p - the duration of the interval.
For'd' and 'n', active nests are coded as 1, while nests which have been lost are coded as 0. For
each nest, the data set for these 3 variables can be subdivided into groups depending on the
duration of the interval. For i=l...t of these groups with particular durations, there are 3 pieces of
information:
Pi=the duration of the interval
Di=Ed, or the sum of the denominators for all cases where p=Pi,
Ni=Sn, or the sum of the numerators for all cases where p=Pi.
Note that for all intervals after a nest has been lost, d and n will always equal zero and will not
contribute to Di or Ni. Calculations will thus always include only information up until the fate of

'

ik

-}

the nest is determined.
Regarding any one nest, for each set of observations with any particular duration between
visits, we can calculate an 's'-value directly as:

.

( /p .)

If for any group of intervals, Di equals 0, this means that no observations are represented
in this group, 's'-values obviously can not be calculated in the absence of data, so groups of
intervals where Di equals 0 should be excluded. This procedure does not exclude cases where

survival rate is low, but rather cases where the abundance o f data is low. This procedure does
not bias the estimates and is useful as a means of removing missing values.
Using the individual estimates for each of the intervals represented, an S-value for each
nest can be determined from the equation:
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These S-values will take values between 0 and 1, and can be modelled assuming binomial errors.
The average survival rate of the nests

(Sav)

is simply the arithmetic mean of the S-values for the

nests, while the survival rate estimate for the population as a unit (Sail) is the S -value obtained by
applying the calculations to a pooled set of observations rather than performing the calculations
separately for each nest.

Sav

and

Sait

are calculated differently and so will not normally be equal.

Distinguishing different causes of losses using the direct technique.
There are several ways in which effects on breeding success can be mediated. Often it
will be desirable to separate losses due to say physical damage, predation, desertion, or chick
starvation, or to express specifically the survival rates of individual chicks or eggs. This is easily
done if we use direct measures of daily survival rates, but not if simple measures such as
hatching or fledging success are used. To separate out the effects, the same framework is readily
applied but one must redefine d and n as follows:

Predation
d - whether the nest is active at the start of the interval, and is either still active at the end
or has specifically been destroyed by a predator at the end. e.g. a nest which is active
at the start but has been damaged by weather at the end is classed as 'O'.
n - whether the nest is active at the end. (The causes of the losses need not be determined
when calculating this parameter, because they have already been incorporated into
calculations of'd').
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Partial losses e.g. brood reduction
d - whether the nest contains the full brood at the start of the interval, and either still has
the full brood at the end or has lost some but not all of the chicks by the end. e.g. a
nest which has the full brood at the start but has been lost completely by the end is
classed as 'O'.
n - whether the nest still has the full brood at the end. (Again neither the cause of the
losses, nor whether the losses are partial or complete, need be determined when
calculating this parameter, because they have already been incorporated into
calculations of'd').

Egg or chick survival rates
d - the number of offspring in the nest at the start of the interval
n - the number of offspring in the nest at the end of the interval,
Calculations of egg or chick survival rates must be calculated on a nest-by-nest basis, because
offspring within a nest will not be statistically independent. It is possible to partition egg or
chick survival in relation to various factors using the same approach as was used before.
All these techniques can be applied separately to incubation and chick-rearing phases by
including in the definition of'd' and 'n' the condition that the interval must start and end during
these separate phases. Intervals which span hatching do not apply exclusively to either period, so
can not be included in such calculations.

Background of examples using data collected on Kittiwakes.
In order to examine seasonal patterns of breeding success, and to address questions of
incubation costs and clutch size determination (Williams 1991, Godfray et al 1991, Stearns
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1992), nests were followed every 2-4 days through the incubation period and clutch sizes were
manipulated. In 1992, 32 nests with natural clutch sizes of 2 eggs were supplemented to 3 eggs
using donor nests with comparable laying dates. A further 80 nests with 2 eggs were retained as
controls. As well as these 112 nests used in the clutch size experiments, a further 167 were
followed in 1992, and in 1993 a total of 350 were followed.

Analysis
Using the S-values, the effects on breeding success of laying date and clutch supplements
were analysed with the Generalised Linear Modelling facilities of GENSTAT5 (Details of
generalised linear modelling theory are given in McCullagh and Nelder 1983, and the execution
of these analyses using GENSTAT5 is illustrated and explained in GENSTAT5 1987). By
specifying the error distribution and employing an appropriate transformation or link function', it
is possible to construct models akin to multiple linear regression with multiple groups, even
though the errors are not distributed normally. Binomially distributed errors were assumed, the
conventional logit link function was used, and the S-values were weighted equally - each being
drawn from n=l trials. With these S-values of individual nests as the dependent variable, it was
possible to include both 'laying date' and 'experimental treatment' as independent variables, and
thus to control first for the effects of each when testing the importance of the other. The
technique is thus similar to logistic regression but has greater freedom and can accommodate
categorical independent variables.
Using the direct technique, survival rate could be partitioned according to different
biologically meaningful causes. Numerous Herring gulls nested sympatrically, and Kittiwakes
experienced heavy losses of nests and eggs. Many nests were also physically damaged due to
weather, and non-breeders were seen fighting vigorously over sites particularly when these were
left unattended. Four measures of survival rate were calculated for the incubation stage. 'Clutch'
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survival considered the breeding attempt as being alive until all the eggs or chicks were lost from
the nest but the nest itself remained intact, 'Intact clutch' survival recognised death as happening
when at least one egg was lost from the nest. 'Egg' survival treated each egg in the nest as an

individual, but not a statistically independent, entity; each nest yielded only a single independent
observation. 'Nest' survival acknowledged mortality as happening when an active nest was
physically destroyed. Where active nests were physically lost, the first 3 survival measures
considered the period up to the time immediately before, but not including, this loss.
In order to explore the benefits of using the direct technique instead of more conventional
approaches, the conclusions reached regarding clutch size manipulations obtained in 1992 using
breeding survival rates were compared with those obtained by application o f the Mayfield
method per se and with those from simple Mann-Whitney U tests on hatching success and
hatching brood sizes.
In order to ensure that only completed clutches were used in the experiments,
manipulations of clutch size were performed a few days after the onset of incubation. Because of
this, the hatching successes observed do not correspond exactly with the theoretical projections
of survival rates over the full 27-day incubation period.

Results

1. Models exploring biases

Does the duration between visits affect errors in the Mayfield method?
If 2000 nests, with a convenient survival rate of exactly 50% per day, were found and
then revisited every day for 4 days, then 125 will remain on the last visit. There will have been
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1000+500+250+125=1875 complete daily observation periods for successful nests, and also the
same number for unsuccessful nests. The sum of the exposure periods will be (1875x1 day)
+(1875x0.5day)=2812.5days in total. The number of successes will have been
1000+500+250+125 =1875. The Mayfield estimate of survival is then:

i

Î
i

S=l-( [3750-1875]/2812.5)=33.3%

.

but our direct estimate of survival is:

S=( 1875/3750)( 1/• )=50%.

If however the nests were only revisited on the last day, the number of successes is 125. There
will have been 125 observation periods of successful nests, and 1875 of unsuccessful ones,
giving a summed exposure period of (125x4days)+(1875x[4days/2]) =4250days. The true
exposure period can not have changed, but that estimated by the Mayfield method is more than

I

50% greater. As a consequence, the new estimate of daily survival is markedly greater:

S=l-([2000-125]/4250)=55.9%

By contrast, our direct estimate of survival is:

S=( 125/2000)( 1/4)=50%

A comparable analysis of 51200 nests visited only after 8 days yields 200 successes, and a total
period of 409600days. The Mayfield estimate of survival is:
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S=l-([51200-200]/([200x8]+[51000x4])=75.2%

and the direct estimate of survival is;

S=(200/51200)( 1/8)=50%.

As the duration between the visits increases, the Mayfield estimate increases, but the direct
calculations continue to yield the correct answer.
Although the simple and convenient values used in the preceding examples serve to
illustrate the problem, they are not biologically realistic. The results of a simulation using the
biologically more reasonable daily survival estimate of 95%, are given in Figure 1. It is clear
that even with parameters which aie biologically reasonable and logistically practical, the errors
can be statistically important and the conclusions biologically misleading.

Does the bias change with the intensity of nest mortality?
Assuming a group of 20000 nests with 99% daily survival, a visit after 8 days will find
18455 remaining. The total number of intervals is 20000, and the sum of the periods is
(I8455x8days)+(1545x4days)=153820days. The Mayfield estimate of survival is;

S= 1-([20000-18455]/l 53 820)=98.996%

The direct estimate of survival is:

S=(18455/20000)(^/8)=99.000%
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so the Mayfield method underestimates the daily survival rate by only 0.004% which means that
daily mortality is overestimated by 0.4% of what it actually is. The biases are small, and the
technique performs well.
If there is 95% daily survival, 13268 nests remain after 8 days. Mayfield survival is:

S=l-([20000-13268]/[(13268x8)+(6732x4)])=94.94%

and direct suiwival is:

S=( 13268/20000)( 1''8)=95.00%

This means that the daily survival is underestimated by 0.063% and daily mortality is
overestimated by 1.18% of its actual value, and again the technique performs well.
With 80% daily survival, 3355 nests remain after 8 days. Mayfield suiwival is:

S=l-([20000-3355]/[(3355x8)+(16645x4)])=82.03%

and direct survival is:

S=(3355/20000)(1/8)=80.0%.

and so although the daily survival is only overestimated by 2.54%, daily mortality is
underestimated by 10.15% of its actual value, and this eiTor is potentially important.
The error does not remain constant but changes as the daily mortality increases. Figure 2
shows a plot of Mayfield survival against actual survival and the %error in Mayfield mortality
rates, for a large theoretical set of nests visited after 3,8,12 and 20 days. Under these conditions,
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there is convergence of the Mayfield estimate with tme survival as these values approach 100%.
However, the convergence is not perfect in the range of biologically realistic parameters, and
Figure 2b highlights that the errors can be important and misleading.
The errors of the Mayfield method may not always be large for all practical and
biologically reasonable situations, but the errors depend on the daily survival rate and the
duration between visits. This type of error is uncomfortable and makes it difficult to compare
results between studies. Since determining daily survival rate directly removes completely these
particular biases while adding little to the complexity of the calculations, it would seem generally
worthwhile to use this approach in place of the Mayfield method.

Pooling observations and the problem of weighting.
To explore the role of weightings in pooled estimates, we studied hypothetical survival
rates for a population of 20000 nests made up of 2 sub-populations of 10000 nests with daily
suiwival rates of 50% and 80%. After 4 days, the number remaining is

N=( 10000x(0.5)4)+( 10000x(0.8)4)=4721

so the survival rate of the population as a whole over this 4 day period is

Saii=(4721/20000)(1/4)=69,70%

This figure is more heavily weighted to 80% than to 50%.
The survival rate of this population was found to increase through time and this has
complex implications for the weighting. After 1 day, (10000x0.8)+(10000xO.5) =8000+5000
= 13000 nests remain, so the population survival rate over the first day is:
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81=13000/20000=65%.

After 2 days, (8000x0.8)+(5000x0.5)=6400+2500=8900 nests remain, so the population survival
rate from the first to the second day is:

82=8900/13000=68.46%

and after 3 days, (6400x0.8)+(2500x0.5)=5120+1250=6370 nests remain, and thus the population
.

survival rate from the second to the third day is:

83=6370/8900=71.57%,

By similar arguments, 84= 74 .11%.
The survival rate can show temporal changes which stem purely from mathematical rather than
biological or environmental phenomena. Any method which pools observations from a
population in which survival rates are heterogeneous will clearly produce results which vary
depending on the duration of the study and the frequency of visits.
In testing hypotheses, it would clearly be desirable to avoid these problems and to forego
any pooling of observations. It is possible, with the direct technique, to incorporate the S-values
of each nest into the calculations as individual observations. This would result in an analysis
where each nest was weighted equally, and would avoid the problem of pooling.

2. Examples using the direct technique

The effects of laying date on Kittiwake breeding success during incubation.
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Using the direct technique it was possible to establish that some of the breeding survival
measures showed linear declines with laying date in 1993, and to detect additional quadratic
components to these relationships in 1992 (Table 1.). By distinguishing different types of losses
with the direct technique, we could find no evidence that nest survival varied with laying date. It
was thus possible to show that physical nest-damage is rather more stochastic than the other 3
measures which focus on losses of eggs and clutches.

Clutch manipulations and breeding success.
Using the direct technique, we could find effects of clutch size manipulations on some
measures of breeding success (Table 2). Where laying dates had significant effects, these were
controlled by including them as independent variables in the binomial models. There was no
evidence that the survival of either intact clutches or of eggs was influenced by the addition of
extra eggs, though the result was marginal for egg survival. Nest survival rate and full clutch
survival rate were significantly influenced by manipulation treatment. Projecting the population
estimates of Sail over the full 27 day incubation period, indicates that the controls will retain
0.879 eggs or chicks, while the experimental group will have 0.996. These figures could be
expressed as 43.9% and 33.2% success respectively. The birds with increased clutch sizes had
lower percentage success rates, but these higher percentage loss rates were not sufficient to
outweigh the larger initial clutches.

Clutch manipulations and the Mayfield survival rates.
By pooling observations within each clutch-manipulation group, it was possible to apply
an analogous analysis to these data using the Mayfield method per se. The results are given in
Table 3. Because the population survival estimates derived from the direct technique and the
Mayfield method involve different assumptions, projection of the figures over 27 days gives
different results. Projected clutch or brood sizes at 27 days for controls and expérimentais are
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0.299 and 0.503 respectively. These represent percent-successes of 14.9% and 16.8%
respectively. The Mayfield method points to some similar, but by no means identical, biological
conclusions. The nature of the losses detected are different (intact clutch survival c.f. clutch and
nest survival), and the magnitudes of the differences aie not identical. The conclusion would still
be drawn that adding eggs depresses breeding survival parameters without reducing the number
of eggs reaching hatching. The survival parameters themselves are however different, and
though the egg and clutch survival rates are not significantly different, the sample means of the
control groups lie above those of the expérimentais, and this is at odds with the direct estimates.
The patterns o f hatching success predicted by the Mayfield method differ markedly fi'om both the
predictions of the direct technique and the observed patterns of hatching success (Table 4).

A simple analysis of hatching success.
Because Kittiwake nests can readily be located and monitored, the conventional biases of
using simple measures of hatching and fledging success do not apply (Mayfield 1961, 1975).
There might then seem no good reason in this case to indulge in the more complex Mayfield
method, or to calculate daily survival directly. However, the statistical power of applying a
Mann-Whitney U test is low and no significant differences in either hatching success or brood
size at hatching can be detected (Table 4). Since the groups started with different clutch sizes, at
least one of these parameters must change: the use of a simple non-pai’ametric test on hatching
success incurs at least one type II error, and fails to detect the biologically important effects
which can be found using the more powerful technique of daily survival rates. Analysing daily
survival parameters allows us to separate the different types of loss, and to incorporate more
information into the analysis. We know not only whether eggs hatch or fail, but also their
survival and we have infonnation on the nature of the failure if it occurs. By using daily survival
rates we can incorporate all this information and so increase the power and discrimination of the
analysis.
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Discussion.
Although the Mayfield method often performs well, and although the Mayfield estimates
converge with true survival as both approach 100%, there do exist several feasible combinations
of parameters with practical and biological applicability, where misleading biases can occur if the
Mayfield method is used. Not only can this distort the results of any particular study, it makes it
impossible to use the method in comparisons between studies unless methodology is completely
standardised. Even when there is such standardisation, it can be difficult to quantify accurately
the differences in daily survival rate between studies because the en'ors depend on the survival
rate itself. There may exist particular situations where the biases are negligible, but since the
direct teclmique does provide a means of removing the problems, it is a preferable technique to
use.
Where tests are performed on estimates obtained by pooling observations, distorting
results can arise because nests with higher survival rate become more heavily weighted. With the
direct technique it is possible to test hypotheses using single equally weighted values for each
nest, and thus to avoid the problems associated with pooling.
As is clear from the examples, by calculating daily survival rates directly, by partitioning
these according to the nature of the losses, and by using multivariate modelling of the resultant
values for each nest, it is possible to reveal biological phenomena with precision where other
methods, if available, might involve substantial biases or fail to detect them at all. We were able
not only to detect changes in breeding success with laying date, but to gain information on the
cause of these patterns, and to demonstrate differences between years.
With the direct technique, it was possible to demonstrate that some measures of breeding
success were reduced when clutch size was enlarged. The Mayfield estimates led to broadly
similar conclusions, but the details of the losses differed, and the quantitative predictions were
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notably different. Simple analyses of hatching success and hatching brood size per se gave
misleading results. A Mann-Whitney U test on these variables failed to detect the effects of the
manipulation and committed a type II error. Misinterpretation of these analyses could potentially
lead one to draw conclusions completely opposite to those obtained from the more powerful
techniques. The Mayfield method was developed to overcome biases in simple calculations of
fledging or hatching success, but even when the data overcome these biases, simple measures can
inadvertently dispose of information and depress statistical power. When one knows not only the
final outcome of a nest, but also its prior performance, then a technique which can make full use
of this information is worth using.
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Table 1. Results of analysing breeding survival parameters in relation to laying date. In 1993,
there was evidence that laying date had quadratic as well as lineai’ components, in the effects on
the survival measures, so models combined these effects.
Year

Survival measure

Statistics

1992

Nest survival

1992
1992

Intact clutch
survival
Clutch survival

1992

Egg survival

1993
1993

Nest survival
Intact clutch
survival
Clutch survival
Egg survival

linear: z=1.05, df=85, ns.
quadratic: z=1.03, df=85, ns.
linear: z=2.00, df=81, P<0.05.
quadratic: z=1.89, df=81, P<0.1.
linear: z=2.12, df=83, P<0.05.
quadratic: z=2.09, df=83, P<0.05.
linear: z=2.04, df=83, P<0.05.
quadratic: z=2.00, df=83, P<0.05.
linear: z=0.13, df=198, ns
linear: z=2.50, df=174, P<0.05

1993
1993

linear: z=2.73, df=176, P<0.01
linear: z=2.59, df=176, P<0.01
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Table 2. Daily survival rate group means, and significance of treatment effects. Group means are
determined using pooled data from all the nests in each experimental treatment. The binomial
analysis was performed on the individual estimates of the S-values for each nest, and the
significant quadratic laying date effects were controlled in the model.
Survival measure

Control
(2 eggs)

Experiment
(2+1 eggs)

Significance

Intact Clutch Survival
Clutch Survival
Egg Survival
Nest Survival

0.967
0.973
0.970
0.991

0.944
0.967
0.960
0.988

z=1.51, df=108, ns.
z=1.97, df=108,P<0.05.*
z=1.83, df=108, P<0.1, ns.
z=2.41,df=108,P<0.05.*
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Table 3. Mayfield estimates of survival parameters for control and experimental categories.
Significance was tested by two-sample tests, and did not control for laying date.
Survival measure

Control
(2 eggs)

Experiment
(2+1 eggs)

Significance

Intact Clutch Survival
Clutch survival
Egg survival
Nest survival

0.958
0.962
0.932
0.988

0.942
0.968
0.936
0.988

z=2.08, df=110, P<0.05.*
z=0.967, df=l 10, ns.
z=0.435, df=l 10, ns.
z=0 .00 , df=l 10, ns.
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Table 4. Observed brood sizes at hatching and hatching success, for control and experimental
nests, and results of comparing these by Mann-Whitney U test.
Control (2 eggs). Experimental (2+1 eggs).Significance.
Average brood size at hatching.
Average hatching success.

0.89
44.3%

1.12
37.5%

ns.
U32,79=l 182, ns.
U 32,79= 1 1 4 0 ,
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Captions to figures;
Figure 1, Graph showing how the % error in estimated daiiy mortality rates changes with the
interval between visits. Results were calculated from a large theoretical population of nests with
a daily survival rate of 95%. For these particular conditions, the enor changes from an
overestimate of mortality to an underestimate when the interval increases past 11 days.

Figure 2. Relationship between Mayfield survival and true survival, calculated from a large
theoretical population of nests re-visited once after various intervals. Figure 2a shows a simple
plot of Mayfield survival against true survival, while figure 2 b plots the %en'or in Mayfield
mortality against true survival.
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Summary

1. In order to assess its potential for analysing ordinal ecological data, ordinal logistic
regression (OLR) was compared with the more conventional techniques of poisson
regression (PR) and multiple linear regression (MLR) in an analysis of reproductive
success in swifts Apus apus.
2. Unlike OLR and MILR, the distributional assumptions of PR were violated and PR
failed to detect significant effects found using the other two techniques.
3. To interpret the effects of weather, age and long term trends, in terms of lifetime
reproductive success, regression models of individual annual breeding success from the
three techniques were combined with analogous models of adult survival. Unlike the
consistent and realistic interpretations of PR and OLR, MLR produced misleading and
impossible interpretations.
4. MLR thus performed well when testing but not when interpreting, while the converse
applied to PR.
5. OLR is highly suitable for analysing discontinuous ecological variables such as clutch
size, litter size, number of offspring, or else scores of continuous variables such as
aggression or body condition. As well as more power and versatility than conventional
non-parametric tests, OLR offers better interpretation of results even when the residual
distributions permit parametric alternatives.

Key words', generalised linear modelling, ecological regression analysis, discontinuous
variables, ordinal, reproductive success.
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Introduction
In the analysis of ecological data, specific problems arise repeatedly because
critical variables such as clutch size or breeding success are discontinuously distributed
(Morgan 1992, Crawley 1993). This commonly necessitates the use of less powerful
and less versatile non-parametric methods. The execution of these analyses discards
information and lacks power, and the biological interpretation lacks precision. Even if
residuals are normally distributed and if linear parametric models can be justified,
techniques which do not acknowledge the underlying distribution might lead to
unrealistic interpretations outside the range of possible values, and this may result in
spurious biological conclusions.
Ordinal logistic regression (OLR) has been in existence for some time
(McCullagh 1980), but its potential for analysing such ecological data has rarely been
explored. The format of OLR would seem highly suited to the analysis of variables

■

which involve counts or scores, such as clutch size, litter size, number of offspring,
aggression scores, body condition scores, or risk exposure. The technique was designed
to be used in a manner akin to multiple linear regression (MLR), wherever the data for
the dependent variable fall into distinct, ranked categories. Poisson regression (PR) can
also be used to analyse such data, but it assumes a poisson distribution which may not
always be realistic.
A technique which could test for and interpret ecological effects of several
variables on breeding success would be particularly valuable. In long term studies,
where not all individuals can be identified and monitored throughout their lives, the
ability to explore patterns of lifetime reproductive success (LRS') indirectly from
models of annual breeding success and survival would be useful. The validity of such
estimates does however depend on the suitability of the techniques from which they are
made.
Using data from a long term study of breeding swifts Apus apus, (DouglasHome 1977, Thomson & Douglas-Home 1993, Thomson et al. in press), this paper
aims to explore the potential of ordinal logistic regression for analysing ordinal or
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interval ecological data. In comparable analyses, the performance of OLR will be
compared with the conventional techniques of poisson- and multiple linear- regression.
Firstly, after controlling for other variables, we aim to compare results obtained
when testing for effects of breeding age on reproductive success using OLR, PR, and
MLR. We interpret the resulting models and examine the frequency of estimates which
lie outside the range of possible values.
Secondly, using the three comparable models of breeding success in relation to
long term trends, weather and breeding age, we seek separately to combine each with
an analogous model of adult survival (Thomson et al. in press), and thus to interpret
their implications for lifetime reproductive success ('LRS') using a simulation (see
Clutton-Brock 1988, Newton 1989). We then look at how evenly reproductive success
is divided between individuals in the population and we compare the frequencies of
complete lifetime failure. We then compare the variance in LRS explained by breeding
lifespan, by mean annual reproductive performance, and by temporal cohort effects.
Both MLR and PR can make estimates of breeding success which lie outwith the range
of possible values; we examine whether the more realistic distributional assumptions
used in making these interpretations fi'om OLR models might lead to more realistic
values for LRS.

Methods

The

t e c h n iq u e o f o r d in a l l o g is t ic r e g r e s s io n

OLR treats ordinal data as a number of stacked dichotomous variables. Thus, in
the case of swift breeding success which can take the values 0,1,2, or 3 chicks, OLR
considers the frequency of observations which are 0 or greater, 1 or greater, 2 or
greater, etc. The technique then integrates this information and examines any systematic
changes in these dichotomous variables to determine, for example, whether swift
breeding success changes with an independent variable such as age. Like MLR, it is
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possible to incorporate several independent variables, to examine simultaneously, for
example, the effects of breeding age and June temperatures, and to examine whether the
effect of one variable persists after controlling for another.
Because of different distributional assumptions, the form of the estimates
generated by OLR differ markedly from those of MLR. An MLR model can produce a
single average estimate with an estimable standard deviation. The data would then be
assumed to follow a normal distribution around this estimated value. If data actually
follow an ordinal distribution, then MLR estimates can fall between the categories and
outside the range of possible values. By contrast, an OLR model yields the probabilities
that an observation will lie in any particular category. Though akin to simple logistic
regression which examines the probability of an observation lying in each of two
categories, OLR permits the use of multiple categories 0,1,2,3....etc. Further, because
the categories are stacked rather than simply separated, OLR retains the information
that 0 is less than 1 is less than 2 is less than 3 etc.
The computer output from an OLR analysis will depend on the software used.
In the analyses reported here, a procedure available from GENSTAT was used(Lane et

al. 1987, Cole & Lane 1989, Digby, Galwey & Lane 1989). Output from this includes
at least four important types of information. Firstly, a value from a t distribution can be
used to test the significance of each independent variable. Secondly, regression
coefficients with standard errors for each independent variable can be used to examine
whether independent variables such as say June temperatures have positive or negative
effects on a dependent variable such as breeding success. Thirdly, the mean residual
deviance from the full regression model can be used to determine whether data are
distributed around the model as expected or "whether important interactions are being
missed. Lastly, 'cut points’ or 'bounds' are used when calculating the probability of
observations falling in each category, and are in some ways analogous to intercepts
MLR. These cut-points can be used to estimate the relative size and importance of the
categories used to describe a truly ordinal dependent variable such as aggression score.
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D ata

c o l l e c t io n

Annual and lifetime reproductive success are important and widely used
ecological variables (Clutton-Brock 1988, Newton 1989) and so were selected in this
case study to examine the suitability of OLR for analysing ecological data. The required
information was extracted from a long term data set on the breeding success of
individually marked swifts at a site in south-eastern Scotland between 1954 and 1993.
Full details of the history of this study colony, the fieldwork methods used, and the
biological findings, are contained in Douglas-Home (1977), Thomson & Douglas-Home
(1993), and Thomson et al. (in press). This paper aims not to replicate information
published elsewhere, nor to report the biological results of the study, but rather to
explore the suitability of OLR using the data available from this source.
Using data available for the nearby Floors Castle meteorological station,
Thomson et al. (in press) found that adult survival had been affected both by July
temperatures and by a further long term non-linear trend. With the standard SURGE4
software (Clobert, Lebreton & All aine 1987, P rad el 1989, Lebreton et al. 1992), they
produced a model which could be used to calculate adult survival from details of the
year and the weather conditions. Using multiple linear regression, they also found that
mean annual breeding success of the colony had been affected by a comparable long
term trend, and by June temperatures.

D e t e c t in g

s ig n if ic a n t e f f e c t s u s in g t h e o r d in a l l o g is t ic , p o is s o n a n d m u l t ip l e

LINEAR REGRESSION

Before comparing the conclusions reached regarding the effects of breeding age
on breeding success, all significant independent variables identified by Thomson et al.
(in press) were first incorporated. The effects on breeding success of breeding-age and
breeding-age-squared were thus tested by adding them to models containing mean daily
maximum June temperatures, a long term quadratic trend, and an interaction between
June temperatures and time.
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Breeding age rather than true age was used in this analysis. The true age of
breeding birds was not determinable in the study, because most birds were ringed in
their first breeding year. Where both members of a pair were identified, the breeding
age of the older bird was used.
The assumptions of MLR and PR were checked. Although breeding success
itself is not normally distributed, the residuals were consistent with a normal distribution
(Kolmogorov-Smirnoff, X^2=5.42, ns.). The assumptions of PR were however violated
and dispersion was not constant.

S im u l a t io n s

t o c o m p a r e e s t im a t e d r e p r o d u c t iv e s u c c e s s b e t w e e n r e g r e s s io n

t e c h n iq u e s

By combining details of the year, the relevant monthly weather data over the
period 1954-1993, calculations of breeding age, and the regression models of breeding
success, it was possible to estimate the frequencies of birds with particular annual
breeding successes. By combining these with comparable models of annual survival, it
was then possible to simulate LRS. Twenty four putative cohorts each of 400 birds
were thus created for the years 1954-1977, and the fates of all individuals were
calculated by building the regression models into GENSTAT programs. From the
calculated distributions of breeding success and from the calculated probabilities of any
particular breeding success, it was possible to employ random number generators to
allocate putative breeding success for each individual. By calculating the probability of
survival under the given circumstances, independent random number generators could
also be used to determine whether each putative individual then survived to the next
breeding season. It was thus possible to total LRS for all individuals in the simulation.
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A n a l y s in g

d a t a f r o m t h e s im u l a t io n s

These simulations served not to re-test significance but to interpret effects
whose significance has already been established. Statistical testing of results generated
from simulations would be meaningless but the magnitude of effects and the explained
variance can be estimated. Here we aim to compare OLR, PR and MLR in their abilities
to elucidate and quantify these effects realistically.

W h ic h c a l c u l a t e d p a t t e r n s o f

LRS w e r e c o m p a r e d b e t w e e n t h e t e c h n i q u e s ?

The regression techniques differ more in their treatment of variance, than in
their average estimates. We therefore first checked that the overall average LRS
estimates were similar between the three techniques. The distributions of LRS
calculated with the three techniques were then compared, and the implications that any
differences might have for the division of reproductive success between individuals of
the population were examined. Having thus looked at the contributions made by the
most and least productive sections of the populations, the estimated frequencies of birds
which failed to produce any offspring were compared. Then, interpretations regarding
the relative importance of mean annual breeding success and breeding lifespan were
made and compared using the three techniques. Finally, the importance of cohort effects
for the determination of LRS was assessed and compared between the three techniques.

Results

T e s t in g

s ig n if ic a n c e

-

a c o m p a r is o n o f r e g r e s s io n t e c h n iq u e s

Both conventional MLR and ordinal logistic regression identified significant
effects of age on breeding success and found these to be best described by a quadratic
model including a significant linear component (Table 1). Poisson regression identified
only the linear component (Table 1), and further failed to detect the interaction between
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June temperatures and time (5 mean deviance=2.1568, df=l, dispersion=0.919, ns.
Table Ic.). The poisson regression also produced a warning that dispersion was not
constant and that the distributional assumptions were violated.

W hat

f r a c t io n o f e s t im a t e s l ie o u t s id e t h e p o s s ib l e r a n g e o f v a l u e s f o r

ANNUAL BREEDING SUCCESS?

Only OLR produced estimates which were consistently within the range of
possible values (0,1,2 or 3 chicks) (Table 2.). Because MLR assumes that breeding
success has a continuous and unbounded distribution, it produced highly variable
estimates of annual breeding success. 38.1% of these MLR estimates were below zero
or above three, and most estimates were fractional rather than whole numbers. Poisson
regression assumes that estimated values can not fall below zero and that they are
whole numbers. However even with this technique, 9.3% of estimates were greater than
3 young and therefore beyond the maximum possible.

T he

d is t r ib u t io n o f l if e t im e r e p r o d u c t iv e s u c c e s s

The three simulations produce estimates of average lifetime reproductive
success which are similar (Table 2). The main discrepancies do not so much arise with
the means as with the distributions where MLR is strikingly different (Figure 1.). In
particular, because of unrealistic treatment of variance around the MLR model, over a
quarter (25.9%) of the birds are estimated to have negative lifetime reproductive
success (Table 3). With PR, all estimates are whole numbers, no birds have negative
LRS, and although estimates of annual productivity exceed the natural maximum in
9.3% of breeding attempts, the final distribution of LRS is similar to that of OLR.
The OLR models estimate that the most productive 20% of the population will
produce 53% of all the offspring, while the top 10% will produce 32% (Table 2). These
figures are well mirrored by the poisson regression model but MLR model is markedly
different and estimates that the least productive 20 % of the population produce -21 .8%
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of the offspring... this negative percentage is clearly unrealistic(!) and highlights the lack
of realism in the MLR model, contrasting with the other techniques.

How MANY BIRDS FAIL COMPLETELY IN THEIR LIFE TIME REPRODUCTIVE CAREERS?
According to the OLR models, 8 .8% of birds which have at least one breeding
attempt fail to produce any offspring during their lives. PR similarly estimates that 7.6%
of birds fail conipletely, but according to the MLR model, only 0.07% fail in their LRS
though 28.7% produce fewer than 0.5 offspring (Table 3.). The results produced by
MLR are sufficiently different to cause concern. Since the OLR models have a more
realistic distributional basis, and since they yield tenable interpretations, greater faith in
their accuracy is justified.
20 .8% of individual annual breeding attempts were observed to fail. Both the

PR and OLR models suggest that the life history strategy of high survival and repeated
breeding serve to reduce the frequency of lifetime failure. MLR suggests that the
frequency of lifetime failure is actually higher than the frequency of annual failure! This
result is not only biologically unrealistic, it is mathematically impossible.

W h i c h is m o r e i m p o r t a n t in d e t e r m i n i n g

LRS - b r e e d i n g s u c c e s s o r s u r v i v a l ?

The OLR models estimate that 88 .6 % of the variance in LRS is attributable to
breeding lifespan, and 18.5% can be accounted for by mean annual breeding success
(Table 4). (Breeding performance improves with age and the variables which influence
lifespan and breeding success are correlated - this is why the two factors seem to
account for a total variance in excess of 100%.) PR similarly estimated that breeding
lifespan could account for 83.1% of the variance while mean annual breeding success
accounted for 22.1%. MLR suggests that breeding lifespan accounts for only 18.7% of
the variance and mean annual breeding success for 40.3%.
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H ow MUCH OF THE VARIANCE IN LRS IS DUE TO COHORT EFFECTS?
Under the OLR models, 14.2% of the variance in lifetime reproductive success
is due to the temporal effects of individual cohorts (Table 4). PR similarly estimates that
14.6% of the variance is due to cohorts but MLR models suggest this figure is only
2.9%.

Discussion
In terms of distributional assumptions, both OLR and MLR were appropriate
for testing the effects of age on annual breeding success, and both detected the same
effects. By contrast, the assumptions of PR were violated and the technique failed to
detect effects identified with OLR and MLR.
By contrast, although all techniques generated similar average estimates of LRS,
the biological interpretations of LRS made with MLR were impossible and were
markedly different from those made by OLR and PR. OLR offers the opportunity to
explore the division of LRS between individuals in a way which is much more realistic
than can be achieved with the conventional technique of MLR.
Similarly, the MLR-estimated frequency of birds which fail to produce any
offspring is impossible while the PR- and OLR-estimates are feasible and similar. Both
OLR and PR suggest that high survival and repeated breeding serve to buffer the birds
and protect them from complete failure. MLR suggests that the frequency of lifetime
failure is actually higher than the frequency of failure in any single year!
Consistent with many empirically established results (Newton 1989), OLR and
PR suggest that breeding lifespan is more important than mean annual breeding success
for determining LRS. MLR, by contrast, would lead us to the opposite conclusion.
Because MLR does not recognise the limited range of values which can be taken by
breeding success, it overestimates the residual variance in breeding success. The higher
the errors in MLR, the greater the residual variance in calculated mean annual breeding
success and the greater the estimated influence of breeding success in explaining the
variance in LRS. This is a statistical artefact with biologically misleading implications.
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The problem can be removed by using OLR which adopts a more realistic treatment of
variance in breeding success. PR recognises the lower limit and the discontinuous
distribution of breeding success, but does not recognise the upper limit. The treatment
of variance by PR is thus not as realistic as OLR but is better than MLR.
The overestimates of residual variance made by MLR also have important
analytical implications when quantifying the importance of environmental effects. The
higher the noise due to spurious variance in breeding success, the lower is the apparent
importance of other factors. This problem can be removed by using OLR.

Even when parametric techniques are justified, ordinal logistic regression, which
acknowledges the underlying distribution of the data, can point to biologically realistic
implications, while conventional multiple linear regression can involve misleading
distortions. Unlike poisson regression which was inappropriate and which performed
poorly, both OLR and MLR provided comparable tests, and both detected the
significance of particular variables. However, when considering what the models meant,
ordinal logistic regression avoided important errors. Not only does ordinal logistic
regression provide the opportunity to perform appropriate and powerful analyses on
data whose residuals are distributed non-normally, it produces interpretations from
ordinal data which are more realistic than those from parametric techniques. Even when
normally distributed residuals permit the use of parametric tests on ordinal data, there
are advantages of employing ordinal logistic regression.
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Table la. Variables used in ordinal logistic regression models of individual annual
breeding success. Note that multiple linear regression (Table lb) identifies the same
effects, but that poisson regression (Table Ic) fails to find some.

Ordinal
Residual

bound[l]
bound[2 ]
bound[3]
Breeding age
Breeding age squared
Mean daily max June T(°C)
Year
Y ear squared
June temperature by year

-3'

Logistic

Regression

df

deviance

mean deviance

215

584.2

2.573

estimate

s.e.

t

-4.792
-5.717
-7.640
0.331
- 0.022
0.782
0.701
-0.014
-5.951

1.8492
1.8590
1.8897
0.1213
0.0097
0.2500
0.2482
0.0049
2.6995

-2.59
-3.08
-4.04
2.73
-2.26
3.13
2.82
-2.80
-2.20
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Table lb. Variables used in multiple linear regression models of individual annual
breeding success.
Multiple

Regression
Residual
Total

Breeding age
Breeding age squared
Mean daily max June T(°C)
Year
Year squared
June temperature by year

Linear

Regression

df

sum of
squares

mean square

6
225
231

36.3
218.1
254.4

6.0421
0.9694
1.1012

estimate

s.e.

t

0.189
-0.013
0.443
0.391
-0.0076
-5.951

0.0635
0.00507
0.131
0.131
0.0026
1.43

2.97
-2.61
3.38
2.99
-2.95
-2.34
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Table le. Variables used in poisson regression models of individual annual breeding
success. Non-significant effects were retained to enable meaningful comparison of
results with the other two regression techniques. Note that the analysis yielded a
warning that dispersion was not constant and that the data did not follow a poisson
distribution.
Poisson Regression
df

Regression
Residual
Total

6
220
226

'
Breeding age
Breeding age squared
Mean daily max June T(°C)
Year
Year squared
June temperature by year

deviance

21.8
200.9
222.7

mean
deviance
3.632
0.913
0.985

estimate

s.e.

t

0.119
-0.009
0.255
0.224
-0.0044
-1.85

0.0530
0.00442
0.101
0.102
0.0020
1.14

2.25
-1.93
2.54
2.18
-2.15
-1.62

I
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Table 2. Estimates of i.) the frequency of out-of-range estimates of annual breeding
success, ii.) average lifetime reproductive success, and iii.) the relative productivities of
the most successful sections of the population.

Type of regression % estimates
out of range
used to simulate
breeding success

Estimated
average 1rs

Ordinal logistic

7.65

53%

32%

38.1%

8.54

85%

59%

9.3%

7.91

54%

33%

Multiple linear
Poisson

0 .0%

% of total 1rs
% of total 1rs
produced by most produced by most
productive 20 %
productive 10%
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Table 3. The frequencies of birds which experience lifetime reproductive failure or have
apparently negative LRS, as calculated from the 3 simulations.

Type of model used to simulate
breeding success

% with
zero LRS

Ordinal logistic regression

8 .8%

Multiple linear regression
Poisson regression

% with
LRS<0.5

% of birds with
negative LRS

8 .8%

0 .0%

0.07%

28.7%

25.9%

7.6%

7.6%

0 .0 %
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Table 4. Comparison between the simulations, of the importance of breeding lifespan,
mean annual breeding success, and temporal cohort effects, in accounting for the
variance in lifetime reproductive success.

Type of
regression
model

% 1rs variance % 1rs variance explained
explained by
by mean annual
longevity
breeding success -

% 1rs variance
explained by
cohort effects

Ordinal logistic

88 .6%

18.5%

14.2%

Multiple linear

18.7%

40.3%

2.9%

Multiple linear

83.1%

22 . 1%

14.6%
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Captions to Figures:
Figure 1. Distributions of lifetime reproductive success as generated from simulations
where breeding success is modelled with a.) Ordinal logistic regression, b.)Multiple
linear regression, and c.) Poisson regression.
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Chapter 2 (methods)
Section 6 . Direct and indirect approaches.

In approaching questions of clutch size determination, I have employed both
direct empirical and indirect theoretical approaches. With the first of these, a hypothesis
can be tested by direct observation. With the second, the hypothesis is tested indirectly
by exploring the implications of assumptions which may themselves be derived from
observations. Both approaches involve simplifying the problem, and both have their
values and their drawbacks. I aim here to discuss these within the context of clutch size
determination and thereby to indicate why each was chosen under the respective
circumstances. I aim not to advocate the use of any one approach, but to weigh up the
merits of each.
If problems are tackled only from an indirect theoretical perspective, then
unrealistic assumptions may persist and there may be undue emphasis on some things
but neglect of others. Based on indirect heat budget models, King(1973) argued that
there should be no metabolic cost of incubation, but in chapter 4, I present a review
indicating that there commonly is a metabolic cost of incubation. I use indirect models
myself in chapter 3, and question the hypothesis that clutch size is shaped principally by
natural selection during the chick-rearing phase (c.f. Van der Werf 1992, Roff 1992).
However, with these models, falsification would depend on critical assumptions which
have not been tested. Instead of adopting these as untested assumptions, I instead
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g

acknowledge these as key variables which should be collected in order to resolve the
3

problem. Although the model serves to identify these key variables, the validity of the
main hypothesis is thus best tested not with the model alone but by reviewing the
empirical record (Chapter 4) or by looking at the behaviour of the focal study species
(Chapter 5). Similarly, the relevant models which predict age-related increases in
reproductive effort make the assumption that senescence is a fixed trait (Gadgil and
Bossert 1970, Charlesworth and Leon 1976). While it is possible to explore indirectly

g
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the implications of relaxing this assumption (Chapter 11), I acknowledge that the
accuracy of the predictions and the validity of the assumptions can ultimately be tested
only directly.
However, despite such shortcomings, indirect theoretical approaches can offer
insights where direct empirical solutions are impractical. For example, looking directly
at the relationship between reproductive effort and age is difficult especially in longlived species because long term studies are required (e.g Hamer and Furness 1991) and
because reproductive effort can be difficult to measure (Taylor 1991). Yet conditions
for the evolution of increasing reproductive effort can be identified indirectly using
mathematical models (chapter 11, Gadgil and Bossert 1970, Charlesworth and Leon
1976).
Similarly, even with long term studies, lifetime reproductive success may not be
determinable if individuals are not monitored in all their breeding attempts. In chapters
8 and 9 I tackle this problem by constructing models of annual breeding success and

inter-annual survival and thence examine the lifetime reproductive success of swifts
indirectly using simulations. The only direct way round the problem empirically would
be to repeat the 40 years of data collection and increase the intensity of observations. I
would argue that the more indirect approach, despite its analytical complexity, is
simpler and more efficient, and yields insights where a direct approach is infeasible.
The choice of approach may also depend on whether the patterns or the
processes are of principal interest. If the patterns themselves are the focus of interest,
then direct observations using an empirical approach are preferable. An indirect
theoretical approach is only of any value under these circumstances if it yields clear
reliable predictions. If however the processes underlying the patterns are of greater
interest, then a more indirect theoretical approach is likely to be both necessary and
more revealing. If the principal interest is in the processes then the superficial patterns
are of ancillary interest and are only useful if they shed light on these underlying
processes. For example, if thermal physiology and heat budgets are of greater interest
than the gross metabolic costs of incubation, then heat budget models are more valuable
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than direct measurements. In this thesis however, the actual metabolic costs of
incubation and their implications for clutch size determination are of greater interest so
a direct approach is preferable (chapters 3-6). Yet, by contrast, although the
evolutionary understanding of clutch size sought in this thesis could be used to predict
clutch size indirectly, if the real interest lay in the superficial patterns of clutch size, then
direct observations would be by far the more productive approach. It is easy to observe
how many eggs different kittiwakes lay, but I want to investigate what regulates clutch
size and why individuals differ (Chapters 5 and 7).
Both indirect and direct approaches can be employed in the falsification of
hypotheses, and each has its merits. By comparing direct observations with either
predictions or assumptions it may be possible to higlilight discrepancies. In chapter 4 I
use a direct empirical review to test the hypothesis that the demands of incubation are
of negligible importance for the regulation of clutch size. I argue that the hypothesis is
not justified given the empirical record and suggest that incubation is in fact often
important.
Yet falsification can also be achieved indirectly by examining the logical
structure of hypotheses. It may be possible to identify flaws, and by exploring the
implications of altering assumptions, and it may be possible to assess whether a model is
robust or whether the simplifying assumptions limit its value. In environments where
breeding success fluctuates, bet-hedging of lifetime reproduction can be achieved by
preserving high survival (Boyce and Perrins 1987, Boyce 1988). However, in chapter 9
I test whether this is sensitive to the assumption that survival shows less inter-annual
variance than breeding success. I use a simulation model to explore whether the high
adult survival of swifts insures their breeding success in a fluctuating environment.
Although breeding success varies with weather conditions which change from season to
season, I demonstrate that the sumval does not insure the birds against bad years. The
prediction that the birds can hedge their bets is thus sensitive to the assumption that
survival is less variable than breeding success.
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However, falsification might not always be justified by isolated observations.
Discrepancies between direct observations and predictions need to be placed indirectly
within a wider context if their importance is to be quantified. Except for mathematical
errors, there is no such thing as a model which is wrong, only one which is
inappropriate (Parker and Maynard Smith 1990), and so discovery of discrepancies
need not necessarily justify the rejection of a model. In chapter 8 I start with the null
hypothesis that individual birds do not differ consistently in their performance. I then
reject this upon finding that some individuals are consistently better breeders than
others, but upon exploring indirectly the implications of these differences, I find that
they are of little importance in determining lifetime reproductive success. Theoretical
insights which reveal deficiencies in the hypotheses may not only provide better grounds
for rejection, they bypass the effort of making potentially difficult direct observations.
Rectification and improvement also follows more readily if problems are identified with
the theory, and discrepancies can be placed within a wider framework. Detection of
isolated discrepancies between predictions and observations merely indicates that
'something' is wrong with the model and need not point clearly to any means of
improvement.
Boyce,M.S. and Perrins,C M. 1987. Optimizing Great Tit clutch size in a
fluctuating environment. Ecology 68:142-153.
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Chapter 2 (methods)

Section 7. The Kittiwake as a study species.
Many of the chapters report studies performed with Kittiwakes Rissa tridactyla
on the island of Hornoya in North-East Norway where it is logistic ally feasible to live
and to study the birds during the breeding season. This study species offers numerous
advantages and I aim here to outline why it was chosen. Further background biology of
kittiwakes is given in Cramp and Simmons 1983, Couison and Thomas 1985, Lloyd et

al. 1991.
Roughly 20 000 pairs of kittiwakes nest on Hornoya (Barrett pers comm.), and I
was able to work on 279 nests in 1992 and 350 nests in 1993 (together with a further
192 nests which were visited only once during 1993). All kittiwake nests were
accessible, either directly or with a ladder, and all nests in the study plots could be
checked regularly using a mirror mounted on a 30' bamboo pole. Study plots were
located at the low cliffs and rocky outcrops on the north-eastern side of the island.
Most nests were accessible in this area, unlike many of those on the higher cliffs of the
western side. The abundance and accessibility of these breeding kittiwakes were
valuable characteristics for the studies outlined in chapters 5, 7, and 9. In chapter 5, I
report a study in which clutch and brood size were manipulated by moving eggs and
chicks between nests. Numerous synchronous accessible nests are required for this. In
chapter 7, I look at whether there are areas of the colony where breeding success is
consistently good and I look at whether this is related to the quality of the nest site. For
this, it is necessary to monitor breeding performance at numerous individual nests and
to record details of the nest sites. In chapter 9 ,1 examine whether clutch size might be
constrained by the space available at the nest. This also involved manipulating nest
contents, recording nest site characteristics, and following breeding performance
through the season.
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Kittiwakes can lay 1,2 or 3 eggs. Questions of clutch size determination would
be more difficult to tackle in a species which does not vary its clutch size. By increasing
clutches or broods from 2 to 3, it is possible to study how birds would perform if they
employed a different, but feasible and realistic, reproductive strategy (chapter 5).
Manipulations which present birds with unnaturally large clutches may have little
ecological meaning. As well as facilitating manipulations of clutch size, natural variance
in clutch size creates the opportunity for individual optimisation and for effects of adult
quality (chapter 7) on clutch size.
Using a noose mounted on a long rod, kittiwakes can be captured and
recaptured feasibly. This has made them popular subjects (Gabrielsen et al. 1987) for
the doubly labelled water technique employed in measuring metabolic rates (chapter 6).
The ability to capture and recapture individual birds is also a requirement for looking at
changes in adult body mass and for ptilochronology. In the course of fieldwork, I also
developed a noose-trap which could be mounted at the nest site and in which birds
would become caught when they returned to the nest. This proved valuable when birds
could not be approached with the long rod. The noose-trap consisted of a piece of
semi-rigid wire (c. 50cm) twisted into a loop at one end and tied securely to a length of
guy chord (c;20m). The other end of the guy chord was then tied to a heavy or
immobile object such as a ladder. A series of chord nooses were attached along the wire
so that they hung down c. 5-10cm. The untied end of the main wire was twisted into a
loop to prevent the nooses sliding off, and both sharp ends were then covered with tape
to avoid the risk of injury. The wire could be bent into an appropriate shape so that the
nooses were suspended round the edge of the nest at the bird's head height, reminiscent
of curtains draped from a curved rail. Adhesive tape or small piece of flexible wire (of
the type used to twist-seal polythene bags) could be used to keep the loops of the
nooses open until the bird became entangled. I would wait c.30m from the nest until the
bird had returned to the nest. When the bird was approached, it would then fly off the
nest carrying the wire with it. Since the bird could fly only as far as the guy chord
permitted, it could then be extracted and processed.
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For reasons of safety and practicality, it was not possible to stay and undertake
fieldwork alone on Hornoya and so the periods of fieldwork ( 8th May - 20th July 1992
and 15th June - 28 July 1993) were constrained by the dates when others were present.
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Chapter 2 (methods)
Section 8a. The swift as a study species.
Although the kittiwake was a good species for studying intensively within the
time span of a PhD, it was not possible to collect longer term data. The benefits of the
swift in this particular case arose mainly because of a data set which had accumulated
over the period since 1954, and which thus presented the opportunity to look at
breeding success, survival, and thence lifetime reproductive success of marked
individuals over a longer period. The study colony consists only of 15 nest boxes
situated on a private residence which can be visited only infrequently. A readable
account of how the study developed is given in Douglas-Home (1977). The
experiments performed on the kittiwakes could not have been done on the swifts, and
long term data available from the swifts could not have been collected from the
kittiwakes. General background biology of swifts is given in Lack and Lack 1951, Lack
1956, Cramp 1985 and also in section 8b. I aim here to outline the reasons for using
this species, to give some details of the field techniques employed, and to consider some
of the errors which can arise in this type of long term study.
As aerial feeders, swifts occupy an environment which fluctuates with weather.
They have small clutches of 1-3 eggs and high adult survival rates of around 80%
(Perrins 1971, section 8b). There have been few studies of how low clutch sizes and
high survival may be a form of bet-hedging strategy in a fluctuating environment (Boyce
and Perrins 1987). Swifts would seem to be an ideal study species in this respect,
especially when a long term study of marked individuals offers the opportunity to
estimate lifetime performance (chapter 11).
Repeated observations of marked individuals offer the opportunity to look at
whether individuals differ consistently in their annual breeding success, whether
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competent breeders also have higher survival, and at whether differences in adult quality
can account for differences in lifetime reproductive success (chapter 8).
The nestboxes are situated beneath the windows of the Hirsel - a large country
house located on a private estate near Coldstream in the eastern Scottish borders. Data
have been collected by qualified ringers each year since 1954, except 1963 and 1964.
Using information supplied by local observers, the ringers have timed the visit to
coincide with the presence of large feathered young in the boxes. By leaning out of the
windows, placing a piece of card or cloth over the entrance hole of the nestbox and
reaching inside through the lid, it has been possible to capture roosting adults and their
chicks. The identity of marked adults has then been established, unmarked adults and
chicks have been given metal rings, and the number of chicks has been recorded.
In long term studies of marked individuals, there is always uncertainty as to
whether an individual which is not observed breeding is either dead, or alive and
breeding but not detected, or alive but not breeding, or alive and breeding elsewhere.
This applies even when marked birds are followed intensely. This uncertainty can create
errors in measures of survival and lifetime reproductive success and these could
compromise the answers to certain questions.
If breeding birds disperse out of the study population and do not return, then
adult survival will be underestimated and measures of lifetime reproductive success will
fail to include offspring produced at other breeding sites. This is a standard problem
about which often little can be done. The error is however absent from survival
estimates derived from the age-structure of ringed birds found dead, and so in the study
of swifts, I checked that the calculated survival rates were similar to these estimates
(Thomson et al. in press). Had there been a large difference, this would suggest that
errors of this type may be considerable. At least some swifts returned to breed in the
study colony year after year, and one bird even had a breeding lifespan of 16 years.
If birds breed intermittently at other sites, then studies which try to observe
lifetime reproductive success directly will incur underestimates, but the simulation
techniques used here will not commit this error - they assume instead that breeding
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success at the remote colony will follow the same patterns as the study colony. If birds
take years of non-breeding outwith the colony, then the simulation techniques will
overestimate lifetime reproductive success. If birds breed in the study colony but evade
detection, direct estimates will underestimate lifetime reproductive success but the
simulation techniques will not.
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Breeding success and survival in the common swift Apus apus: a long term
study on the effects of weather.
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Synopsis
In an analysis of data collected between 1954 and 1993, the breeding success
of swifts Apus apus was found to have been positively related to temperatures in June,
especially in recent years. Adult survival until the next breeding season, by contrast,
was found to have been more vulnerable to low temperatures in July, at the end of the

I

breeding season. In addition to the effects of changes in June and July temperatures,
both breeding success and survival have shown further long term trends, increasing and
then decreasing through the study period. A simulation integrating all these effects
suggests that lifetime reproductive success ('LRS') is influenced more by changes in
lifespan than annual breeding success, and so fluctuations in July temperatures, but not
June temperatures, would have more important effects.
#
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Introduction
While environmental change clearly influences the behaviour and population
ecology of birds (e.g. Furness and Greenwood, 1993), the biological effects of long
term changes in weather patterns may be difficult to evaluate (Marquiss and Newton,
1990). Aerially feeding birds, such as swifts Apus apus. are unusually sensitive to
weather changes (Lack and Lack, 1951; Bryant, 1975; Martins and Wright, 1993 c).
Over five years, Lack and Lack (1951) found that chick survival had been poor in the
years when the breeding season had been cold, wet, windy or overcast. Over a shorter
time scale, they found higher chick growth rates on warm, sunny, dry, or calm days. In
a three year study, Martins and Wright (1993a,b,c) enlarged broods, but in only one
year of harsh weather did they find greater brood reduction or depressed body
condition of adults or of chicks. They also found different effects at distinct stages of
the breeding season. Brood reduction happened soon after hatching while critically low
adult body condition occurred later in the breeding season. Swifts suffer higher
predation during harsh weather and particularly at the end of the breeding season
(Kuhk, 1948; Klass, 1953).
Many of these results have been inferred from studies of relatively short
duration. To date, it has not been possible either to follow the effects of long term
weather changes nor to ascertain whether the different effects of weather at different
stages in the season persist over several separate years. No studies have looked
directly at the effects of weather on adult survival, or explored the implications of
weather change for lifetime reproductive success. Using the results of a study of
breeding swifts commenced in 1954 (Douglas-Home, 1977; Thomson and DouglasHome, 1993), we examine the effects of weather On breeding success and survival and
consider whether each might be affected at different periods in the season. We look at
whether other factors have produced further long term trends ('temporal effects') in
breeding success and survival. By combining the statistical regression models derived
from these analyses, we explore the influence of these weather factors on lifetime
reproductive success ('LRS').
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Methods

Study site andfieldwork
With a view firstly to marking and identifying individuals, and secondly to
measuring their breeding performance, fifteen nest boxes located near Coldstream,
Southern Scotland (Douglas-Home 1977, Thomson and Douglas-Home 1993), were

I

visited once annually in all years from 1954 to 1993 except 1963 and 1964. These
visits generally took place in July, and were timed to coincide with the late chick
rearing stage. Adult swifts often roost nocturnally in their nestboxes and can thus
commonly be caught by hand. Not all breeding birds were caught each year, however,
and individuals were trapped in only just over 50% of the years between their first and
last capture. When caught, the identity of ringed adults was noted, and metal rings
were attached to unmarked adults. Breeding success is defined as the number of large
feathered young present, and ringed, in each nest at the time of the visit, and the data

|

base covers 236 breeding attempts over 38 years. Though adults were not caught in all
years, survival rate was determined from the patterns of captures and recaptures

i

following standard methods (Clobert et al, 1987; Pradel, 1989; Lebreton et al, 1992).

Weather records
In order to examine the effects of weather on both chick production and adult
survival, we analysed records of temperature and rainfall collected from the Floors
Castle station, 13 km from the study site. Temperature and rainfall have been found to
be important for breeding performance in other studies, and although there is some
evidence that other meteorological variables can also have effects (Lack and Lack
1951, Gory 1987, Cucco et al. 1992), records of local sunshine and wind speed are not
available here, and data from more distant stations are not representative. For each of
the three months of the breeding season (May, June, and July) we used two standard
115
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meteorological variables. We considered firstly the monthly means of daily maximum
temperature, and secondly the number of days each month with rainfall in excess of
1mm. Long term trends in these variables have been found (Thomson and DouglasHome, 1993).

Analyses
The analysis sought firstly to test which weather variables affected breeding
performance and adult survival. We further looked for additional temporal changes in

-

breeding and survival that might indicate other unidentified environmental changes.

I

Having tested the significance of each of the effects, we constructed regression models

J:

of breeding success and adult survival which contained all the significant effects. Using
a simulation, we then combined these two regression models and examined the
implications of the weather variables for lifetime reproductive success.
Environmental factors such as weather have simultaneous effects on large
numbers of birds, so individuals breeding under the same conditions can not be
■

assumed to yield statistically independent observations. Thus, using mean annual

Î

breeding success as the dependent variable, we tested the significance of temporal
effects and weather variables in a multiple linear regression. We examined the change
in the variance accounted for when each independent variable was dropped from the
regression model containing all the other significant variables. Having thus established
which variables were significant, we then went on to build a model describing
'individual' rather than 'mean annual' breeding performance.
Because studies of LRS have often found effects of experience on survival and
annual breeding performance (Clutton-Brock, 1988; Newton, 1989), it was important
to take these into account. Although breeding age could be measured, it was not
possible to determine true age because age of first breeding was estimable for only 12
birds which returned to breed in the natal colony and there was no fixed age of first
breeding. Five birds were first recorded breeding at age 1 year, 1 at 2, 2 at 3, 1 at 4, 1
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at 5, and 2 at 6 . We did not attempt to estimate true age, but focussed instead on
breeding age. An adult caught breeding for the first time was given a breeding age
'one', etc. Where both adults of a pair were caught, we used the age of the older bird.
Individual breeding success increased and then decreased with breeding age, and could
be described by a quadratic equation (ordinal logistic regression; z=2.73, df=227,
p<0.01 for the linear component, and z=2.41, df=227, p<0.02 for the quadratic
component). This significant effect of age on breeding success persisted after
controlling for the weather and temporal effects and was therefore incorporated into
the simulation. Conversely, the other effects also persisted after controlling for the
effects of age. Long term changes in the performance of the colony were not due to
changing age-structure, even though average breeding age was inevitably lower during
the early years of the study.
Although repeated observations of individual birds were used in the analysis,
this did not violate assumptions regarding the independence of data. All variables being
tested were characteristics of particular years or particular breeding ages. Any
individual can breed only once in any particular year or at any particular age. Spurious
associations between the consistent performance of individuals and the particular
conditions of any year or age do not therefore arise.
Because individual breeding performance is a discontinuous variable, the
technique of ordinal logistic regression (McCullagh, 1980; Cole and Lane, 1989),
rather than multiple linear regression, was used in the final analysis of individual
breeding success. This is analogous to logistic regression but the dependent variable
can take more than 2 ordinal values. It is also similar to multiple linear regression, but
acknowledges that individual breeding success can take only whole numbers rather
than being continuous. With this technique, it was possible to determine the
probabilities of producing 0,1,2, or 3 chicks, given the year, the weather conditions
and the bird's breeding age. The ability to make these predictions using ordinal logistic
regression is clearly preferable to making predictions from a multiple linear regression
model in which breeding performance is assumed to be continuously and normally
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distributed. Ordinal logistic regression could not however be used to examine the
effects of annual conditions on mean annual performance because mean annual
performance is a continuous, not an ordinal, variable.
Regression models of adult survival rate were constructed using the SURGE4
technique(Clobert etaL, 1987; Pradel, 1989; Lebreton

a/., 1992). The significance

of weather-, temporal- and age- effects could be tested, combining and controlling
each as independent variables in a manner akin to multiple regression analysis. The
technique estimates both survival rate and capture rate simultaneously by integrating
all the information from captures and recaptures and so has more power than
conventional techniques (Cormack, 1964; Jolly, 1965; Seber, 1972; and see North,
1987). With the SURGE4 regression model, and with information on the year and
weather conditions, it was possible to calculate the probability of an individual
surviving to the next year.
Although several variables were found to affect survival rate, none were found
to affect capture rate as well, and there was no evidence that capture rate was affected
by the weather during the month of the visit. Accordingly, except for the years 1963
and 1964 where no field records were available and where capture rate was therefore
fixed to zero, capture rate was otherwise assumed to be constant in the final analysis.

Simulation to investigate the implications for life-time reproductive success.
Since individual breeding adults were captured in only just over 50% of their
breeding years, LRS could not be studied directly but only indirectly by means of a
simulation based on the regression models of breeding success and adult survival. After
establishing the statistical significance of the weather, temporal and age effects on
survival and annual reproductive success, the biological importance of each was
examined by considering the relative impact on LRS, and by looking at whether LRS
would itself show long term temporal trends under the conditions of the simulation.
The simulation was not performed to test the significance of the various effects, but to
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explore their possible implications. It provided a means of estimating the numerical
magnitude of the effects and the fractions of variance accounted for. It could thus be
used as a way of quantifying the biological importance of effects whose significance
had already been established.
For the simulation, a GENS TAT program (Lane et a l, 1987) was used to
follow 24 putative cohorts each of 400 birds starting breeding in the years 1954-1977.
We set the maximum breeding lifespan to 16 years (the highest recorded in this
colony), thus necessitating the ommission of cohorts commencing breeding during
1978-1993. In the simulation, we followed the effects of conditions around the study
site in the years 1954-1993. Real values for all the significant weather, temporal and
age variables were thus known for each individual throughout the simulation period.
In the simulation, each bird commencing breeding was randomly assigned a
breeding success of either 0,1,2 or 3 chicks using the probabilities generated from the
ordinal logistic regression model. With the analogous probabilities derived from the

I

regression models of survival rate, each bird was then randomly assigned either
survival to the next year or mortality. The same procedure was then repeated
successively for the birds which survived each time, and a lifetime total of reproductive
success was determined for each individual by summing the assigned annual successes.
For each cohort, the mean breeding lifespan, the mean annual breeding success, and
the mean lifetime reproductive success were determined by averaging the values for
the individuals.
In order to compare the importance of factors affecting annual breeding
:
success and adult survival, the results of the simulation were analysed in two ways.
Firstly, we examined the fractions of variance in LRS which could be accounted for by
mean annual breeding success and breeding lifespan. Secondly we looked at whether
the different components of the weather in the first breeding year influenced LRS via
effects on either mean annual reproductive success or breeding lifespan.
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Results

I. Empirical results

Factors affecting annual reproductive success
On average, throughout the study period and for all age classes, the birds
produced an average of 1.63 (+s.e=0.069) large leathered young per breeding attempt.
Mean daily maximum June temperatures were positively related to mean annual
reproductive success (regression coefFicient=0.613, F 1,34= 8 .51 p<0.01,

=0.23,

Figure la.), and there was a significant interaction between June temperatures and time
such that June temperatures have become more important for breeding success in
recent years (Fi.34=6.68, p<0.05, R^ =0.16, Figs lb and Ic). June will generally have
coincided with the first stages of chick rearing. There was no evidence that annual
reproductive success was influenced by mean daily maximum temperatures during the
months of May or July, nor by the number of days with rainfall in excess of 1mm, in
any of the months of the breeding season.
After controlling for June temperature effects, there was a significant temporal
effect. The residual breeding success increased before it decreased and could be
described by a quadratic equation(Fi,34= 7 .73 , p<0.01, R^=0.20, for the linear
component, and Fi,34= 7 .54 , p<0.01, R^=0.20, for the quadratic component)(Figure
2.). The cause of this temporal effect is not clear, but it may be due to weather
variables which were not measured at the station or to other factors influencing the
abundance of aerial insects.
All the significant effects persisted when each of the others was first controlled,
and remained when the average fitted annual productivity, predicted from the age
function, was used as a term to contend with possible changes in the age structure of
the population. Any correlations between the independent variables themselves could
not therefore produce spurious effects.
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Factors affecting annual adult survival rates.
Overall the average annual adult survival was estimated at 76.16% (95%
confidence interval ('C.L') =72.21%-79.70%).
At the end of the breeding season in any one year, increasing July temperature
significantly improved the chances of swifts surviving to the following year (regression
coefficient=0.653, 95% C.I.=0.2834-1.0224, p<0.05). No significant effects of any
other weather variables or age on survival could be detected. A significant temporal
effect, resembling that shown by breeding success, was detected; after controlling for
the other effects, residual survival rate increased before decreasing (regression
coefficient for linear component=0.176, 95% C.I. =0.0461-0.306, p<0.05, and for
regression coefficient for quadratic component = -0.00456, 95% C.I.=-0.00764 - 0.00149, p<0.05). Each significant effect persisted even when the others were
controlled.

2. Simulation results

Will changes in weather have affected lifetime reproductive success?
The simulation indicated that lifetime reproductive success would not be
constant, but would show long term changes. The trend in cohort average lifetime
reproductive success indicated by the simulation could be described by a long term sine
model, and this accounted for 52% of the variance(Figure 3a). Under this scenario,
birds commencing breeding at the peak of the trend would have over twice the lifetime
reproductive success of birds starting in the trough. The most productive cohort in the
simulation had an average reproductive success of 11.58 (sd=8.345) offspring while
the least productive achieved only 3.04 (sd=5.052). Cohort effects could account for
14.2% of the variance in simulated individual LRS.
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The potential implications of longevity and annual
breeding success for lifetime reproductive success.
Figure 3b shows that the long term trends in breeding lifespan are strikingly
similar to those of LRS shown in 3a. Figure 3c shows long term trends in mean annual
reproductive success for comparison. Although both survival and breeding success
were influenced by similar temporal effects, their potential implications for LRS might
differ partly because each was influenced by different weather variables. In the
simulation, after allowing for the effects of mean annual breeding success, 81.5% of
the variance in LRS could be uniquely accounted for by the number of breeding years.
By contrast, mean annual breeding success was much less important and accounted
uniquely for only 11.4% of the variance after allowing for the number of breeding
years. A further 7.1% of the variance which was shared between the two variables
because mean annual breeding success is correlated with number of breeding years and
because annual breeding success changes with age.
Although mean daily maximum June temperatures had a significant effect on
breeding success in any year, the simulation indicates that June temperatures in the first
breeding year would have no detectable effect on the average annual breeding success
of a cohort (F 1,22= 0 .0167, ns.). Clearly then, the results also indicate that June
temperature would have no detectable effect on the average LRS of a cohort
(Fi,22= 0 .559 , ns).
By contrast, under the conditions of the simulation, July temperature in the first
breeding year could account for 16.6% of the variance in breeding lifespan(Fi,22=5.56,
p<0.05), and this has clear implications for LRS, accounting for 11.8% of the variance.
Through their effects on adult survival, conditions in July at the end of the breeding
season would have an appreciable influence on lifetime performance.
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Discussion

Lack and Lack (1951) suggested that chick mortality was higher in poor
weather, and that chick growth rates and feeding rates were influenced by temperature,
rainfall, wind speed and sunshine. Thomson and Douglas-Home (1993) found that the
timing of fledging was affected by both temperature and rainfall in all months of the
breeding season. Here however, only temperatures during June, the period of hatching
and early chick rearing, were found to have any significant influence on the number of
large feathered chicks ultimately produced by swifts. These results are consistent with
Martins' and Wright's (1993a) suggestion that breeding success is strongly influenced
by brood reduction soon after hatching. Weather throughout the season clearly has
marked effects on the breeding patterns of swifts. However, apart from brood
reduction which may tailor brood size to annual weather conditions and food
abundance, swifts have a suite of responses which serve to buffer breeding success
from the effects of weather. These include plasticity in laying dates, incubation
duration, chick growth rates and the allocation of food between parents and chicks
(Lack and Lack, 1951; Martins and Wright, 1993a,b,c).
In contrast to breeding success, it is the temperature in July at the end of the
breeding season that most influences adult survival to the next year. This may be
because body condition is low at that time and the birds may be more susceptible to
weather and to predators (Kuhk, 1948; Klass, 1953; Lack and Lack, 1951; Martins
and Wright, 1993 a,b,c). The percentage of swifts in the diet of predatory birds can
increase by more than ten-fold at the end of breeding seasons or after harsh weather
(Kuhk, 1948; Klass 1953). This shows that both the strain of breeding and harsh
weather expose the birds to predation. Martins and Wright (1993b,c) showed that in
poor weather food was limited and that parents allocated food to their brood and
sacrificed their own self-feeding. Towards the end of the breeding season, this led to
vulnerable adults in critically low body condition. Conditions in July at the end of
breeding may also influence the birds' ability to prepare for and cope with migration,
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though Martins and Wright (1993b) found that adults could quickly recover body
condition after they stopped feeding chicks.
Both annual breeding success and adult survival showed long term trends
during the period 1954-1993, increasing before decreasing. Although the cause is
unclear, this indicates that, in addition to the effects of the measured weather variables,
other changes in the aerial environment around the study site may have occurred.
These may have been due to factors such as other weather variables not measured
around the study site, or changes in levels of aerial pollution. That both survival and
breeding success have shown comparable trends suggests that conditions around the
study site, rather than in the wintering areas or on migration, are important. Long term
trends in adult survival could arise through changes in wintering or migration
conditions, and could reflect climate change, changing land-use, desertification, or
other processes that influence the abundance and availablility of aerial insects.
The results indicate that different components of the weather differ in their
importance for LRS. Swifts are long-lived birds with relatively low annual
reproductive output (Perrins, 1971), and LRS appears to be influenced more by
breeding lifespan than by average annual reproductive performance. Our simulation
thus shows that the temperatures in July towards the end of the breeding season will
have been more important for LRS than temperatures in June during the earlier stages
of the chick rearing period. Weather affecting adult survival is more important than
weather affecting annual breeding success. Though survival was marginally lower than
for other populations (Perrins, 1971; Baillie and Green, 1987; Lebreton et al., 1992),
our estimate of 76.16% translates into an average breeding lifespan of 4.47 years, and
this opportunity to breed in several years may lessen the impact of poor breeding
conditions in any one year.
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Captions to Figures;

Figure 1. a). The relationship between mean daily maximum June temperatures and
breeding success, b). The relationship between mean daily maximum June
temperatures and breeding success in the period 1954-1974. c). The relationship
between mean daily maximum June temperatures and breeding success in the period
1975-1993.

Figure 2 . a). Long term quadratic temporal trend in annual breeding success, after
controlling for the effects of June temperatures.
'

Figure 3. Long term trends in: a), average cohort lifetime reproductive success; b).
breeding lifespan; and c). cohort mean annual breeding success, as determined from the
simulation.
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Introduction
It has been common to tackle questions about clutch size evolution by hunting
for a single critical period, such as chick rearing or egg formation, when resources are
stretched or when natural selection acts most strongly on clutch size (Lack 1947,
Weeks 1978, Nur 1984, Winkler 1985, Lessells 1986, Murphy and Haukioja 1986,
Weathers and Sullivan 1989). The widespread use of brood-size manipulations as
phenotypic approximations of clutch size mutations, betrays a common view that genes
determining clutch size are exposed to natural selection principally during the chick
rearing phase (Partridge 1989, Dijkstra et al. 1990, Van der Werf 1992). Some have
however found evidence that clutch size may be shaped at other stages (Moreno et al
1989, 1991, Bolton et al. 1992, Williams 1991, Weathers and Sullivan 1989). We here
explore whether these many apparently conflicting results are mutually exclusive, and
examine whether there are ways in which natural selection on clutch size could operate
in concert over several stages. We ask whether bottlenecks on clutch size occur if birds
are able to spread the demands of reproduction over several periods. By constructing a
simple mathematical framework we seek to identify which variables should be collected
in order to test whether there is a single reproductive bottleneck or whether natural
selection on clutch size operates over several stages.

Methods
The currency of energy as a proximate determinant of fitness.
With a simple discrete-time linear model we sought to describe the processes
which determine, at each stage of the breeding season, the level of resources which can
be allocated to fitness-enhancing activities such as staying alive and breeding. Such
resources may be nutritional or energetic. Thus, from equations combining food
requirements and nutritional intake, we sought to describe the processes dictating the
threat of emaciation and the need to sacrifice either breeding or survival.
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Food has been shown to influence the number of offspring which birds can rear
(Cody 1966, Drent and Daan 1980, Martin 1987, Godfray et al 1991, Stearns 1992),
and so a nutritional or energetic currency for fitness would seem appropriate in this
model. Other factors such as predation (Lima 1987, Slagsvold 1982a), parasitism
(Moller 1993), and space (Slagsvold 1982b, 1989a, 1989b, Van Balen 1984, Slagsvold
and Amundsen 1991), have received less attention (Godfray et al. 1991), but could
easily be incorporated into our framework by changing the proximate currency of
fitness.
Using an energetic currency, we constructed models assuming that birds must
be able to attain sufficient food to balance their own energy budget and to cover the
costs of producing and maintaining their offspring (Bryant and Tatner 1988a). Failure
to do this involves a reduction of either reproductive success or adult survival. We
assumed that birds which can lay and tend the biggest clutch size and yet still preserve
energetic solvency may maximise reproductive output.

Income and Expenditure
There are two components to balancing the energy budget - income and
expenditure, and we therefore sought to build energy intake into our model even though
it is difficult to measure directly. Expenditure has proved easier to measure and has
received the greater amount of attention (Drent and Daan 1980, Bryant and Tatner
1991, Tatner and Bryant 1993). Expenditure can be measured using either respirometry
on captive or inactive birds (Gabrielsen et al. 1988, Brown 1984, 1988, Biebach 1981,
1984) or doubly labelled water on free living individuals (Lifson and McLintock 1966,
Speakman and Racey 1987, Tatner and Bryant 1989). Income may be calculated
indirectly from expenditure (Bryant and Tatner 1988a), or estimated crudely from
abundance (Perrins 1965, Bryant 1975, Wijnandts 1984, Masman et al. 1986). Natural
food availablility is meaningless for captive birds and is difficult to quantify in wild
birds.
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Despite extensive information on energy expenditure during avian reproduction,
there currently exists no operational theory of clutch size determination based on
expenditure alone. Although the probability of energy deficit might reasonably increase
with energy expenditure (Bryant and Tatner 1988a), there is little evidence either for a
relationship between brood size and energy expenditure or for a simple association
between energy expenditure and reproductive costs (Bryant 1988). Both these missing
pieces would seem to be key components of a theory relating clutch size regulation to
energy expenditure alone, and this gap prompts the incorporation of energy income, at
least at the level of theory. Birds observed with high energy expenditure need not be
energetically challenged - a human being who is observed spending large sums of
money need not be, and indeed is even unlikely to be, a human being who is financially
stressed. From a purely methodological perspective, there may often be little which can
be done to incorporate energy income more fully, but there is no reason to exclude it
from theoretical developments.
In particular, birds are often implicitly assumed to work hardest during the chick
rearing phase (Lack 1947) - a view which has sometimes been supported by application
of the doubly labelled water technique (Tatner and Bryant 1993). Yet, without
complementary measurements of income and without integration of all the necessary
variables, it may be unsatisfactory to adopt or retain the assumption that this high
expenditure necessarily implies either a bottleneck on reproductive output or strong
natural selection on clutch size.

How could reproductive demands be spread over several stages?
In constructing our model, we assume that reproductive demands can be spread
over several stages of the breeding season and that the balance of income and
expenditure at one stage can affect the balance at another. The prevalence of
mechanisms by which this can be achieved offers Justification of this assumption.
Firstly, within a currency of energy, reproductive demands are not incurred
simply by high expenditure, but by a high probability of an intolerable deficit. Where
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different phases of the breeding cycle entail different levels of energy expenditure, the
timing of breeding seasons may be adjusted so that the phases of high energy
expenditure coincide with the phases of high energy availability (Perrins and Birkhead
1983). Yet this timing of breeding also implies that the abundant resources are removed
from the less 'critical' phases. Not only is the maximum energy income shifted to match
the maximum energy expenditure, lower energy income is shifted to the period of lower
energy expenditure. If this shifting and timing were unconstrained then surely it would
stabilise only when the probability of energy deficit was equal at all times. The phase of
lowest energy expenditure would then be as critical as the phase of highest expenditure.
Because of this interdependence of stages, it is as logical to look for clutch-size
regulation during phases of low energy income, as to look for it during phases of
maximum energy expenditure.
Secondly, during less 'critical' phases, it may be possible to prepare for the
'critical' stages by storing resources, whether in fat deposits, in eggs, or even in caches.
Clearly there are limits to the extent to which this can be done, but the levels of stored
resources depend on the 'spare' energy during the less critical phases. Not only does the
performance at the 'critical' stage then become dependent on the performance during the
less 'critical' stage, but any reduced income or heightened expenditure during the noncritical stage will affect overall performance. The birds might be accumulating credit
during the less 'critical' phases, but even then, overall performance could be dependent
on energy balance during this stage. Birds may be less likely to complete incubation or
.

chick rearing successfully if they have depleted their resources during egg formation,
and they may be less able to cope with the breeding season if they have not laid down
resources during the pre-breeding period (Aûkney and Maclnnes 1978).
Thirdly, even if it is not possible to store resources, it may be possible to defend
them. Before the breeding attempt or in the early stages, birds may compete for
territories which pay-off later in the year. Like the storing of resources, this consititutes
a means of investment, and again, the overall performance may be dependent on the
maintenance or attainment of capital during the supposedly less demanding phases. The
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higher the expenditure or the lower the income during these phases, the lower the
opportunity for investment and the poorer the prospects for overall performance.
With such mechanisms at their disposal, birds might be expected to spread
reproductive demands between stages until demands were equal at all points. The
patterns of demands themselves might follow a trajectory towards such an optimal
situation, but attainment of such a hypothetical 'ideal free' distribution of reproductive
demands depends on the ability of the birds to spread demands between stages.
Complete freedom to do this would seem unlikely, but there is evidence that even over
considerable time scales, reproduction at one point can influence performance at a later
date (Bell and Koufopanou 1986, Nur 1988, Roff 1992). The demands incurred by a
first clutch can influence a bird's ability to renest that season. Wandering albatrosses
fPiomedea exulans) and royal albatrosses (D. epomophoral which breed successfully in
one year are unlikely to breed in the next (Warham 1991). Elevated reproductive
demands in one year can depress reproductive performance the following year (Roskafl
1985, Gustafsson and Sutherland 1988). It has been conventional to consider these
costs of reproduction as operating between distinct reproductive bouts, and to view
elevated current reproductive effort as a phenomenon which depresses future
performance. It is however as fair to look for similar costs of reproduction which
operate between stages of single reproductive bouts, and to consider tempered
reproductive effort as a means of shouldering the demands of reproduction at a later
stage. Increasing reproductive effort from say 'RE' to 'RE+c' may make birds less able
to cope with 'N' offspring the next year, but similarly, one way in which a bird can cope
with 'N' offspring the next year is to reduce current reproductive effort from 'RE+c' to
'RE'. The energetic strains of breeding can not be borne during breeding alone, but they
can in part be borne some considerable time before. When birds can spread demands
over such large time scales, it would seem reasonable that they could also spread them
over stages within a single reproductive attempt.
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Results
A basic model.
In this model, I assume that at all points Y’ in the breeding season, birds hold a
quantity of resources ‘Rt‘ which can be allocated to fitness enhancing activities such as
staying alive or producing/caring for offspring. If these critical fitness resources are
nutritional or energetic, then ‘Rt‘ could be equated roughly with body reserves. I
propose that there is a critical level of resources below which it is not possible to drop
without jeopordising adult survival. At any time 't% the level of resources held "Rt‘ is a
function of previous resources ‘R^.i’, income (It), and expenditure (Et), and can be
described by a simple discrete-time linear model;
Rt = Rt-i+It-Et................................................................................................. (1)

For breeding birds, I assume that income is independent of the number of offspring, but
dependent on the time of year and the stage of the breeding season. Thus even if Et is
particularly high, then resource levels can still be sustained by timing the breeding
attempt so that It is at its highest level. This of course has the consequence that It-i and
It+i are lower and so less likely to offset Et-i and Et+i. Under these circumstances,
resources would be more likely to drop to a critical level during ‘t~U and ‘t+ 1’, even
though such problems are less likely during ‘t’.
If resources fall towards a critical level even when breeding is well timed, then
expenditure must be cut back to preserve adult survival. Expenditure can be described
as a function involving 3 components: the essential expenditure incurred were the bird
not breeding at time ‘t ’ (Ee,t), the increment above this required for a minimal level of
breeding a t ‘t ’ (Eb,t), and an increasing function of the number of offspring at each stage
(OFt) with gradient ‘kt’. ‘kt’ is the amount by which expenditure should increase to
meet the requirements of each additional offspring:
Et=Ee,t+Eb,t+(kt X O F t)....................................................................................... (2)
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These 2 equations can then be combined:

Rt=Rt-i+It“[Ee,i+Eb,t+(kt X O Ft)]............................................................... (3)

Thus if at any point in time, resources are approaching a critically low level, then the
birds would be forced to cut back on the expenditure involved in breeding, and thus to
reduce or neglect their clutch or brood. So, if there is a cost of breeding at any stage,
and if the costs increase with the number of offspring, then the optimal clutch size will
in part be an adaptation to the capacities of the parents during this stage.
During the next stage ‘t+1’, it follows from equation ( 1) that the resource level
at time t+1 is:
Rt+i=Rt+It+i-Et+i......................................................................................... (4)

and from equations 2 and 3, this equates to:

Rt+i= Rt + It+i-[Ee,t+i+Eb,t+i+(kt+i X OFt+i)]...............................................(5)

but further, from equation 3, we know that this equates to:

Rt+i={ Rt-i+It-[Ee,t+Eb,t+(kt X OFt)]}+It+i“[Ee,t+i+Eb,t-M+(kt+i X OFt+i)]

(6)

Thus, the level of resources held at time t+1 is a function not only of the number of
offspring at time t+1 but also of the number of offspring at time t. So, unless energy
expenditure is independent of the number of eggs incubated (i.e. kt = 0), then the
likelihood that resources will drop to a critically low level during chick-rearing depends
not only on the number of chicks reared but on the number of eggs tended. Similarly the
costs a bird can afford to incur during incubation depend on the costs it anticipates to
suffer during chick rearing. Thus if kt > 0 at several stages, then demands are spread
over time and no one bottleneck exists.
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Discussion
When are the demands truly clutch-size-dependent?
If the shifting of demands were unconstrained, and if it stopped only when the
probability of intolerable deficit were equal at all stages, then it might at first seem that
genes determining clutch size would be exposed to natural selection at all stages and
that clutch size might become an adaptation to the capacities of the parents to produce
or care for their offspring throughout the breeding season. If however the income and
expenditure at any stage are both fully independent of clutch size, then even though the
birds might face difficulties balancing their resource budgets at these times, there can be
no selection on clutch size during that stage and clutch size can not become an
adaptation to the parents' capacities during that stage. Physiologists formerly advocated
no energetic cost to incubation (King 1973, Grant 1984), which would also imply the
absence of clutch-size specific changes in incubation costs. Yom-Tov and Hilborn
(1981) presented a theoretical model that identified incubation as an energetic
bottleneck, but suggested that this bottleneck was independent of clutch size. More
recently, energetic costs of incubation (Croxall 1982, Gabrielsen et al. 1991) and their
dependence on clutch size (Biebach 1981, 1984, Haftorn and Reinertsen 1985, Coleman
and Whittall 1988) have been found. Direct evidence of elevated expenditure with
increased brood-sizes remains elusive (Bryant and Tatner 1988b, Bryant 1988) but
since chick rearing entails the measurable maintenance and growth costs of chicks
(Ricklefs and White 1981, Gabrielsen et al. 1992, Klaasen et al. 1992), it is not
unreasonable to assume that energetic demands exist and that these depend on brood
size. Recently, the brood size dependent costs of post-fledging care have been found to
be important (Weathers and Sullivan 1989). Egg formation also entails measurable
costs (Walsberg 1983, Grau 1984), though it may be possible to prolong egg formation
itself and thus to maintain low demands at any point in time.
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More measurements of the ciutch-size-specific energy costs of egg formation,
incubation, chick rearing, and post-fledging care would be useful, though these are by
no means easy to obtain.
Addition of further variables to this model may improve realism but only at the
price of intractibility - especially since the piodei already presents 9 components which
require empirical estimation. The two most important components of the model are: the
ability of birds to spread demands over several stages; and the functions relating
reproductive expenditure to the number of offspring at each stage. Observations which
shed light on these two components would offer insights into the importance of
different stages in the determination of avian clutch size. That many studies have found
costs of reproduction indicates that reproductive effort at one stage can influence
performance at a later date and that birds are often capable of spreading the demands of
reproduction over several stages. Thus, if birds can spread these demands of
reproduction over several stages - or if demands are 'ideally free' to move - so that
resources held at one stage are strongly dependent on the resources held and the
income/expenditure of resources at other stages, then the role of different stages in
regulating clutch size depends largely on the way demands change with the number of
offspring tended at that stage.
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il
I. INTRODUCTION
While avian clutch size may in part be adapted to the number of young the
adults can feed (Lack, 1947a), other factors must be involved since enlarged broods can
commonly be raised (Dijkstra et al, 1990; Godfray et a l, 1991; Van der W erf, 1992),
Clutch size-dependent demands incurred prior to the chick rearing period may influence
the optimal clutch size (Nur, 1984, 1988; Partridge, 1989; Moreno etal, 1991;
Williams, 1991; Bolton

a/., 1992; Tatner & Bryant, 1993; Monaghan e/a/., 1995),

but earlier stages such as incubation have received relatively little attention.
The energetic demands of incubation could be important for clutch size, but
previous reviews of physiological studies have reported only minor energetic demands
of incubation under thermoneutral conditions, and it has been suggested that the
insulation provided by the nest is so good that the metabolic rate of incubating birds
(IMR) will often not exceed that of resting non-incubating birds (RMR) (King, 1973;
Grant, 1984). If the relevant energetic demands really are so low then the incubation
phase is unlikely to be of importance in the determination of clutch size. Results are
however equivocal and important demands of incubation under the thermal conditions
of the natural environment have recently been reported (Williams, 1991; Tatner &
Bryant, 1993).
The purpose of this paper is therefore to review the literature on the metabolic
demands of incubation and to examine the evidence that these demands can influence
the evolution of avian clutch size. We look also for ecological and methodological
factors which may account for discrepancies and contradictory results, and in bringing
together the data available to date, we seek also to identify areas where more research
would be valuable.
We have focused on two main issues. Firstly we assess the proportion of studies
finding metabolic demands of incubation and we quantify the magnitude of these
demands. Secondly, we review the evidence that an increase in the number of eggs
incubated influences parental energy expenditure, body condition, incubation period, or
:

the hatching success of the eggs.
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n . METHODS
The results of 115 physiological and ecological studies were examined. By
looking at whether incubation metabolic rate (IMR) was raised above the resting
metabolic rate of non-incubating birds, we assessed the proportion of studies finding
metabolic costs of incubation. We then assessed the magnitude of these metabolic
demands in terms of basal metabolic rate (BMR), and looked at whether unusually high
or low demands were peculiar to particular taxonomic, methodological or ecological
circumstances.
To examine whether ambient temperature affected the energetic demands of
incubation, we distinguished studies performed under strictly thermo-neutral conditions
from those where temperature was less narrowly defined. Using studies involving a
sufficient range of ambient temperatures, we also examined whether incubating birds
showed normal patterns of thermoregulation or whether metabolic rate was elevated
before temperatures dropped below the conventional lower critical temperature. Lastly,
because indirect heat budget modelling makes assumptions about how different
demands such as incubation and thermoregulation substitute or complement each other
(e.g. Walsberg & King, 1978a,b; Mugaas & King, 1981) we compared results from
these methods with those from more direct methods such as respirometry or doubly
labelled water.
In examining whether the number of eggs incubated affected parental energy
expenditure, hatching success, incubation duration, or parental mass loss, we used only
studies which manipulated clutch size and thus removed potentially confounding effects
of adult quality (Partridge, 1989; Roff, 1992). Birds may be physically incapable of
covering unnaturally large clutches, and so we compared results obtained from
manipulations of clutch size within the natural range with those where abnormally large
clutches were created.
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As well as varying with the methods employed, the importance of incubation
demands may vary among particular groups of birds, depending on aspects of their
ecology or phylogeny. Williams (1991) suggested that uniparental incubators unaided
by their partners (‘gynelateral intermittent incubators’) may endure substantial
metabolic demands of incubation. Moreno (1989) has demonstrated that species with
self-feeding young are more likely to sacrifice body condition during incubation and
would thus seem more willing to invest in incubation than those which must feed their
young after hatching. Hole-nesting birds may be better insulated and have lower energy
expenditure during incubation. Species with relatively heavier clutches may find them
more costly to incubate. We therefore examined whether biologically important
incubation demands might exist only under some of these specific circumstances.
We established the taxonomic order and family of each study species using
Howard & Moore (1984). Where possible, we extracted the remaining information
from the papers themselves, from the authors, or from standard reference works
(Cramp & Simmons, 1977). Information conforming to William's (1991) strict
definition of 'gynelateral intermittent incubation' was not always available and so we
classified incubation habits as 'uniparental' or 'biparentaf. We calculated 'relative clutch
mass' by multiplying the average egg mass by the average clutch size, and dividing the
product by the average mass of incubating birds.
We present results using each study as a single unit of observation, but provide
also pooled results where multiple studies were performed on particular species. In no
case did conclusions differ when pooled data were used. Different species were used in
each study of hatching success and incubation duration, so no pooling was necessary in
these cases.
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in . RESULTS
The collated data are given in appendix I.
(1) The metabolic demand o f incubation
On average, IMR was over 60% above basal metabolic rate (Table 1.). Under
thermo-neutral conditions, IMR was little above BMR, but it was more than 70%
greater than BMR where measurements were made under a wider range of
temperatures (Table 1). From the data currently available, there is no evidence that
relative clutch mass affects IMR (Fi,21=0.59, ns [data pooled for each species]). There
were no other marked effects of either methodology or ecology on IMR/BMR, though
ail studies yielding estimates of IMR/BMR were performed on species where the adults
feed the young (Table 1, Appendix I). Measures of IMR/BMR are available from four
taxonomic orders - sphenisciforms (n=6 studies), procellariiforms (n=21),
charadriiforms (n=l), and passeriforms (n=2). There is no evidence that either
taxonomic order or taxonomic family account for any of the variance in IMR/BMR
(F2.25=0.39, ns; F4,23=0.66, ns. [After controlling for whether measurements were made
in the thermoneutral zone]).
Contrary to predictions (King, 1973), 15 of 38 studies reported incubation
metabolic rates (IMR) in excess of the metabolic rate of resting non-incubating birds
(RMR). [These elevated values averaged 1.25 x RMR (s.e.=0.05) and so were not
trivial]. Of the six studies carried out under strictly thermo-neutral conditions, none
found IMRs in excess of RMR. EVERs above RMR were found across five taxonomic
orders - sphenisciforms (n=6 out of 8 studies), procellariiforms (n=l/17), falconiforms
(n=2/2), galliforms (n=2/2), and passeriforms (n=4/7). Taxonomic order had a
significant impact (log-linear residual mean deviance=7.509, df=2, P<0.05) and in
particular procellariiforms would seem to have an unusual incubation strategy compared
with the other groups since 16 out of the 17 studies of procellariiforms found IMR
below RMR. Otherwise the results are not markedly influenced by the methods used or
by the ecology of the study species (Table 2), and there was no evidence that relative
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clutch mass affected the probability that IMR was elevated above RMR (binomial
t22=0.73, ns.[data pooled for each species]).
Metabolic rates began to increase before the ambient temperature fell below the
lower end of the conventional thermo-neutral zone in all of the six studies which looked
at incubation demands over a sufficient range of temperatures. Elevated demands of
thermoregulation within the conventional thermoneutral zone indicated that the lower
critical temperature was elevated in incubating birds.

(2) Does increased clutch size carry penalties during incubation ?

(a) Clutch size and hatching success
Of the 16 studies where clutch size was enlarged, nine reported a significant
reduction in the percentage of eggs hatching. We know of no studies which have
increased clutch size experimentally and found an increase in the percentage of eggs
hatching. Reductions in hatching success were found in four orders: procellariiforms
(n=l/l study), pelecaniforms (n=l/2), charadriiforms (n=l/l), and passeriforms
(n=3/6). There was no evidence that relative clutch mass was particularly high in those
studies where hatching success was reduced, indeed it was non-significantly lower.
Significant reductions in hatching success were found even where clutches were
manipulated within the natural range and were found among studies irrespective of the
ecological factors considered (Table 3).
A
(b)

Clutch size and the duration of incubation

Of the seven studies that considered the relationship between clutch size and the
duration of incubation, six found that larger clutches took longer to incubate. These
effects were found across three taxonomic orders - pelecaniforms, charadriiforms, and
passeriforms.
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1
(c)

Clutch size and adult energy expenditure

Larger clutches were not accommodated effortlessly. Out of nine studies, eight
have reported evidence of elevated energy expenditure with increased clutch size. (All
these studies used clutch sizes within the natural range.) All nine studies were
performed on passerines, and so more work on the clutch-size-specific demands of
incubation in a wider range of species would be valuable. Seven species were
represented in these studies, and effects of clutch size on adult expenditure were found
at least once in each species.

(d)

Clutch size and parental body condition

Only three studies on only two passerines considered the influence of clutch size
on adult body condition, but two found higher loss of condition with bigger clutches. In
both species, effects of clutch size on condition were found at least once.

I

rv. DISCUSSION
(1)

The metabolic demand o f incubation

In accord with others who have focused specifically on the physiological
demands of incubation (King, 1973; Grant, 1984), the results we reviewed indicated
only minor demands within the thermoneutral zone. Under thermo-neutral conditions,
IMR is only just above the basal metabolic rate, and is either equal to or below the
metabolic rate of resting non-incubating birds.
However, for ecological questions about clutch size evolution, the emphasis is

J

less physiological and the relevant demands are markedly liigher. When the metabolic
rates of incubating birds were measured in a more natural environment rather than
under strictly thermo-neutral conditions, there was a highly significant nine-fold
difference in the increment above basal levels, and contrary to physiological predictions
(King, 1973) a number of studies found IMR elevated above resting levels. King's
prediction was borne out under thermo-neutral conditions, and in the special case of
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procellariiforms which have unusually low temperatures of incubation (Warham, 1991),
but not for other taxonomic groups under wider conditions.
The demands of incubation and the demands of thermoregulation may be closely
connected with each other as well as with ambient temperature. The data indicate that
in incubating birds, the lower critical temperature is shifted upwards, and elevated
expenditure is required even at temperatures that would normally fall within the thermo
neutral zone. The most ecologically meaningful setting for measuring the demands of
incubation is the natural environment, and important discrepancies may arise if narrowly
defined conditions are used instead.

(2) Clutch size and incubation demands
Even within the natural range of clutch sizes and across species with diverse
ecologies, there is evidence that the percentage of eggs hatching can decline
significantly with increasing clutch size. We were unable to determine why half the
studies found no relationship between clutch size and hatching success, while the other
half found that hatching success was reduced when clutch size was enlarged. The data
indicate that often the demands of incubation are neither negligible nor independent of
clutch size. ,
The precise cause of reduced hatching success is not clear from the data
available and several proximate factors may be involved. Results reviewed here indicate
that energy expenditure generally increases with clutch size during incubation. The
results also indicate that the demands of larger clutches can depress adult body
condition. In combination with the longer period required to incubate larger clutches,
these increased demands, depressed condition, and prolonged exposure, may entail
greater risks of nest predation and higher chances of failure.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS OF
CURRENT DATA FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Results available to date point to various unanswered questions, and to groups
of birds which might merit greater attention. Although we have identified some
significant methodological and ecological variables, it would be valuable to know more
about why incubation appears to be costly under some circumstances but not under
others. Since all studies of both the clutch-size-specific metabolic demands of
incubation and the effects of clutch size on body condition have been performed on
passerines, it may be instructive to look at other taxonomic groups. More
measurements of IMR/BMR among uniparentally incubating species and among species
with self-feeding young may be illuminating. More studies of whether IMR exceeds
RMR, particularly among species with self-feeding young, might permit the
identification of other factors which influence this.
The data also indicate that results obtained under one set of conditions or
among one set of birds can not necessarily be extrapolated to wider circumstances. In
particular, studies performed in the thermoneutral zone have little relevance to species
which commonly incubate outwith the thermoneutral zone, and results obtained from
procellariiforms may be anomalous.
The most important implication of the results currently available stems from our
overall conclusion that the demands of incubation can be important in the determination
of clutch size.
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VI. SUMMARY

We reviewed information on the demands of incubation to examine whether
these could influence the optimal clutch size of birds. The results indicate that there are
commonly appreciable metabolic costs of incubation, and that the incubation of
enlarged clutches imposes penalties on birds.
Contrary to physiological predictions, incubation metabolic rate (IMR) was
elevated above the metabolic rate of resting non-incubating birds (RMR) in 15 of 38
studies, and was often substantially above basal metabolic rate (BMR), averaging 1.64 x
BMR. Of six studies performed under thermo-neutral conditions, none found IMR to be
in excess of RMR, and IMRs measured exclusively within the thermo-neutral zone
averaged only 1.08 x BMR contrasting with the much higher figure of 1.75 x BMR
under wider conditions. 16 of 17 studies on procellariiforms found IMR below RMR,
indicating a significant difference between this and other orders. We could find no other
methodological, ecological, or taxonomic factors which had clear effects on IMR.
Where clutch size was adjusted experimentally during incubation, larger clutches
were associated with: significantly lower percentage hatching success in eight of 15
studies; longer incubation periods in six of seven studies; greater loss of adult body
condition in two of three studies; and higher adult energy expenditure in eight of nine
studies.
We propose that the demands of incubation can be appreciable and can influence
the optimal clutch size of birds.
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Table 1. Incubation metabolic rate in terms of basal metabolic rate, splitting results
according to methodology and species ecology. Results are not split according to
whether the young are self-feeding because all studies presenting IMR in terms of
BMR were performed on species where the adults feed the young after hatching.
Results from pooling data for each species are given in square brackets.

IMRTBMR
All studies

1.636 (n=30, se=0.08)
[1.606 (n=26, se=0.08)]

Temperature within
thermoneutral zone.

1.08G(n=5, se=0.08)
[1.000(n=4, se-0)]

Costs measured over
a wider range

1.753(n-24, se=0.08)
[1.720(n=21, se=0.08)]

Costs determined
directly

1.618(n=28, se=0.08)
[1.594(n-25, se=0.08)]

Costs calculated from
heat budget models

1.895(n=2)
[1.895(n=l)l

Uniparental
incubation

1.717(n=3)
[1.625(n=2)]

Biparental
incubation

1.627(n=27, se=0.08)
[1.604(n=24, se-0.09)]

Cavity-nester

1.622(n-17, se-0.13)
[1.551(n=15, se-0.13)]

Open-nester

1.655(n-I3, se-0.07)
[1.681(n-ll, se-0.08)]

Statistics

Fi.27-13.84, p<0.001
[Fi,23-15. 18, p<0.001]

F i,28-0.72, ns
[Fi,24-0.54, ns]

F 1,28-0.14, ns
[F 1,24-0.03, ns]

F i,28-0.42, ns
[F 1,22=0.03, ns]
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Table 2. Frequencies of studies which have found a metabolic cost of incubation above
resting levels. Results are split according to the methodology of the study and the
ecology of the species. Results pooling data for each species are shown in square
brackets.

Frequency of
IMR>RMR
All studies

Frequency of
IMR<=RMR

15 [15]

23 [19]

0[0]

6 [3]

15 [15]

17 [16]

Costs calculated from
heat budget models.

1 [1]

3 [3]

Costs calculated
directly

14 [14]

20 [16]

Self-feeding young

2 [2]

1 [1]

13 [13]

22 [18]

Uniparental

6 [6]

5 [4]

Biparental

9 [9]

18 [15]

Cavity-nester

4 [4]

11 [11]

Open-nester

11 [11]

12 [8]

Costs measured in
thermoneutral zone
Costs measured under
wider thermal conditions

Young fed by parents
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Table 3. Frequencies of studies which have reported a reduction in the percentage of
eggs hatching, when clutch size is enlarged. The data are further split according to the
experimental technique and various ecological aspects of the study species. The fifteen
studies concerned were all performed on different species, so no pooled values for
individual species are given.

% hatching success
significantly reduced
in enlarged clutches.

No difference detected
in % hatching success.

All studies

8

7

Clutch enlarged
within natural range

2

3

Clutch enlarged
above natural max.

6

4

Uniparental
incubation

2

3

Biparental
incubation

6

4

Self-feeding
chicks

3

2

Chicks fed
by parents

5

5

Cavity nesting
species

2

3

Open nesting
species

6

4
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Clutch size determmation in Kittiwakes Rissa tridactyla: an
experimental study of incubation and chick rearing stages

David L. Thomson, Robert W. Furness, Pat Monaghan
Applied Ornithology Unit, Division o f Environmental and Evolutionary
Biology, Institute o f Biomedical and Life Sciences, Glasgow University,
G12 8QQ, UK
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Abstract
In order to study the relationship between clutch size and reproductive demands
during the multiple stages of incubation and chick rearing, we enlarged the clutches and
broods of Kittiwakes at different stages in the season and then examined whether these
birds experienced lower breeding success and greater physiological stress than control
birds where clutch and brood size were unaltered. Where the number of eggs was
increased at the onset of incubation, a greater proportion of clutches was lost. This did
not however depress the absolute average number of chicks hatching because more
chicks could hatch from those enlarged clutches which did survive until hatching.
Neither during incubation nor during the subsequent chick rearing phase was there any
evidence that the adults with these enlarged clutches suffered greater loss of body
condition, or slower rates of feather regrowth. There was no evidence that chicks had
slower growth rates in nests where clutch size had been enlarged, but chicks grew more
slowly in nests where brood size was still large at hatching. Where brood size, rather
than clutch size, was enlarged, the adults were more likely than controls to lose chicks
in the days following the manipulation. This was true regardless of whether broods with
newly hatched or older chicks were manipulated; there was no evidence that the
severity of the reduction in breeding success was greater when older broods were
manipulated. We propose that clutch size may be shaped not by any single bottleneck in
the season but rather by the demands experienced over several stages.
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Introduction
In studies of clutch size evolution, the widespread use of experimental brood
size manipulations indicates a common view that clutch size evolves mostly in response
5
to the chick-rearing capacities of parents, rather than to their capacities during other
stages of the season (Lack 1947, Dijkstra et al. 1989, Godfray et al. 1991, Van der
Werf 1992). There does however exist evidence that these other stages may be
important for the evolution of avian clutch size (Partridge 1989, Weathers and Sullivan
1989, Williams 1991, Bolton et al 1992), and the phase of incubation has received
recent attention. When the clutch size of Collared Flycatchers Ficedula albicollis was
enlarged during incubation, Moreno et al. (1991) found a reduction in hatching success
and an elevation of parental metabolic rate. Although it is difficult to include all stages
of the season or to perform the perfect experimental manipulation (Partridge 1989,
1992), the incubation stage can easily be incorporated by adjusting the number of eggs
after laying and its importance readily compared with the stages of chick-rearing.
By enlarging clutches and broods at different stages in the season, we aim here
to study the importance of demands during the multiple stages of both incubation and
chick rearing for shaping clutch size of Kittiwakes Rissa tridactyla. In order to assess
whether parental capacities are stretched by additional offspring at these different
stages, we examine whether increased clutch sizes reduce breeding success, depress
adult body condition and inhibit the regrowth of feathers during incubation and chick
rearing. We measure chick growth rates to examine whether adults are capable of
feeding bigger broods adequately.
.,5‘
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Methods
Manipulation technique
By checking 279 Kittiwake nests every 2-4 days between 8th May and 20th July
1992 on the island of Hornoya, North-East Norway (70’N SEE), it was possible to
determine clutch size and clutch completion date, and thereby to select suitable nests for
experimental alteration of clutch size. After clutch completion was confirmed (no
change in clutch size over a period of at least 4 days), we increased the clutches from 2
eggs to 3 eggs in 32 nests. Another 80 comparable nests with 2 eggs were similarly
visited and disturbed so that they could be used as controls. Groups of nests with
similar clutch completion dates were used in each block of experimental, control, and
donor nests. We continued to check all nests every 2-4 days to follow losses.
We checked that this experimental procedure itself did not interfere with the
behaviour of the birds. Between 31st May and 14th June 1994, on the Isle of May,
Eastern Scotland, we similarly added an egg to 25 nests with 2 eggs and observed these
birds intensively for one and a half hours, comparing their behaviour with that of
neighbouring unmanipulated controls in order to look for signs that birds might
recognise and reject the foreign eggs or respond unnaturally to the manipulation. All
birds returned to their nests and incubated their clutches, and no birds were seen to
reject eggs or to be visibly stressed. Birds with extra eggs were not significantly more
likely to delay returning to the nest (GLIM of 2 categories with binomially distributed
errors: t4«=0.89, ns) nor to delay settling after returning (GLIM of 2 categories with
binomially distributed errors: t48=0.00, ns), and nor did they show a higher frequency of
standing and interrupting incubation after settling (GLIM of 2 categories using
logarithmic transformation and normally distributed errors: Fi,4s=0.01, ns.).
Between 15th June and 28th July 1993 on Hornoya, we then examined the
importance of parental capacity during various stages of brood rearing, by increasing
brood size from 2 to 3 chicks in 33 nests and selecting 34 comparable control nests. In
order to assess whether the parents were particularly stretched at any one stage of chick
rearing, these manipulations were performed on nests ranging from those with newly-
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hatched chicks up to those with chicks aged 15 days. We used only nests where the

I

initial clutch size was 2 eggs. If one of these eggs or chicks had been lost before the
experiment, we replaced this with another chick at the time of manipulation. To ensure
that both control and experimental nests contained foreign chicks, we moved the donor
chick to the control nest and then moved a control chick to an experimental nest.

Monitoring breeding performance
Many predatory herring gulls Larus argentatus nest on Hornoya. Because of
high rates of egg and chick losses among the Kittiwakes, we continued checking nests
every 2-4 days to follow survival of the offspring. Full details of this method are given
in chapter 2 section 4. By measuring breeding success in these terms of daily survival
rather than in terms of hatching and fledging success, it was possible to remove
potential biases caused by comparing nests which were exposed to predation or damage
for differing periods (Mayfield 1961, Johnson 1979). Fledging success would have been
a particularly poor measure of breeding performance where the number of chicks was
manipulated in broods of differing ages.
Further, by calculating average daily egg survival rates of the control and
experimental groups, it was possible to estimate the difference in hatching success
which would occur if the manipulation could be performed at the moment of clutch
completion, rather than after the period required to confirm egg laying was finished. To
make these estimates, we assumed an incubation period of 27 days (Cramp and
Simmons 1983), we assumed that daily survival rates of the control and experimental
groups were constant, and we multiplied the clutch size (after manipulation) by the daily

,1

egg survival rate raised to the power 27. Because broods manipulated at age 15 days
could only then be followed for the remaining half of the full chick rearing period, and
because the daily chick survival rates are unlikely to be constant and equal to the value
measured in the 15-20 days following manipulation, we did not attempt to use this
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method to extrapolate fledging success from survival rates of chicks following brood
manipulations.
In order to distinguish between different types of losses, we calculated the daily
survival rates in three different ways for each breeding attempt. We measured
vulnerability of the nests to any type of loss using 'Intact clutch/brood' survival, which
considered survival of the breeding attempt until at least one egg or chick was lost. This
was distinct from 'Full clutch/brood' survival which followed the breeding attempt until
all eggs or chicks were lost. In order to integrate all different types of losses into a
single measure, we also calculated 'egg/chick survival' for each nest which considered
the survival of individual eggs or chicks. Such measures will be referred to as ‘breeding
survival variables’.
The calculated values of these breeding survival variables for each individual
nest were then analysed using generalised linear models assuming binomially distributed
errors and the conventional logit link function (GENSTAT5 1987). This technique is
similar to logistic regression, but can include categorical independent variables such as
experimental treatment. These analytical models will be referred to here as ‘binomial
models’. Significant effects of laying date on daily survival rate were controlled before
adding and testing the effects of experimental treatment (Lane et al. 1987, Digby et al.
1989). The significance of individual effects is presented here using a ‘t’ statistic

I

indicating whether the independent variables have a significant effect on the breeding
survival variables. In the case of interaction temis, we have provided the change in
mean deviance when these are added to or dropped from the model. (These mean
deviances follow a chi-square distribution with one degree of freedom, where the
‘dispersion parameter’ equals one - i.e the variance in the frequencies of observations
equals the mean. Further explanation of these analytical techniques are given in
GENSTAT5 1987).
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Chick growth rates
By weighing chicks at roughly 5 day intervals it was possible to follow the
growth of chicks and to examine whether chicks from large broods were in poor
condition for their age. Using all measurements of all chicks, a single standard sigmoid
logistic non-linear regression model was then fitted by non-linear regression to describe
the average pattern of body weight in relation to chick age (details of the logistic curve
and the full procedure of fitting non-linear regression curves is outlined in GENSTAT5
1987 and Digby et al. 1989). As a first measure of chick condition, the residuals from
this curve were taken for each measurement of each chick. Variance in weight around
the function did however increase with chick age (Fi,i7i=47.26, p<0.001. see also Fig
1.), and this had to be taken into account when measuring condition. Each residual was
therefore divided by the predicted absolute residual for that age to produce a
standardised value, and then a single average standardised residual was calculated for
each nest. The effects of experimental treatment on these average standardised residuals
were then analysed by ANOVA.

Adult condition
After, manipulating clutch size in 1992, adults were captured on the nest and a
central tail feather was plucked in order to measure the rate of feather regrowth (Grubb
1989, 1991). Adults were then recaptured as the season progressed. Feather growth
also was well described by a non-linear sigmoid function (in this case the Gompertz
curve - also outlined in GENSTAT5 1987 and Digby et al. 1989), though a number of
outliers were apparent (Fig. 2). Regrowth rates were analysed following the same
protocol as for the chick growth rates, but the residuals from the Gompertz curve were
cube-root transformed to normalise the distribution.
When birds were captured, their body mass was measured using a pesola spring
balance and average daily weight changes calculated during incubation and chick
rearing. These were then analysed separately using generalised linear modelling (Lane et
al. 1987, Digby et al. 1989) with normally distributed errors akin to multiple linear
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regression with multiple groups. Significant effects of laying date, recapture period, and
sex, were built into these models before testing the effect of experimental treatment.

Results
Birds incubating enlarged clutches were significantly more likely to lose the
entire clutch, though effects on the other measures of breeding survival were not
significant (Table I.). The greater losses of clutches did not however outweigh the
larger clutch sizes of experimental birds and so nests with enlarged clutches did not on
average hatch fewer chicks (Table 2.). After hatching, there were no detectable
differences in the chick survival rates between control nests and nests with enlarged
clutches (Average values are shown in Table 3.).
Similarly, there was no detectable difference in the chick growth rates between
the groups manipulated at the start of incubation (Fi,35 =2.16, n.s). This may be
expected since the brood sizes of control and experimental nests were similar by the
time of hatching. Had experimental nests still had consistently larger broods at hatching,
chick growth might have been lower - between nests differing in brood size at hatching
(rather than between nests differing in experimental treatment), chick growth rates were
lower where hatching brood size was large (p2,34 =5.12, P<0.05, and see Fig 1).
Where brood size was manipulated after hatching, the rate at which partial
losses were suffered was significantly higher among nests with enlarged broods (i.e
Intact brood survival was significantly lower: t44=3.01, p<0.01, Table 4.). There was
however no evidence that losses were more severe when the manipulation was
performed with older broods (Intact brood survival: mean deviance=0.6803, dispersion
parameter=l, df=l, ns; Full brood survival: mean deviance=1.3412, dispersion
param=l, df=l, ns; Chick survival: mean deviance=0.4859, dispersion param=l, df=l,
ns.).
There was no evidence that the number of eggs given to the birds during
incubation affected the rates of feather regrowth (Fi,43=0.00, ns. Fig. 2). Nor was there
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any evidence that the experimental treatment affected the rates of mass change during
incubation (Fi,22=0.08, ns, Fig. 3) or chick rearing (Fi,ii=1.58, ns, Fig. 3), indeed there
was no evidence of any regular or consistent pattern of weight change through the
season at all (Fi,7i=0,24, ns, Fig. 3).

Discussion
These results indicate that the demands of reproduction can impinge on clutch
size at several stages of the breeding season. Enlarged clutches lead to greater losses of
eggs, enlarged broods lead to greater losses of chicks regardless of the brood's age at
the time of the enlargement. Rather than there being any one bottleneck on
reproduction, there may be important demands at several stages through the season.
Clutch size in these Kittiwakes would appear not to be an adaptation simply to the
number of large chicks the birds can rear, but rather to parents' capacities for rearing
and defending their offspring at many stages.
In this colony, the elevated demands of incubation and chick rearing were
quickly translated into losses. The ability of the parents to buffer any demands would
seem short-lived or ineffective. Rather than the birds enduring any loss of body
condition or reduction in feather growth rates, offspring were lost, and with these
offspring, the source of the elevated demands was lost too. Similarly, when brood size
at hatching was large, chick survival and chick growth rates were depressed, but these
same variables were not detectably affected by manipulations of clutch size because the
enlargement had largely been nullified by the time of hatching. It is possible instead that
both changes in body condition (Bryant 1988, Freed 1981) and in feather regrowth
rates (Murphy and King 1991) may be poor indicators of reproductive demands. The
lack of any effects of enlarged clutches on body condition and feather regrowth rates
may simply arise because body condition and feather regrowth rates do not measure
reproductive demands. However, since there is a negative feedback loop whereby more
offspring lead to higher losses losses of offspring, there is no reason to expect elevated
reproductive demands to be measurable over any protracted period of time.
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Intact Clutch
Survival
Clutch survival
Egg survival

Control
(2 eggs) n=80

Experimental
(2+1 eggs) n=32

Significance

0.967

0.944

P<0.1,N.S.

0.973
0.970

0.967
0.960

P<0.05.*
P<0.1,N.S.

Table 1. Mean daily survival rates of eggs following manipulation. Significance was
tested using a binomial model, after controlling for significant effects of laying date.
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Average brood size at
hatching.
Average hatching success.

Control (2 eggs). n=80

Experimental
(2+1 eggs). n=32

0.90

0.99

44.8%

32.9%

Table 2a. Projected brood sizes at hatching, assuming control and experimental birds
are exposed for a full 27 day incubation period, with constant average egg survival rates
shown in Tabled.

Average brood size at
hatching.
Average hatching success.

Control (2 eggs). n=80

Experimental
(2+1 eggs). n=32

0.89

1.12

44.3%

37.5%

Table 2b. Obseiwed mean brood sizes at hatching, and hatching successes of control and
experimental nests. These differ from results shown in Table 2a because nests were
manipulated after clutch completion was confirmed and so nests were not exposed for
the full 27 day incubation period.
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Intact Brood
Survival
Brood survival
Chick survival

Control
(2 eggs)

Experimental
(2+1 eggs)

Significance

0.991

0.981

N.S.

0.959
0.978

0.936
0.971

N.S.
N.S.

Table 3. Daily chick survival rates after hatching, following manipulations of clutch
size.
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Manipulated <9days.
Manipulated
>9days.

Control
(2 chicks)

Experimental
(2+1 chicks).

0.929
0.982

0.839
0.792

Table 4. Survival rates of intact broods manipulated before or after 9 days of age.
Using manipulations of all ages, no interaction between manipulation age and
experimental treatment can be detected.
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Captions to Figures:
Figure 1. Body masses of chicks hatching in broods of 1, 2, or 3 chicks, through the
growing period
Figure 2. Lengths of growing tail feathers for birds with control (2 eggs) or
experimental (2+1 eggs) clutches, against time since plucking
Figure 3. Body masses of adults with control (2 eggs) or experimental (2+1 eggs)
clutches, through the breeding season
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Metabolic rates have been used widely to assess avian reproductive demands
(Bryant 1989), but few data are available on the metabolic rates of large birds during
,

the incubation phase (Tatner and Bryant 1993). It is widely recognised that rearing
chicks places substantial demands on birds (Lack 1947, references in Van der Werf

|

1992), and small birds (12-85g) have often been found to have higher metabolic rates
when rearing chicks than when incubating eggs (Tatner and Bryant 1993). However,
Tatner and Bryant (1993) also proposed that demands of incubation might limit the
number of offspring which could be reared, and they found that metabolic rates during
incubation were on average only c.20% below those during chick rearing.
We measured field metabolic rates of a relatively large bird - the Black-legged
Kittiwake Rissa tridactyla (average body mass for birds studied = 404.2g, s.e,=7.1,
n==17. Table 1.)- during incubation and compared these with comparable published
results from the chick-rearing phase (Gabrielsen et al. 1987).
On the island of Hornaya in north-east Norway, thirteen adult Black-legged
Kittiwakes were caught on their nests during the early incubation phase, and injected
with doubly labelled water. Seven of these birds were incubating natural clutches of two
eggs, while the remaining six had been given an additional egg and so had enlarged
clutches of three eggs. A further four birds were caught and injected during the late
chick rearing phase; these had laid two eggs and still had these two offspring. Birds
were recaptured after roughly 24 or 48 hours and blood samples were taken. These
were sealed in glass capillaries and the levels of deuterium and ^^Oxygen were later
determined using isotope ratio mass spectrometry. Two birds were recaptured twice,
permitting repeated measurements of their energy expenditure. The full protocol for the
doubly labelled water technique is outlined in Tatner and Bryant (1989). Birds of both
sexes were caught. Breeding success of kittiwakes in the study colony was low; birds
hatched on average only 37% (s.e.=3.5) of the eggs they laid.
The results are presented in Table 1. Measurements of energy expenditure for
birds tending two eggs averaged 863 KJday"l(n=8, range 344-1515). Those for birds
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rearing two chicks also averaged 863 KJday"’l(n=4, range 420-1177) and clearly there
is no evidence of a difference between these groups (118,4=15.0, ns). Assuming a resting
metabolic rate of 314 KJday"^ (Gabrielsen et al. 1987), these expenditures represent
2.75 x RMR (range 1.10-4.82) and 2.75 x RMR (range 1.34-3.75) respectively. The
overall average expenditure of all birds during incubation was 953KJdayl(n=15, range
344-1733). Birds tending three eggs had an average energy expenditure of 1055 KJday"
1 (n=7, range 451-1733). This represents an average of 3.36 x RMR (range 1.44-5.52).
Though this is 22% higher than for birds tending two eggs, there is no evidence that
birds with enlarged or normal clutches differed in their energy expenditures (MannWhitney TJ8.7=22.0, ns).
Though energy expenditure may vary with many other factors such as weather,
location, food abundance and conditions for breeding, these metabolic rates are similar
to, or only slightly above, those found by Gabrielsen et al. (1987). They calculated an
average energy expenditure of 992KJday"l for actively foraging birds and 596KJday"^
for birds tending chicks at the nest. They proposed that a typical bird would expend on
average 794KJday"^ during the chick-rearing phase.
Our estimate of metabolic rate during incubation for birds tending natural
clutches is also slightly above but similar to predictions from the allometric models
derived from small birds (Tatner and Bryant 1993). Extrapolation from geometric mean
regression and iterative non-linear regression models yields estimates of 799KJday‘^ and
763KJday”' respectively for a bird of 404.2g.
These data, for a larger species, are consistent with Tatner and Bryant's (1993)
suggestion that incubation may also be an energetically demanding phase of the
breeding season since the metabolic rates of kittiwakes were comparable during the
stages of incubation and chick-rearing.
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TABLE 1. Energy expenditures of birds during incubation and chick rearing.

Ring no.

Mass(g)

KJday ^

KJg ^day ^

Sex

Incubation
- 2 eggs

MA22722
MA22750
MA22750
IV1A22969
MA21114
MA22959
MA21124
MA23059

349
382
390
451
403
407
397
438

398
629
344
925
1515
925
806
1363

1.14
1 .65
0.88
2 .05
3 .76
2.27
2 .03
3 .11

F
F
F
M
M
M
F
F

Incubation
- 2+1 eggs

MA21138
MA22728
MA22977
673954
MA21125
MA22989
MA22989

380
368
403
450
435
443
429

451
774
1339
982
1733
789
1319

1.19
2 .10
3 .32
2 .18
3 .98
1. 78
3 .07

F
F
F
F
M
F
F

Chick rearing
- 2 chicks

MA21140
MA23081
MA23079
MA23082

402
383
' 395
388

420
1072
1177
782

1. 05
2 .80
2 .98
2 .02

F
F
M
F
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Abstract
In a two year study of kittiwakes at a colony in north-east Norway, we looked
at whether groups of birds showed consistencies in breeding performance, and whether
patterns of breeding performance might be related to nest site characteristics. Within
the colony, groups of birds nesting close together had similar breeding successes,
clutch sizes, and laying dates, but these patterns changed between years. Like breeding
success, groups of nest sites also showed similarities with respect not only to height
and aspect but also with respect to the presence/ absence of adjacent rock ledges or
abutting nest space, levels of fleas, or the frequency of physical damage. Again like
breeding success, these attributes other than aspect and height were not fixed between
years. However, there was little evidence of important connections between any nest
site characteristics and breeding performance, except in one year when birds at sites
with abutting nests laid earlier and birds nesting at different heights on the cliffs laid
different clutch sizes. Flea levels and breeding performance were correlated with each
other - fleas were more abundant early in the season, but birds nesting earlier sustained
lower parasite activity at any single snapshot in time. There was no evidence that high
flea levels depressed performance. The frequency of nests suffering physical damage
was related to the height of the site, and to whether it had an adjacent rock ledge, or
abutting nest space, but because many of these nests were not used by breeding birds,
physical damage had no detectable influence on breeding success. Nests in the main
study plots shared similar aspect, but in a steep sided gulley, nests with southerly rather
than northerly aspect were used more frequently and had earlier laying dates. Small
differences in both daily minimum and daily maximum air temperatures were found
between parts of the colony and were most marked between sites in the gulley which
differed in aspect.
The spatial groupings of breeding performance and nest site characteristics
were not fixed between years, and no evidence could be found for consistent
differences in the quality of individuals at particular sites. Returning birds showed high
fidelity to the previous site, but appreciable turnover could still occur. If clutch size or
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hatching success at a particular site was low in the first year, then the site was less
likely to be used in the second year. Turnover, rejection of poor sites, and pressure on
good sites may all then serve to disrupt clusters of good or bad performance and may
account for the lack of consistent differences in nest site quality and breeding
performance.
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Introduction

Regular differences in breeding performance between sections of bird
populations may arise either through consistent differences in the quality of individual
birds, through differences in the resources held by individuals, or through stochastic
processes (Coulson 1968, 1971, Hogstedt 1980, Potts et al 1980, Goodburn 1990,
Newton 1989). In kittiwakes Rissa tridactyla, breeding performance can be correlated
with differences in nest site characteristics (Olsthoorn and Nelson 1990). Competition
between kittiwakes for sites where breeding is both early and successful would suggest
::

that nest sites offer valuable resources (Monnat et al 1990, Danchin et al. 1991). We
know of no studies which have looked explicitly at whether nest site characteristics
and nest site quality are grouped in space and whether this grouping could give rise to
grouping of birds with similar performance. In typical colonies, such clustering of nest
site features might complement the regular spatial patterns of breeding performance
caused by the clustering of high quality individuals (Coulson 1968, Coulson and
Thomas 1985).
Here we examine whether kittiwakes in particular parts of a typical colony
show similar breeding performances and whether these patterns persist between years.
We investigate whether areas of the colony are characterised by similarities in nest site
characteristics, whether these characteristics are fixed between years, and whether they
affect breeding performance, and examine the turnover of birds and sites and consider
which features influence the likelihood that a site will be used.
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Methods

Nest site characteristics
In order to investigate the spatial patterns and inter-relationships of breeding
performance and nest site characteristics, we visited a large kittiwake colony on the
island of H(|)rnoya, north-east Norway, between 8th May and 20th July 1992, and
between 15th June and 28th July 1993. The main study plots contained 279 nests in
1992 and 350 nests in 1993. It was possible to record the following nest site
characteristics:
-whether nest sites suffered physical damage from storms etc.
-the presence or absence of adjacent rock ledges
-the presence or absence of abutting nests
-height
-parasite activity
-temperature
-aspect
Visits were also made to a further 192 nests in 1993, but these nests were not then
followed intensively.

Physical damage to nest sites
As well as measuring breeding success, we noted whether the nest at any
particular site was damaged during the course of the season. Because we included
damage to nests which were not being used for breeding at the time (e.g. 16 of 46
losses in 1993 were at sites where no birds bred), this is not a measure of breeding
success per se. Instead, as for the other nest site characteristics, we looked at whether
the breeding performance was significantly influenced by whether or not a nest was
lost.
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Ledges and space next to the nest
Nest sites might be of higher quality if they were situated on secure ledges, or
had space outwith the nestcup upon which growing chicks could perch. Two types of
such space adjacent to the nests were recognised: rock ledges and abutting nests. A
nest was categorised as having a rock ledge if there was a flat rock surface onto which
a chick from that nest could move. The nests of neighbouring kittiwakes commonly
accumulate nest material and fuse together; and if this nest material offered a surface
onto which a chick could move, the nest was categorised as having abutting nest
space.

Height
Nests differing in height may differ in their vulnerability to predators or
physical damage. We scored sites on a scale of 1-5 according to their height from the
base of the cliff.

Parasite activity
Fleas {Ceratophylhis vagabundus insularis, identified by Hancock and George

pers. comm.) were abundant in the colony, and an index of their activity could be
obtained for nests with eggs. Blood ingested by the parasites is partly digested, but the
red pigmentation persists in the faeces and is voided onto the surface of the birds' eggs
during incubation (Feare and Constantine 1980). An ordinal scoring of these red spots
was used as a rough measure of flea activity in the nest.
It might seem that this measure would be so crude as to be of little use, but
despite the noise inherent in the measurements, significant relationships with other
variables were detected. Further, it might be thought that since blood is deposited on
the eggs, then it would accumulate through time. Instead, there were significant
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declines in the egg blood scores through time (ordinal logistic regression, z=2.05,
df=162, p<0.05. Figure la.). This effect persisted after controlling for clutch size and
laying date, and corresponds with declines in the number of flea-bites suffered by an
observer visiting nests consistently through the season (linear regression, square-root
transformed counts, t3?=2.76, p<0.01. Figure lb.). These patterns indicate that the
turnover of the red spots was sufficiently rapid to provide a measure of flea activity
over a short time scale rather than being an artefact of accumulated activity through
the season.
In 1992, scores were recorded over a protracted period of time at various
stages through incubation. In 1993, scores were recorded over a shorter period in a
single bout of visits to nests containing eggs. Because of seasonal changes in blood
scores, an index of parasite activity was obtained by taking residual blood score from a
regression of blood score against time.

Aspect
Nests in the main study plots shared similar aspect, but a steep sided rocky
gulley on Hornoya made it possible to study the effects of aspect on breeding
performance, free from many other potentially confounding differences. On one side of
the gulley, birds faced in an essentially northerly direction, while on the other side they
had a more southerly aspect. Although Horncjiya lies above the Arctic circle and thus
experiences continuous daylight for much of the breeding season, the elevation of the
sun leads to longer exposure and deeper penetration of sunlight on the south-facing
side. Apart from the difference in aspect, the birds on either side were in otherwise
similar situations, and birds at extreme ends of the study plots on each side of the
gulley were further from each other than from birds directly across the gulley.
It was difficult to visit nests regularly on the northern side of the gulley, so
breeding success could not be measured satisfactorily, but occupancy, breeding stage,
clutch size, and brood size could be recorded during spot checks. In 1992, only a
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single spot check was made and only breeding stage was determined. This was
achieved by scoring nests as having offspring at one of five stages - eggs, small downy
chicks, large downy chicks, small feathered chicks, or large feathered chicks. In 1993,
breeding was more synchronous, and the first three of these categories, as well as the
4

last two were amalgamated. In 1993, we looked at whether birds on the north-facing
side nested higher up by comparing heights between 60 pairs of nests, each at similar
distances from the mouth of the gulley.

Temperature
In 1993, we mounted 5 min-max thermometers in different parts of the colony
in order to gain an indication of whether temperature varied within the colony. The
thermometers were mounted on wooden planks, facing the rock so as to shelter them
from the direct effects of solar radiation. The thermometers were calibrated against
each other for consistency. Each day, we noted the minimum and maximum
.

temperatures for the preceding 24 hr s. It was not possible to measure temperatures in
...

more numerous areas or at individual nest sites and so it was not possible to look at
how temperature affected breeding performance - only at whether there were gross
differences in temperatures between different parts of the colony.

Breeding performance
By visiting nests every 2-3 days is was possible to determine laying dates,
clutch completion dates, clutch sizes and breeding success. In 1993, some nests already
had full clutches at the time of arrival, and so the clutch completion dates were
estimated from egg density (Furness and Furness 1981, Barrett unpubl.). Nests

I

observed with eggs or chicks were categorised as 'occupied', while the remainder were
considered 'unoccupied'. It was not possible to follow all nests from laying to fledging,
so we calculated daily survival rates of eggs and chicks instead of recording hatching
and fledging success. Because many breeding attempts were lost when nests were
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physically damaged by waves, weather, predators or competitors, we distinguished
such losses of nests from losses of individual eggs or chicks. To do this, we calculated
two different types of breeding survival variables - ‘nest survival’ which recognised
failure as occurring when all the offspring were lost through damage to the nest, and
‘egg/chick survival’ which calculated the average daily survival of the offspring in the
nest and specifically excluded losses due to nest-damage. We calculated these two
types of breeding survival variables separately for the incubation and chick-rearing
periods to produce four breeding survival variables in total.

The statistical analysis of spatial patterns
If there exist good and bad areas for breeding, then neighbouring nests will
share high breeding performance in good areas and poor breeding performance in bad
areas. This will lead to correlations between the performances of birds at neighbouring
nests. We looked for such effects using the broad framework of generalised linear
modelling (McCullagh and Nelder 1983) - depending on the distribution of residual
variance, we used multiple linear, binomial or ordinal logistic regression models to test
whether the breeding performance at a particular nest was influenced by that at the
neighbouring nest (McCullagh 1980, Lane et al. 1987, Digby et. al. 1989, Cole and
Lane 1989). Thus, in the case of laying date, we assumed normally distributed errors
because the residual variance followed a continuous normal distribution, while in the
case of the breeding survival variables, which lay between zero and one, we assumed
binomially distributed errors. For clutch size which is an ordinal categorical variable we
used ordinal logistic regression. Where normally distributed errors were assumed, we
presented the F statistic associated with the change in explained variance when the
variable of interest was added to or dropped from the model. In the other models, we
have presented the t or z statistic which indicates whether each variable has a
significant effect.
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We similarly looked for relationships between the physical characteristics of
adjacent nests using log-linear models. These are akin to chi-square analyses but can
accommodate more variables and offer greater flexibility. Here, the dependent variable
is the frequency of observations and the independent variables are the categorical
variables describing the characteristics of a nest and its neighbour respectively. If nest
site characteristics occur in groups within the colony, then this will be revealed by a
significant positive interaction between the variables describing the characteristics of
each nest and the neighbouring nest. The significance of these interactions has been
presented using the change in mean deviance when this interaction term is added to or
dropped from the model. We have assumed Poisson distributed errors where the mean
equals the variance ( - the ‘dispersion parameter’ equals one). Abutting nest space
must inevitably be shared between neighbours, so for this variable we looked instead
for relationships between sites separated by two nests.
Parasite levels were measured using the ordinal variable of blood score, and so
spatial patterns in this were tested using ordinal logistic regression. Where ‘residual
blood score’ was used to correct for the time when blood scores were taken, the
values no longer followed an ordinal distribution and so normally distributed errors
were used in a gerieralised linear model.

Testing whether nest site characteristics affect breeding performance
Using the same generalised linear modelling approach, we looked at whether
breeding performance was affected by nest site characteristics. If both breeding
performance and nest site characteristics are arranged in clusters within the colony,
then spurious relationships between site characteristics and performance could arise. If
a cluster of high breeding performance happens to overlap with a cluster of say rock
ledges, then a significant but spurious association between these variables could arise.
To avoid this problem, we determined whether breeding performance was relatively
good or relatively poor for its cluster. Hence, in the models of breeding performance in
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relation to nest site characteristics, breeding performance of the neighbouring nest was
entered as an independent variable before adding the variable to be tested.

Identifying nests and birds between years

By using photographs and by mapping out the distribution of nests, it was
possible to determine if nests persisted between years and to look at which sites were
re-used. We then checked whether breeding performance and nest site characteristics
of particular sites were consistent between years, or whether they changed. To do this
we used generalised linear modelling techniques similar to those used for examining
spatial patterns. Using binomially distributed errors, we looked at whether the breeding
survival variables recorded in the second year were significantly influenced by those at
the same site in the preceding year. We used ordinal logistic regression and multiple
linear regression to look for similar consistencies in clutch size and laying date
respectively. We constructed log-linear models to look at whether the space provided
by attached abutting nests and unobstructed rock ledges might not be fixed between
years. Similar log-linear models were constructed to look at whether sites where the
nest was physically damaged might be more prone to such damage in the second year.
Ordinal logistic regression models and multiple linear regression models were used to
test whether blood scores and residual blood scores at particular nests were consistent
between years.
By attaching metal rings to 163 adult Kittiwakes in 1992, we established the
identity of 35 of these birds occupying nests in 1993. It was not possible to determine
whether birds dispersed out of the study area, but of those which returned, it was
possible to examine whether they were loyal to their site.
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Results

Are there spatial patterns of breeding performance?
There was grouping of birds with similar performance. In 1993, but not in
1992, there were clusters of birds suffering similar losses of eggs. There was no
detectable clustering of birds suffering similar losses of nests or of chicks (Table 1.). In
1992, but not 1993, adjacent birds had similar laying dates (1992: Fi,99=12.70,
p<0.001; 1993 Fi,293=2.42, ns.). In 1993, but not 1992, adjacent birds laid similar
numbers of eggs (1992: mean residual deviance=0.4550, df=4, ns; 1993: 4.047, df=l,
p<0.05.). As might be expected from these inter-annually changing spatial patterns of
breeding performance, there was no evidence that sites were consistently good or bad
between years. Few nests survived as far as chick rearing in both years (n=8), but
during incubation, there was no evidence that the breeding survival variables of
particular nests were correlated between years (Table 2). There was similarly no
evidence of consistencies in clutch size (ordinal logistic regression: z=0.94, df=92, ns.
Table 3), nor laying dates (Fi,58=0.54, ns) at particular sites between years.
Thus, if the spatial patterns of breeding performance are due principally to nest
site characteristics, three criteria must be fulfilled : groups of adjacent nests must have
similar characteristics; the nest site characteristics must not be fixed between years; and
the nest site characteristics must correlate with breeding performance.

Physical damage to nests
In might be thought that differences in the likelihood of physical damage could
account for spatial patterns of breeding success. Indeed for both years, there were
significant spatial associations of nests which suffered physical damage (log-linear
mean residual deviance:- 1992: 45.03, df=l, p<0.001; 1993: 45.63, df=l, p<0.001.
See Table 4).
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Nest sites damaged in the first year were not necessarily damaged in the next,
but they were significantly more likely to be damaged (log-linear residual mean
deviance =23.22, df=l, p<0.001. Table 5.). This contrasts with the lack of consistency
in daily nest survival during incubation at sites used for breeding (Table 2).
Indeed, surprisingly, whether or not the site was damaged at some point in the
season had no detectable significant relationship with the daily nest survival rates of
nests used for breeding (1992: incubation, binomial model, z=1.14, df=137, ns; chick
rearing, binomial z=0.86, df=67, ns. 1993: incubation, binomial model, z=1.24,
dfi=199, ns; chick rearing - no nests lost). Similarly, although nests suffering physical
damage are grouped in space, the daily nest survival rates of breeding birds are not
(Table 1.). There was also no detectable relationship between clutch size and whether
a site was physically damaged (1992; log-linear residual mean deviance =0.273, df=2,
dispersion=l, ns. 1993: log-linear residual mean deviance =0.001, df=l, dispersion=l,
ns.). There was no evidence that laying dates differed between nests suffering or not
suffering physical damage (1992: Fi,194=2 .99, ns, 1993: Fi,201=2 .76, ns.).
Consistent physical damage to particular groups of nests sites would thus seem
of little consequence for breeding birds, and it does not account for the patterns of
breeding success observed within the colony.

Rock ledges and abutting nest space
Nest sites with adjacent rock ledges also were aggregated in space in both
years (log-linear mean residual deviance:- 1992: 42.07, df=l, p<0.001; 1993: 28.84,
df=l, p<0.001. See Table 6.).
Nest sites with abutting nest space were similarly aggregated in space (loglinear mean residual deviance:- 1992: 8.101, df=l. p<0.01; 1993: 15.81, df=l,
p<0.001. See Table 7).
Surprisingly, there was evidence that physical nest site characteristics were not
fixed between years (Tables 8a and 8b) and although there was evidence that the
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presence of abutting nest space at particular sites was consistent between years (loglinear residual mean deviance: 4.615, df=l, dispersion=l, p<0.05), there was no
evidence of similar consistency in the presence of rock ledges (log-linear residual mean
deviances: rock ledges - 3.719, df=l, dispersion=l, ns). In 1992, there was a
significant association between the presence of rock ledges and the presence of
adjacent nest space (log-linear mean residual deviance=23.36, df=2, p<0.002) but in
1993 there was a significant dissociation of these two attributes (log linear mean
residual deviance = 4.406, df=l, P<0.05.). Abutting nests could be lost through
physical damage, and rock ledges could become blocked by nest material, vegetation
or debris.

■I

Although, like breeding performance, these characteristics were grouped in
space, there was no indication that daily losses of offspring were influenced by the
presence of either rock ledges or adjacent nest space (Table 9.). In neither year was
there any evidence that clutch size was influenced by the presence of rock ledges
(1992: ordinal logistic regression, z=0.55, df=129, ns; 1993: z=1.03, df=309, ns.) nor
by the presence of abutting nests (1992: ordinal logistic regression, z-0.78, df=129, ns;
1993: z=0.42, df^309, ns.). There was no evidence that laying date was influenced by
the presence of rock ledges (1992: Fi,64=0.01, ns; 1993: Fi,294=1.72, ns ). In the
second year, laying date was on average 2.9 days earlier in nests with abutting space
(1992: F I,64=0.22, ns; 1993: Fi,294=24.18, p<0.001).
Although not strongly linked with breeding performance, the presence of
adjacent ledges and abutting nests were related to the frequency of physical damage.
For all nests, whether occupied and in use or otherwise, the chance of suffering
physical damage at some point in the season is positively related to the presence of
rock ledges (log-linear mean residual deviance:- 1992: 3.978, df=l, p<0.05; 1993:
6.720, df=l, p<0.01) and negatively related to the presence of abutting space (loglinear mean residual deviance:- 1992: 11.70, df=l, p<0.001; 1993: 11.97, df=l,
p<0.00i). These effects persist even after controlling for all other associations and
dissociations of ledges, adjacent nests and physical losses.
I'
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Height
Obviously, adjacent nests sites were of similar height (ordinal logistic
regression: 1992 - z=8.13, df=133, p<0.001; 1993 - z=11.76, df=231, p<0.001), and
the height of a nest site was of course consistent between years (ordinal logistic
regression: z=7,10, df=121, p<0.001). There was no evidence that daily losses of
offspring were influenced by the height of the nest site (Table 10). There was no
evidence that laying date was influenced by the height of the nest site (Multiple linear
regression: 1992 - Fi,86=0.48, ns; 1993 - Fi,iio=0.33, ns). In 1993, but not 1992, there
was evidence that clutch size was influenced by the height of the nest site, and the
linear relationship between these two variables was significantly improved by
introduction of a quadratic component - clutch size increased towards both the lowest
and highest sites, though the biggest difference in average clutch size between zones of
particular height was only 0.165 eggs (ordinal logistic regression: 1992 - z=1.32,
df=135, ns; 1993 - z=2.75, df=233, p<0.01 [linear component] and z=2.30, df=233,
p<0.05 [quadratic component]).
Although not related to the rate at which breeding birds lost their offspring,
nests at higher sites were significantly less likely to be damaged in 1993 (Generalised
linear model with binomially distributed errors: 1992 - z=0.04, df=136, ns; 1993 z=3.48, df=234, p<0.001).

Parasite levels
In 1993 but not 1992, parasite scores of adjacent nests were more similar than
would be expected by chance (ordinal logistic regression:- 1992: z=1.66, df=135, ns;
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1993; z=6.07, df=284, p<0.001). Even when residual blood score was used to contend
with the temporal biases, there was still no evidence that sites with similar parasite
levels were grouped in space in 1992 (Fi,ioi==0.17, ns).
There was no evidence that the blood scores or residual blood scores of
particular nests were correlated between years (ordinal logistic regression: z=0,29,
dT=90, ns; Fi,54= 0.26, ns).
There was no evidence that parasite levels affected breeding success, even after
controlling for the confounding influences of laying date and the spatial clustering
(Table 11.).
There were however correlations between breeding performance and parasite
levels. When recording period was protracted in 1992, declining parasite levels (ordinal
logistic regression z=2.05, df=162, p<0.05. Figure 1) produced a negative correlation
between laying date and parasite levels (1992: ordinal logistic regression, z=3.00,
df=192, p<0.01). There was however no evidence of a similar negative relationship
when parasite scores were collected over a shorter bout in time in 1993 (ordinal
logistic regression, z=0.84, df=475, ns.), nor after controlling for observation date in
1992 (ordinal logistic regression, z=0.88, df=163, ns.).
.

Further, in 1993, after controlling for observation date, birds with earlier laying
dates actually had lower blood scores (ordinal logistic regression, z=2.75, df=297,
p<0.01), despite commencing nesting when parasite levels were higher (linear
regression, square-root transformed counts of bites, t37=2.76, p<0.01). Early nesting
birds tended to have larger clutches (1992: ordinal logistic regression z=3.52, df=l 18,
p<0.001; 1993: binomial model z=3.57, df=294, p<0.001). Yet despite nesting at times
when the parasite levels were higher, birds with larger clutches did not have
significantly higher blood scores in 1992 (ordinal logistic regression, z=1.32, df=192,
ns), and in 1993 they actually had significantly lower blood scores (ordinal logistic
regression, z=2.69, df=475, p<0.01).
Laying date thus correlates with parasite activity in two ways. Firstly birds
nesting early have higher parasite levels because parasite levels are higher at this time.
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Secondly, at any snapshot in time, the birds which laid earlier contend better with the
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current parasite levels. Parasite levels would seem not to affect breeding performance,
but breeding performance is correlated with parasite levels.

Aspect
In both years, breeding stage was significantly later among the birds on the

|

north-facing side of the gulley (log-linear residual mean deviance, 1992: 3.961, df=4,
p<0.05; 1993: 6.046, df^l, p<0.05. Figure 2). In 1993, north-facing sites were
significantly less likely to be occupied (log-linear residual mean deviance =10.70, df=l,
p<0.005. Table 12.) and birds on the north-facing side nested higher up (binomial test,
z=7.746, df=59, p<0.001). There was however no evidence that aspect affected clutch
or brood size (log-linear residual mean deviance=0.1364, df=l, ns); south-facing sites
used for breeding had an average 1.35 offspring while north-facing sites had 1.38.
=,K
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Temperature
In 1993, both minimum and maximum daily temperatures showed significant
differences between sites within the colony (Table 13). The biggest difference in
average minimum temperature between sites was 0.8°C. The biggest difference in
average maximum temperature was 2.4°C and this was recorded between two sites at
a

the gulley which differed in aspect.

Past breeding performance and the choice of nest sites
Changing patterns of breeding performance could arise if breeding birds used
the site’s track record of previous breeding success as a cue when deciding whether to
use sites in subsequent years. Among the nests which were physically intact during the
1993 season, a site was more likely to be used by breeding birds if daily egg survival
rates at that site had been high 1992 (Table 14). All nests which survived as far as the

:

chick stage in 1992 were used by breeding birds in 1993. There was no detectable
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effect of laying date on subsequent re-use (binomial: z=0.80, df=102, ns), but a site
was more likely to be used for breeding in 1993 if clutch size had been large in 1992
(binomial model: z=5.50, df=180, p<0.001).
There was however no evidence that these patterns of site usage were due to
established birds changing sites between years. Of the 3 5 ringed birds identified in
1993, 31 used the same site as in 1992 and the remaining four occupied neighbouring
sites. Of the birds which definitely remained in the study area, all were loyal to the

I

area, and most were loyal to the site.
Despite this, there was still considerable turnover of birds at sites. Of 106 nests
used for breeding in 1992 and identifiable in 1993, 26 (=24.5%, s.e.=4.2%) were not
used in the second year. Of 18 nests which were not used in 1992 and which were
identifiable in 1993, 13 (=72.2%, s.e=l 1%) were used for breeding. Further, of 43
nests where it was possible to determine whether both birds were the same in both
years, or whether at least one bird was different, at least one bird was different in 12
cases (28%).

Discussion

Breeding performance and spatial structure.
Within the colony, there is a spatial structure to breeding performance, but it is
not fixed between years. Breeding success, laying date and clutch size all show spatial
patterns, but these patterns are not consistent between years. If the regular spatial
patterns of breeding performance are caused by the quality of individuals, then either
'quality' is a transient phenomenon which changes between years, or there is
considerable turnover of birds at sites between years.
One study (Coulson and Wooler 1976) has found that established kittiwakes do
not move between breeding areas, while others have found that movements do occur
(Danchin et. al. 1992, Hatch et al. 1993, Harrispers comm.). Within our study area.
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except for extremely local movements, there was no evidence that the birds which
returned to the plot moved between nest sites, though it remains possible that birds
moved outwith the plot.
There was however a substantial fraction of nests with new birds the following
year. A subtantial fraction of nests used one year were not used the second year, and
nests not used in the first year were used in the second. Even if birds are faithful to
sites, and even if adult survival is high e.g. 80-85% (c.f.Aebischer and Coulson 1990)
then 27-36% of nest sites would lose a bird each year, and the potential for turnover at
particular sites is still considerable. High site fidelity among established breeders does
not preclude appreciably dynamic patterns of site exchange.
This natural turnover would disrupt spatial patterns yet further if recruitment
occurred only at sites where performance had been good. The positive relationship
between breeding success and subsequent occupancy is consistent with this, though
similar patterns could also be produced if breeding failure caused adults to disperse out
of the colony.
If however there is no consistency in the quality of nest sites, it must be asked
why recruits would try to assess site quality from breeding performance. The processes
involved may however be difficult to disentangle. Without any monitoring of site
quality by prospective breeders, catastrophic sites would continue to be occupied, and
regular patterns of breeding success would persist between years. Instead, the
exposure of nest sites to physical damage was consistent between years, but by
avoiding the risky sites, the population may have evaded any effects of this on breeding
success. A population in which recruits continually select sites on the basis of past
performance will be a population which uses only the better sites and in which there
may come to be little variance in site quality. If this process becomes established,
recruits come to select sites on the basis of performance even though this performance
is no longer related to site quality.
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If this were true, then physical site characteristics must also be poor indicators
of site quality among nests used for breeding. Indeed, though height, rock ledges and
abutting nest space do correlate with exposure to physical damage, they have no
detectable effects on the breeding success at nests used for breeding, and because
damage often occurs at sites which are not used for breeding, there is no detectable
relationship between physical damage to nest sites and breeding success. The regular
spatial groupings of nests sites with similar characteristics - height, rock ledges,
abutting nest space - can not account for the spatial patterns of breeding performance
nor for the changing patterns of breeding performance between years.
■t
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Fleas
Again, there is spatial structure to ecto-parasite levels but neither this nor their
lack of consistency between years account for the shifting patterns of breeding
performance. Although many studies have found fleas to be important for breeding
performance (e.g. Richnere/a/. 1993, Oppliger

a/. 1994, Eeva^^a/. 1994), there

was no such evidence in this study and there was more evidence that breeding
competence affected flea activity than vice versa. The activity of fleas declines
seasonally but although early nesting birds, which tend to have larger clutches and
higher breeding performance, are thus exposed to higher levels, they sustain relatively
lower flea activity in their nests.

Aspect and temperature
Barring exceptional circumstances, the aspect of nest sites is obviously both
spatially structured and consistent between years. All nests within the main study plot
did however share the same aspect, and so the spatial structures in breeding
performance discussed here did not arise through gross differences in aspect. More
generally however, it is clear that laying date, occupancy, and the height of the nest
site, are connected with aspect, though there is no evidence for similar effects on
clutch size.
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The mechanism by which aspect affects breeding performance is presumably
thermal. In arctic areas, this may also include the indirect practical considerations of
snow-lie though differences in laying date between the two sides of the gulley were
apparent in 1992 even though there was no snow covering the nest sites around the
time of laying. (Comparable observations were not made in 1993).
Temperature does indeed vary between different parts of the colony, and the
differences in daily maxima are potentially important. The South-facing site was
significantly warmer than the North facing site. If temperature is related to permanent
physical features such as aspect, it would seem reasonable to assume that there is some
consistency between years, and thus that aspect and temperature are fixed features.
The birds did however avoid nesting lower on the North-facing side, and such
compensatory selection of sites may explain why clutch and brood size were not
affected by aspect, even though laying date was.
The picture of the seabird colony which emerges is indeed one of considerable
structure and heterogeneity. Nest sites do differ in their physical and biotic
characteristics, and these characteristics are aggregated in space rather than being
randomly distributed. There are areas where breeding performance is good and areas
where breeding performance is poor. There is however relatively little evidence that
any of the nest site features affect breeding performance, and further, some of the nest
site characteristics and the spatial distributions of breeding success show changes
between years. A nest which is successful one year may well be unsuccessful another
year, and while it may be in an area of abundant parasites one year or abut onto a
neighbouring nest, the same site may have few parasites the following year and the
adjoining nest may have disappeared. With the results of a purely observational study,
it is difficult to establish causation from correlation. What is clear from these results is
that the marked spatial structures of breeding performance, parasite levels, and even
physical nest site characteristics, observed in this particular Kittiwake colony were
largely transient between years. We therefore propose that while seabird colonies may
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be highly structures assemblages, this need not always reflect either consistent nest site
quality or consistent adult quality. There is considerable turnover of birds at sites, and
there are processes by which poor quality sites can fall into disuse, leaving a population
which uses only the better sites.
When all these processes serve to disrupt spatial patterns of breeding success, it
might be asked why spatial patterns occur at all. It is not possible to identify and
record all facets of nest site quality and some transient but important features could
easily be overlooked. However, as well as these, if local groups of birds copy each
others' behaviour, then there could arise, by chance, groups of birds with behaviour
appropriate for the conditions of that year. Even if birds consistently and repeatedly
copy their neighbours' in say laying date, this does not imply that groups will continue
to select the laying date most appropriate for the annual conditions. Clustering of good
and poor performance could thus arise from a combination of stochastic factors and a
lack of independence. It need not reflect regular differences in the quality of sites or of
individuals.
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Captions to Figures:

Figure la. Declining parasite levels in 1992 measured by scoring the amount of blood
on eggs throughout the season.
Figure lb. Declining parasite levels in 1993 measured by counting the bites on an
observer exposed to parasites for constant periods throughout the season. (In 1993,
blood scores on eggs were collected in a single short bout of visits to the nests, rather
than over a protracted period, and so blood scores could not be used to examine
seasonal changes in parasite activity).

Figure 2. Frequency of nests at stages indicated by the presence of 1.eggs, 2. small
downy chicks, 3.large downy chicks, 4.small feathered chicks, 5.large feathered chicks.
These are separated to show the differences in laying date between birds nesting on
south-facing and north-facing sides of the gulley in 1992 and 1993.
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Table 1. Relationships between daily breeding success of adjacent nests.
Type of losses

Spatial aggregations

1992 Nest(eggs)

z=0.08, df=102, ns

1992 egg

z=0.46, df=98, ns

1992 nest(chicks)

t55=0.41, ns

1992 chick

t52=0.06, ns

1993 nest(eggs)

z=0.11, df^l92, ns

1993 egg

z=2.33, df=192, P<0.05

1993 nest(chicks)

t5i=0.00, ns

1993 chick

tsi=0.15, ns
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Table 2. Relationship between breeding success observed at particular nest sites in the
2 years. (Tested using the 1992 breeding success as the independent variable in a
binomial model of breeding success in 1993).

Measure of breeding
success.

Binomial model of
breeding success between
years

Nest losses (incubation)

t44=0.15, ns.

Egg losses

t43=0.27, ns
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Table 3. Frequencies of dutch sizes at particular sites between years.
Clutch Size
1992
1
2
3
1993 Clutch
I 8
4
16
2 10
36
6
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Table 4. Frequencies where nests and nearest neighbours were lost or not ost.
Nearest neighbour nest Nearest neighbour nest
physically damaged
not physically damaged
Nest physically
129
40
damaged - 1992
40
Nest not physically
70
damaged - 1992
281
Nest physically
23
damaged - 1993
23
Nest not physically
23
damaged - 1993
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Table 5. Frequencies of nests at particular sites which were physically damaged or not
physically damaged during each of the years 1992 and 1993.

Nest not lost in 1992
Nest lost in 1992

Nest not lost in 1993
85
18

Nest lost in 1993
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Table 6. Spatial aggregations of nests with or without adjacent rock ledges.

Nest with adjacent rock
ledges - 1992
Nest without adjacent
rock ledges - 1992
Nest with adjacent rock
ledges - 1993
Nest without adjacent
rock ledges - 1993

Adjacent nest with rock
ledges
72

Adjacent nest without
rock ledges
15

17

40

157

64

64

65

..li.

I!
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Table 7. Spatial aggregations of nests with or without adjacent nest space.

Nest with abutting nest
space - 1992
Nest without abutting nest
space - 1992
Nest with abutting nest
space - 1993
Nest without abutting nest
space - 1993

Third nearest neighbour
with abutting nest space
57

Third nearest neighbour
without abutting nest space
28

21

29

212

51

51

36

I!
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Table 8a Frequencies of nest sites with or without unobstructed rock ledges in 1992
and 1993.

Rock ledges in 1993
No rock ledges in 1993

Rock ledges in 1992
38
30

No rock ledges in 1992
29
10

Table 8b Frequencies of nest sites with or without abutting nest space in 1992 and
1993.

Nest space in 1993
No nest space in 1993

Nest space in 1992
51
7

No nest space in 1992
35
14
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Table 9. Effects of rock ledges and abutting nest space on breeding success.

Measure of breeding success
(daily survival)

Effect of rock ledges

Effect of abutting nest
space

Nest losses (incubation), 1992.

2=0.88, df=95, ns

z=1.20, df=95, ns

Egg losses, 1992

z=0.21, df=92, ns

z=0.39, df=92, ns

Nest losses(chick stage), 1992

t40=0.25, ns

t40=0.60, ns

Chick losses, 1992

t38=0.53, ns

t38=0.52, ns

Nest losses (incubation), 1993.

z=0.17, df=198, ns

z=0.68, df=198, ns

Egg losses, 1993

z=0.06, df=196, ns

z=0,46, df=196, ns

Nest(chick rearing), 1993

t5 1=0.00, ns

t5 1=0.00, ns

Chick losses, 1993

t5 1=0.94, ns

t51=0.88, ns
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Table 10. Effect of nest site height on the daily rates of offspring losses. Height was
treated as a five point scored ordinal variable in models of daily survival with
binomially distributed errors.

Type of losses

Year

Significance of height effect

Nest survival (incubation)
Egg survival
Nest survival (chick rearing)
Chick survival

1992
1992
1992
1992

t57=1.07,
t55=1.67,
ti6=0.69,
ti5=0.46,

Nest survival (incubation)
Egg survival
Nest survival (chick rearing)
Chick survival

1993
1993
1993
1993

z=0.74, df=109, ns
z=1.39, df=109, ns
no nests lost
t33=0.27, ns

ns
ns
ns
ns
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Table 11. Effect of parasite levels on daily losses of offspring.

Breeding survival
measure

Year

Effect of blood
score (full model)

Nest losses
(incubation)
Losses of eggs
Nest losses
(chick stage)
Losses of chicks

1992

z=1.07, df=l 19, ns

1992
1992

z=0.21, df=l 15, ns
t59=0.18, ns

1992

t57=0.04, ns

Nest losses
(incubation)
Losses of eggs
Nest losses (chick
stage)
Losses of chicks

1993

z=0.02, df=199, ns

1993
1993

z=1.29, df=175, ns
No nests lost.

1993

t5i=0.45, ns
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Table 12. Frequencies of occupied and unoccupied nests on the 2 sides of the gulley.

South-facing
North-facing

Number of unoccupied nests
30
56

Number of occupied nests
71
52
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Table 13. Temperature differences between 5 parts of the colonies.

Effect of site on
temperature
Site
1
2

3
4
5

Min. daily
temperature (°C)
F4,i94=2.60, p <0.05

Max. daily
temperature (°C)
F4,i94=4,34, P<0.01

Mean min daily
temperature (®C)
5.9
6.7
6,6
6.3
6.6

Mean max daily
temperature (°C)
9.9
12.1

9.8
12.2

10.3
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Table 14. Effects of breeding success in 1992 on the likelihood that a site will be used
for breeding in 1993.

Breeding survival variable

Statistics(binomial models).

Nest survival (incubation)

2=0.64, df=95, ns.

Egg survival

z=2.72, df=93, p<0.01

Nest survival (chick rearing)

2=0.00, df=44, ns

Chick survival

2=0.00, df=43, ns
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Does adult quality oi* chance account for the uneven division of lifetime
reproductive success among individual swifts Apus apus?

David L. Thomson, Robert W. Furness, Pat Monaghan and Henry Douglas-Home.
Applied Ornithology Unit, Zoology Department, Glasgow University, G12 8QQ.
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Abstract
If breeding adults differ in their quality - their ability to survive or reproduce then this could give rise to an uneven division of lifetime reproductive success between
members of a population. Individuals are however also subject to more random
influences outwith their control and these could also affect the distribution of lifetime
reproductive success within the population. We examined the importance of both adult
quality and chance in the determination of annual breeding success, inter-annual
survival, and lifetime reproductive success using models derived from a long term study
of Swifts breeding in a fluctuating environment. Adult quality had a significant effect on
annual breeding success - some good quality birds bred consistently well - but this
accounted for only 10-15% of the variance. Further the survival of good breeders was
no higher than that of poor breeders. Even in models which assumed that all individuals
were of the same intrinsic quality, the most productive 20% of the birds could produce
roughly half of all the offspring. When adult quality was then incorporated into the
models, this result was virtually unaltered. Although adult quality was apparent in this
population, it had almost no influence the distribution of lifetime reproductive success.
For these Swifts breeding in fluctuating conditions, it is proposed that stochastic and
environmental processes outwith the control of the birds have an important bearing on
lifetime reproductive success. We further suggest that uneven divisions of lifetime
'.if

reproductive success can not be assumed to reflect adult quality, and that significant
adult quality effects may be overshadowed by stochastic effects and need not translate
into marked differences in lifetime reproductive success.
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Introduction

Studies of lifetime reproductive success in bird populations have generally
revealed an uneven division of productivity, with a small number of successful birds in
each generation producing a substantial fraction of all the offspring (Newton 1989).
The annual reproductive success of individuals in the population is also far from
uniform (Hogstedt 1980, 1981, Newton 1985), and in some species certain high quality
individuals show not only consistently good annual success but combine this with high
inter-annual survival (Smith 1981, Coulson and Thomas 1985). Lifetime reproductive
success ('LRS') provides a reasonable measure of fitness (Gustafsson 1986, Newton
1989) and where the uneven divisions of success are linked to competitive dominance
and the attainment of valuable resources such as territories or nest sites (Hogstedt
1980, Potts et al 1980), the concept of adult quality can be seen as a mechanism
whereby intraspecific competition could mediate natural selection. If quality translates
directly into fitness differences, then although it will generally not itself be a heritable
trait (Fisher 1930), it can serve to integrate the selective benefits of adaptive
genotypes, and thus provide an effective means by which good genes can spread
through the population. However, the survival and reproductive success of birds is also
influenced by factors outwith the control of either high or low quality individuals, and
these random factors could have an important bearing on the distribution of LRS
(Newton 1988, Fitzpatrick and Woolfenden 1989). To date, although both adult quality
and stochastic factors have been shown to influence annual performance, and although
LRS has been shown to be both unfairly divided yet consistent with a random
distribution, the actual implications of both adult quality and stochastic factors for the
distribution of LRS have not themselves been explored.
From the results of a long term study of marked Swifts Apus apus, Thomson et
al. {in press) were able to construct regression models of both breeding success and
adult survival which incorporated the multiple effects of weather, long term trends and
'

breeding experience. By combining these models in a simulation, they explored the
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potential implications of climatic variability for lifetime reproductive success. This same
long term study also offers here the opportunity to examine whether individuals differ in
quality. Further, by predicting the distribution of LRS between individuals using the
regression models, it would be possible to predict the division of LRS caused by
stochastic effects in the absence of quality effects. This distribution could then be
compared with a more direct assessment of LRS which would include the effects of
adult quality.
This study therefore aims to quantify the importance of adult quality for annual
reproductive success and inter-annual survival in Swifts, to examine the division of
lifetime reproductive success amongst members of the population, and then to consider
whether it is the differences in adult quality which are translated into these differences in
lifetime reproductive success. In so doing, the study aims to elucidate whether the most
productive members of the population are also the highest quality members of the
population or whether the lifetime productivities are governed more by stochastic
processes.

Methods
A small population of individually ringed Swifts in 15 nest boxes has been
visited annually since 1954 in order to follow breeding success and adult survival. Full
details regarding the study site, methods of data collection, the construction of
regression models and the execution of simulations are contained in Thomson et al. {in

press). We aim not to replicate details of either methods or results here, but rather to
apply the same data and analytical techniques to these distinct questions concerning the
importance of adult quality.
Using ordinal logistic regression (McCullagh 1980, Cole and Lane 1989), a
model of breeding success in relation to age, time, and weather, was constructed by
Thomson et al. {in press). Ordinal logistic can estimate the probabilities of producing
0,1,2 or 3 chicks under any specified set of conditions. In thus recognising the
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discontinuous nature of breeding success, it is highly suitable for predicting the
distribution of breeding success between individuals. Comparable models of adult
survival were generated using SURGE4 - the theory behind this technique is outlined in
Clobert et al. (1987), numerous biological applications are outlined in Lebreton et al.
(1992), and Pradel (1989) is a manual for executing the analyses.
Determining the effects of adult quality on annual breeding success and survival.
We examined whether certain individuals performed consistently well or
consistently badly, and therefore whether adult quality was important in determining
reproductive success. For each breeding attempt, we calculated residual breeding
success from the mean predicted for a bird of the specified age breeding under the
specified conditions using the models of Thomson et al. {in press). For adults which
were captured more than once, we then analysed breeding success and residual breeding
success for repeatability (Lessells and Boag 1989). Since adult quality can only be
determined by repeated measures of performance, it is not readily incorporated into
conventional regression models of this performance.
We examined whether birds with high breeding success also had high survival.
We used SURGE4 to examine whether there were differences in survival between those
producing more or fewer young than expected.

Simulations to explore the implications of the models for lifetime reproductive success.
After constructing the regression models of annual breeding success and inter
annual survival, their implications for the distribution of LRS among individuals was
examined using a simulation following the techniques of Thomson et al. {in press).
These models included no term for adult quality and so could be used to examine the
predicted distribution of LRS generated from other factors. Full details of the
methodology used in this simulation are given in Thomson et al. {in press).
The results were then compared with the empirical data which naturally includes
any adult quality effects. For all adults captured at least once, the average annual
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breeding performance was calculated, and lifetime reproductive success was estimated
by projecting this over the period from first to last capture inclusive.

Results

Does adult quality influence annual breeding success?
For birds that were recorded breeding in more than one year, 'individual’ had a
significant effect on reproductive success (F87,226 = 1.662, p<0.01) explaining 15.5% of
the variance and constituting a repeatability of 0.155 (No=3.626. [No is a parameter
which describes the distribution of repeated observations between individuals - see
Lessels and Boag (1 9 8 9 )]). However, part of this 'individual' effect may be an
'environment' effect because birds were breeding over narrow time spans (x=4.47
years) in an environment showing long term changes (Thomson and Douglas-Home
1993)

over the full 40 year study period. When residual reproductive success was used

to control for this, 'individual' had a smaller, but still significant effect (Fs?,226 = 1 .479,
p<0.05). The repeatability of residual breeding success is 0.117 - individuals explain
11.7% of the variance in residual annual breeding success.

Does adult quality influence annual survival?
No evidence could be found that birds producing greater than the predicted
number of offspring had a survival rate which differed from those which produced
fewer than predicted (Table 1.).

Is lifetime reproductive success distributed unevenly among individuals?
Figure 1a gives a frequency distribution of lifetime reproductive success,
generated from the simulation which excludes effects of adult quality. The most
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productive 20% of the population produce 53.0% of the offspring. The most productive
10% of the population produce 32.1%.

Does adult quality make the division of success more uneven?
When the empirical results are used (Figure lb), and thus the effects of adult
quality are included, the 20% with the highest lifetime success contribute 54%, and the
top 10% produce 34.2% of the total offspring.

Discussion
Do individual swifts differ in quality?
There are indeed individuals which perform consistently well or consistently
badly; not all Swifts are of equal quality. Even though Swifts can not defend territories
or monopolise nutritional resources, differences in the performance of individuals are
still an important determinant of annual breeding success and account for roughly 1015% of the variance in breeding success. This does however leave 85-90% of the
variance under stochastic influences, and further there is no evidence that these higher
quality breeders are any better at surviving.
Birds which are competent breeders need not always have high LRS, especially
if these good birds are not better at surviving. As in many other studies (Newton 1989),
Thomson et al. {in press) found that breeding lifespan had a much greater influence on
LRS than did mean annual breeding success. Breeding lifespan could account uniquely
for 81.5% of the variance in LRS while mean annual breeding success could explain
uniquely only 11.4%. Thus when individuals account for just over 10% of the variance
in annual breeding success, and when mean annual breeding success then accounts for a
similarly small fraction of the variance in LRS, then the product of these effects
becomes negligible and adult quality has little impact on the variance in LRS.
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Just as consistent differences in breeding success need not create marked
differences in LRS, marked differences in LRS can arise without marked consistency in
individual performance. Even in the simulation which excludes effects of adult quality,
there are marked differences in the LRS of individuals. Though more egalitarian than
some species (Newton 1989), the performance of individual birds is not uniform; some
do very much better than others, and a small fraction of one generation contributes a
large fraction of the next. These differences are apparent but are not due to adult quality
“ they are derived from a simulation which specifically excludes adult quality.
Lifetime reproductive success is thus unevenly divided, but incorporating the
effects of adult quality does little to alter the patterns generated by the more stochastic
environmental influences. The most productive section of the population is composed
neither exclusively nor even largely of the highest quality individuals. In Swift
populations, some poor birds ‘strike it lucky’ while many good birds are ruined by
factors outwith their control. On average, good birds may do substantially better, but
there are so many other factors influencing lifetime performance that simply being good
is a very poor guarantee of success. Thomson et al. {in press) found that June
temperatures affected breeding performance and that the form of this relationship had
changed through time. They found additional long term trends in breeding success,
mirrored by trends in adult survival, and they found adult survival was further
influenced by July temperatures. With several stochastic and environmental factors
impinging on LRS, small differences in individual breeding performance become
swamped.
Is adult quality unimportant?
It remains possible that aspects of quality influence adult survival without
influencing annual breeding success. These would be extremely difficult to measure while consistently good breeding can be recognised as an indicator of quality, birds can
only die once so consistently good survival can not easily be distinguished from chance.
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These results demonstrate that adult quality accounts for a small fraction of the

variance in LRS, but it remains possible that the average LRS performance of high
quality birds could be substantially greater.
These results do not demonstrate that adult quality does not influence LRS simply that stochastic processes do and that stochastic processes are important. For
these swifts in a fluctuating environment, the results do not show that intraspecific
competition and adult quality are unimportant. They show firstly that uneven divisions
of LRS can arise by chance. Secondly, uneven divisions of LRS should not be assumed
to reflect adult quality and intraspecific competition. Thirdly, even when adult quality
effects are apparent and clear, they will not necessarily have an over-riding influence in
the determination of lifetime reproductive success.
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Table 1. Survival rates of Swifts producing more or fewer offspring than predicted.

Birds producing
fewer offspring
than predicted.
Birds producing
more offspring
than predicted.

Survival from first to
second year.
70.75%.
95% C.I.=54.66-82.91

Survival beyond
second year.
78.49%.
95%C.I.=71.75-83.99

67.94%.
95% C.I.=52.75-80.09

77.49%
95%C.I.=70.57-83.17
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Captions to Figures.

Figure 1. a. Frequency distribution of lifetime reproductive success generated
from a simulation excluding the effects of adult quality,
b. Frequency distribution of lifetime reproductive success estimated
from the average annual performance of individuals, and thus including
the effects of adult quality.
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Does the life history strategy of the common swift Apus apus provide insurance in
a fluctuating environment?
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Abstract

Using the results of a long term study, the implications of fluctuating
environmental conditions for the lifetime reproductive success of swifts were modelled.
We examined whether the high survival and low reproductive output could reduce
variance in lifetime reproductive success and thus insure the birds against environmental
perturbations. Such buffering was found but it applied only in the narrow context of
short term fluctuations in the breeding conditions afforded by temperatures during the
early chick rearing stage. The birds were poorly protected flom longer term fluctuations
of temperatures at this stage and from short and long term changes in the conditions for
adult survival afforded by the temperatures at the end of the breeding season. Although
adult survival was high, it varied with July temperatures at the end of the season and
this had major implications for variance in lifetime reproductive success. The
environment also showed fluctuations which were of longer duration than could be
insured against. Because the insurance was not effective, cohorts showed markedly
different lifetime reproductive successes, and 8.8% of birds which attempted breeding
showed complete lifetime reproductive failure. It is proposed that the life history
strategy of the swift does not generally serve to reduce variance in reproductive
performance.
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Introduction

Although the average breeding success is of immense importance in determining
fitness, organisms which can reduce the variance of their breeding success may protect
themselves from catastrophes and thereby enhance their fitness (Stearns 1976, Bulmer
1985, 1992, Boyce 1988, Orzack and Tuljapurkar 1989). In fluctuating environments, it
may be worth sacrificing average reproductive output for a safer bet-hedging strategy.
Just as financial investors will accept lower profits in return for lower risks, so birds
may adopt those life history strategies which reduce the risks of failure rather than those
which simply maximise the average success.
Although the subject of much theoretical discussion, there have been few
empirical tests of whether avian life history strategies offer appreciable bet-hedging.
Results are equivocal and the empirical relevance of bet-hedging has been the subject
of debate (Boyce and Perrins 1987, Liou et al. 1993).
The breeding biology of swifl:s Apus apus is heavily influenced by weather
which varies from year to year (Lack and Lack 1951, Thomson et al. accepted). They
might thus be expected to conform to the models of life history evolution within
fluctuating environments, and to show patterns which reflect selection for reduced
variance in performance. Swifts have a high adult survival rate of around 80% (Perrins
1971, Baillie and Green 1987, Lebreton et al 1992), a single brood per year, and clutch
sizes rarely greater than 3 eggs (Lack and Lack 1951). Swifts may deploy reproductive
- ,;7

restraint to attain high survival, and they may use this high survival to maximise the
chances of breeding in at least some good years. If adult survival is high and constant,
while breeding success is low and temporally variable, then reproductive restraint could
allow the birds to hedge their bets.
However, in analysing results from a long term study on swifts, Thomson et al.
(accepted) found that adult survival itself was also affected by weather. If such effects
.Ï

on survival were sufficiently large, the high survival could cease to buffer the birds
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against fluctuations in breeding success and could even increase variance in lifetime
reproductive success. The potential of swifts to hedge their bets thus begs closer
examination and swifts would seem to offer a good empirical test case on the existence
of bet-hedging within avian life histories.
Using the regression models of annual breeding success, inter-annual survival,
and lifetime reproductive success presented in Thomson et al. (Jn press), this study aims
to determine whether the life history strategy of the swift allows the birds to absorb
shocks of environmental fluctuations and thus reduces variance in lifetime performance.
In examining the role of life histories in buffering LRS against environmental
fluctuations we consider:
- whether cohorts differ in their lifetime reproductive success, in their mean
annual breeding success, and in their mean breeding lifespan, or whether buffering
smoothes out such potential differences.
- whether the differences in lifetimes reproductive success of cohorts increase
with the time gap separating the cohorts, and thus whether the LRS is less well buffered
against longer term fluctuations of periods longer than the birds’ lifespans.
- whether many birds show complete lifetime failure or whether bet-hedging
renders this much less frequent than failure in any one year.

Methods
Details of the study site, data collection, and weather records are given in
Thomson et al. {in press), as are the techniques for modelling annual breeding success
and inter-annual survival. Long term trends in weather are presented in Thomson and
Douglas-Home (1993). We aim not to duplicate presentation of these methods or
results. Rather we aim to exploit the same study and to employ similar modelling
techniques for examining the separate question of whether the high survival of swifts
can hedge bets in a fluctuating environment.
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An individually marked population of swifts in 15 nest boxes has been followed
annually since 1954, allowing the monitoring of breeding success and inter-annual
survival in relation to age, time, and weather conditions. Thomson et al. {in press)
constructed models of annual breeding success using ordinal logistic regression
(McCullagh 1980, Cole and Lane 1989). They found that breeding success was
positively correlated with June temperatures, that this relationship changed significantly
through time, that there were further long term non-linear trends, and that breeding
success increased then decreased with breeding age. They also constructed survival
models using SURGE4 (Clobert et aL 1987, Pradel 1989, Lebreton et al. 1992), and
found a positive relationship between survival and July temperatures. They found non
linear long term trends in survival which were comparable with those of breeding,
success. They then used simulations to consider the implications of these models for
lifetime reproductive success.
Because the final regression models were built from variables whose significance
had already been tested, it would be meaningless to test again the significance of effects
on LRS with data yielded by the simulation. The simulation sought instead to explore
and quantify the implications for LRS of the established significant effects on breeding
success and survival. An indirect simulation, rather than direct observation of LRS was
necessary because birds were only captured in 50% of breeding years.
We looked firstly at whether LRS varied between cohorts by examining whether
‘cohort’ explained any of the variance in LRS using a generalised linear model with
normally distributed errors (see GENSTAT5 1987 for details of this technique). We
then fitted a sine model by non-linear regression to look at how much of the variance in
mean cohort LRS could be accounted for by a long term trend (the full protocol for
non-linear regression is explained in GENSTAT5 1987 and Digby et al. 1989).
In order to identify whether fluctuations in LRS could be caused by fluctuations
in breeding success, we used the same simulation to calculate the mean annual breeding
success of the cohort as a whole. Using the weather variables which affected annual
breeding success, we then looked at whether the weather in the year a cohort
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commenced breeding explained any of the variance in the cohorts’ overall mean annual
breeding success (generalised linear model with normally distributed errors).
We repeated this procedure to look at whether fluctuations in LRS could be
caused instead by fluctuations in adult survival. From the simulation, we calculated the
mean breeding lifespan of individuals in the cohorts, and using the same generalised
linear modelling approach with the weather variables which affected adult survival, we
looked at whether weather conditions in the first year of breeding explained any of the
variance in the mean breeding lifespan of the cohorts.
We examined also how the absolute magnitude of any differences between
cohorts in mean LRS, mean annual breeding success, and mean breeding lifespan were
affected by the time period separating them, and thus considered whether buffering
might apply only to short term environmental fluctuations. To do this, we calculated the
mean LRS, mean annual breeding success and mean breeding lifespan for each cohort
from the simulation, and we then calculated, averaged, and plotted the absolute
differences between all combinations of cohorts separated by 1,2,3... years.
Lastly, we examined whether high survival and repeated breeding made swifts
less prone to complete catastrophic failure than birds which could breed only once in
the fluctuating environment. Among those birds which attempted breeding, we
calculated the frequency of cases where simulated LRS equalled zero and compared this
with the frequency of failure among annual breeding attempts.

Results

Is LRS buffered against the fluctuating environment?
14.2% of the variance in LRS could be accounted for by cohort effects. In
contrast to the overall mean of 7.65 young calculated from the simulation, birds in the
most productive cohort produced on average 11.58 young per lifetime while those in
the least productive cohort averged only 3.04. Through time, a sine model (mean
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cohort LRS = 6.03545"{2.45675 x [sin((cohort number+0.35)/(24.21/2n))]}
accounted for 52% of the variance in mean cohort LRS, indicating that long term trends

I

in environmental conditions caused long term trends in LRS (Figure 1.).
Lifetime reproductive success was thus not comprehensively insured against
environmental fluctuations, and this begs the question of whether fluctuations in LRS

|

are brought about by fluctuations in annual breeding success or by fluctuations in adult
survival.
&
Is cohort mean annual breeding success buffered against fluctuations in annual breeding
conditions?
Although Thomson et al. {in press) found that mean daily maximum June
temperatures had a significant effect on the breeding success of birds in any one year,
we found here that the June temperature in a cohort’s first year of breeding explained
none of the variance in the mean annual reproductive success experienced over the lives
of individuals in that cohort (Fi,22=0.0167. [That this is less than unity indicates that
there can be no effect and that none of the variance is explained]). Thus while a cohort

f

might get off to a bad start by breeding first in a poor year, survival is high enough to
ensure that many of the individuals go on to breed in a mixture of good and bad years.
The overall average annual breeding success of a cohort commencing breeding in a bad
year can thus be similar to a cohort which happens to start breeding in a good year. The
fluctuations in LRS would seem not to be due to these fluctuations in conditions for

1

breeding.

■',S

.

Is cohort mean breeding lifespan buffered against fluctuations in annual conditions for
survival?
Thomson et al. {in press) found that mean daily maximum July temperatures had
a significant effect on the survival of birds to the next year, and here we found that July
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temperatures in the first year of breeding could also account for 16.1% of the variance
in mean cohort longevity. The performance of a cohort is reduced if breeding happens
to commence in a year which is poor for survival.

Buffering and the duration of fluctuations
There was evidence that even short term fluctuations affected cohort LRS, and
that the impact of fluctuations became even more marked when cohorts separated by
increasing time spans were considered. Figure 2 shows how the average differences in
mean LRS for cohorts changes with increasing time gaps between these cohorts.
Adjacent cohorts show average absolute LRS differences of 1.52 young, while those
separated by 15 years differ on average by 3.78 young. These differences between
cohorts are appreciable since overall, the simulation calculates average lifetime
productivities of 7.65 young.
The long term trend in mean cohort LRS described by the sine model accounted
for 52% of the variance, but this left 48% of the variance unexplained *■the importance
of even short term environmental noise is still appreciable. The differences in mean LRS
between cohorts separated by short time intervals are not due to effects of fluctuating
breeding conditions because the high survival does ensure that overall average breeding
success is averaged over several years and that breeding conditions in the first year of
breeding have little impact. Adjacent cohorts differ in their mean annual reproductive
success by only 0.06 young, which, all else being equal, translates into an LRS
difference of only 0.27 young. By contrast, these neighbouring cohorts differ by 0.9
years in their mean longevity and all else being equal, this would translate into a 1.6
offspring difference in LRS. Short term fluctuations in annual conditions do translate
into LRS differences, but the effect is mediated through fluctuating survival not through
fluctuating annual reproductive success.
In contrast to cohorts separated by short time intervals, cohorts separated by 15
years differed in their mean annual reproductive success by 0.49 young, and all else

I
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being equal, this translates into a 2.2 offspring difference in LRS. Thus although high
survival may buffer birds from the effects of short term environmental fluctuations on
breeding success, it provides no protection from long term perturbations. The difference
in longevity of cohorts separated by 15 years amounts to 1.46 years or a 2.6 young
difference in LRS. If they affect annual survival at all, environmental fluctuations of any
duration can have an important effect on the lifetime performance of the cohort.
Further, with an average breeding lifespan of 4.47 years, the life history strategy of the
swift does not buffer either annual or lifetime breeding success against the longer term
fluctuations which are characteristic of its aerial environment.

Do many birds show complete lifetime reproductive failure?
From the simulation, 8.8% of the birds which attempted breeding showed
complete lifetime reproductive failure. This is indeed less than the 20.8% of annual
breeding attempts which failed, but the reduction in the frequency of lifetime failure as
compared with annual failure is far from impressive. High survival and an average
breeding lifespan of 4.47 years does little better than halving the chances of producing
no offspring at all.

Discussion

Do cohorts differ in lifetime reproductive success?
Marked differences in cohort LRS were detectable. Even cohorts commencing
breeding in adjacent years differed in their lifetime performances. It would appear that
the bet-hedging of swifts is very poor.
Adjacent cohorts did not differ substantially in the mean annual breeding
success, measured over the lives of all individuals in the cohort. The birds would seem
to be buffered from the short term fluctuations in breeding success, but the differences
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in cohort LRS arise instead through effects on survival. The mean longevity of
individuals differs substantially even between adjacent cohorts. Adult survival is
exposed to fluctuations, and unlike breeding success, there is no way of protecting birds
from this - a bird which fails to breed one year may survive to breed the next, but a bird
which dies gets no such second chance.

Do longer term fluctuations have a greater impact?
As well as short fluctuations, Thomson and Douglas-Home (1993) found that
long term trends in weather variables over the 40 year study period had occurred. Since
these birds have an average breeding lifespan of 4.47 years, it is not surprising that
longer term fluctuations have substantial effects. Even though the swifts are well
buffered against short inter-annual fluctuations in June temperatures, they are not well
buffered against the longer term changes which have occurred in their aerial
environment.

Is the frequency of lifetime failure reduced by the life history strategy?
By breeding in more than one year, swifts can reduce the frequency of lifetime
failure from 20.8% to 8.8% of breeding birds. Although some insurance is thus
provided by the high survival, there still remains an appreciable number of birds which
failed entirely.

The idea that swifts hedge their bets effectively in a fluctuating environment is not well
borne out. Not only is the lifespan too short to contend with the typical longer term
fluctuations, adult survival itself is strongly affected by variability in environmental
conditions. Birds breeding in different cohorts did not show similar lifetime
reproductive success, and repeated breeding only halved the frequency of complete
failure compared with birds that could breed in only one year. Although the effects of
short terra fluctuations in breeding success are damped out by high survival, the life
history strategy of these swifts is not one of effective bet-hedging.
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Captions to Figures;
Figure 1. Long term trends in mean cohort lifetime reproductive success, described by a
sine model.
Figure 2. Calculated average absolute differences in the mean lifetime reproductive
success of cohorts separated by increasing time spans, as yielded by the simulation.
Comparable values are shown for longevity, mean annual breeding success, and weather
variables.
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Do spatial constraints influence clutch size in a clifT nesting seabird?
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A bstract
We examined whether differences in clutch size of cliff nesting kittiwakes could
be due to differences in space available at the nest site for raising the offspring.
Conventionally, clutch size is thought to be more influenced by the food available to
meet the demands of breeding, but in cliff nesting birds, the amount of space available
for the chicks, could conceivably influence the optimal clutch size. Using cliff-nesting
Kittiwakes, and by comparing these with ground-nesting Herring Gulls, we looked at
whether larger clutches were found in more spacious nests. We looked also at whether
Kittiwakes with more spacious nest sites could sustain higher chick survival chick
survival after brood size was enlarged. Nest size was very slightly larger where clutch
size was larger, but the differences were too small to be important. This effect was
apparent in Herring Gulls as well as Kittiwakes and was due to small physical effects of
clutch size on nest diameter rather than biological effects of nest size on clutch size.
There was no evidence that Kittiwake clutch sizes were larger when the nests had
either adjacent rock ledges or abutting nest space. Where Kittiwake brood sizes were
artificially increased to 3 chicks, there was no evidence that chicks survived better in
large nests or in nests with either adjacent rock ledges or abutting nest space. It is
concluded that spatial constraints did not affect clutch size in this study of cliff-nesting
Kittiwakes.
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Introduction

In the evolution of clutch size, the ecological factors regarded as being of
critical importance have usually been nutritional or energetic (Drent and Daan 1980,
Martin 1987, Bryant and Tatner 1988, Godffay et al 1991). The capacity of birds to
meet the energetic demands of chick-rearing (Lack 1947, Nur 1984), egg formation
(Bolton et al 1992), or incubation (Williams 1991, Moreno et al 1991) are considered
important in determining the optimal clutch size. Some other factors such as predation
(Slagsvold 1982a, 1984, Lima 1987, Nur 1988) and parasitism (Moller 1992, Richner

et al 1993), which may arise from or aggravate nutritional stress, have received some
attention, but the regulation of clutch size through spatial constraints (Slagsvold
1989a, 1989b) is more anomalous and has rarely been examined. Spatial constraints
have been found not only in the special case of hole nesting species (Van Balen 1984,
Slagsvold and Amundsen 1991), but also in open-nesters (Slagsvold 1982b), and so
their wider applicability is quite possible. It is conceivable that evolutionary pressures
might sometimes select for the clutch size which maximises breeding success given the
space available for the chicks, rather than maximising breeding success given the
overall nutritional resources. Further, just as birds with better territories and more
abundant food can afford to lay larger clutches (Hogstedt 1980), so it is possible that
birds which can build larger nests or defend more spacious sites could also afford to
lay larger clutches.
Several cliff nesting seabird species select narrow ledges, and feed their chicks
at these sites until they are fully grown (Olsthoorn and Nelson 1990), Spatial
constraints are thus readily conceivable, but they have not previously been examined in
this group of birds. Black-legged Kittiwakes Rissa tridactyla construct small nests on
steep rock faces, and in contrast to many other cliff-nesters which produce only 1 egg,
they can produce up to 3 eggs. They do however still commonly lay smaller clutches
than comparable ground-nesters such as the Herring Gull Lams argentatus, and while
the chicks of ground nesting gulls can wander freely near the nest, Kittiwakes can use
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only the nest and the space provided by adjacent rock ledges or abutting nests. Given
that breeding sites differ firstly in nest size, secondly in the presence or absence of
adjacent rock ledges, and thirdly in the presence or absence of abutting nests, it would
seem reasonable that the amount of space available to the chicks might account for
differences in clutch size between Kittiwakes.
In this study, we aim to test the importance of space as a determinant of natural
clutch size variance in Kittiwakes. We formulate and test the following predictions;
1. There may be an association between large nests and large clutches in
cliff-nesting nidicolous Kittiwakes, but not in ground-nesting nidifugous
Herring gulls.
2. Kittiwakes with adjacent rock ledges or abutting nest space may have
larger clutches.
3. If brood size is increased experimentally, Kittiwakes with bigger nests,
adjacent rock ledges or abutting nest space may be more successful in
rearing these chicks.

Methods
In order to measure nest cup diameter and clutch size, 542 Kittiwake nests and
131 Herring Gull nests were visited during the incubation period, on the island of
Hornoya, Norway, in 1993. Because of high measurement error, nest cup diameter
was measured twice to the nearest millimetre and the average of the two measurements
taken. The presence or absence of adjacent rock ledges and the presence or absence of
abutting nest space was recorded for the Kittiwake nests, and the date of clutch
completion was estimated from egg density (Furness and Furness 1981). Kittiwakes
laid only clutches of one or two eggs, while Herring Gulls laid one, two or three.
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In examining the association between measured nest diameter and clutch size it
was necessary to control for the effects of laying date and the time since clutch
completion. Measurements of Kittiwake nest cup diameter increased significantly with
number of days since egg laying (Linear regression; Fi,2S7==l 1.531, P<0.001). Early
clutches tended to be larger (Generalised linear model of clutch size [1 or 2 eggs] with
binomially distributed errors; ‘z’ statistic of laying date effect =3.57, df=294, P<0.001.
[‘t’distributions converge towards ‘z’ distributions as the degrees of freedom exceed
60]) and thus larger clutches were measured later into their incubation period. The
statistical significance of the effects of clutch size on nest diameter was therefore tested
by adding clutch size as a categorical variable into a multiple linear regression model
which already contained, and thus controlled for, the potentially confounding effects of
time since laying and laying date.
In 1992, in order to check whether possible associations between nest size and
clutch size might stem spuriously from simultaneous independent effects of adult body
size on both variables, 80 female and 66 male adults were also trapped, and standard
biometrics were taken. Lengths of sternum, head and bill, and bill per se were
measured to the nearest 0.01mm using dial reading callipers. Tarsus and toe, and wing
length were measured to the nearest millimeter using a ruler. Body weight was
measured to the nearest gram using a pesola balance. A composite measure of body
size was attained using principal components analysis (Rising and Somers 1989,
Freeman and Jackson 1990). Clutch size and nest diameter were also determined for
these birds. Using ANOVA, there was no evidence that any of these biometrics of
either parent varied according to clutch size (all p>0.1) and similarly, using linear
regression, there was no evidence that nest diameter was related to any measure of
body size of either adult. This potentially confounding effect was therefore
disregarded,
To look at whether spatial considerations might affect the number of chicks
which could be reared, brood sizes of 3 chicks were created by adding chicks to 34
nests which originally had 2 eggs. After manipulating brood size, nests were then
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visited every 2-3 days and breeding success was measured as daily survival rates of
chicks, and analysed using generalised linear models with binomially distributed errors
(chapter 2, section 4). In order to resolve the details of losses, three survival variables
were used, and these were based on: (1.) Whether or not any chicks remained in the
nest ('brood survival'); (2.) Whether or not any losses had occurred ('intact brood
survival'); (3.) The average survival rates of the chicks in the nest ('chick survival'). Full
details of this method are outlined in (chapter 2, section 4).

Results
Nest cup diameter and clutch size
Highly significant increases in nest diameter with clutch size could be detected
in both Kittiwakes (z=3.14, df=285, p<0.002) and Herring Gulls (F2,io6=9.61,
p<0.001), but these were too small to be of biological importance - in Kittiwakes an
increase in clutch size from 1 to 2 eggs was matched by an average increase in nest
diameter of only 2.91mm and Herring Gull nest diameter increased only 7.58mm with
each extra egg. As is clear from figure 1, nest diameter increases through the
incubation period, and it increases more where clutch size is larger.

Is clutch size affected by the presence of adjacent rock ledges or abutting nest space?
There was no evidence that clutch size was affected by adjacent rock ledges
(ordinal logistic regression , z=1.03, d.f.=309, ns ) nor by abutting nest space (ordinal
logistic, z=0.42, d.f.=309, ns). [see McCullagh 1980, Cole and Lane 1989, and chapter
2, section 4 for details of ordinal logistic regression]. This conclusion was not altered if
nest cup diameter was controlled in the analysis.
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Nest cup diameter and breeding success.
Because nest diameter increases both with increasing time since laying, and
with increasing clutch size, a measure of relative initial diameter was attained by using
the residual diameter after controlling for the effects of clutch size and time since
laying. Residual nest diameter had no detectable effects on any of the breeding
survival variables after increasing brood size to 3 chicks (all p>0.1, except 'intact brood
survival' which showed an effect 0. l>p>0.05 but this non-significant result was of the
sign opposite to that predicted).
Adjacent rock ledges, abutting nest space, and breeding success.
There is no evidence that the presence of adjacent rock ledges affected any of
the breeding survival parameters after increasing brood size(all p>0.1), and nor was
there any evidence that the presence of adjacent nest space had any influence on these
parameters either(ali p>0.1).

Discussion
1.

In Kittiwakes, there was a highly significant association between large nests

and large clutches in 1993, but the magnitude of the differences in nest diameter were
particularly small (less than 3mm per egg), and the effect was apparent in groundnesting nidifugous Herring Gulls as well. In Kittiwakes, the mean nest diameter of 2
egg clutches was only 2.9mm larger than that of 1 egg clutches. A 100% increase in
clutch size was matched by only a 1.84% increase in nest diameter. Nest diameter
increased with time since egg-laying, and the nests of early breeding birds with larger
clutches were measured later into incubation. It would seem that nest diameter is
pushed out very slightly as incubation proceeds and that this effect is very slightly
greater where clutch size is larger (Figure 1). It would seem less plausible that early
breeding birds command sites where they can construct large nests and thus
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accommodate large clutches. Clutch size causes small differences in nest size; it is not
that small differences in nest size permit differences in clutch size.
2. Although it might be thought that nests with extra space available outwith
the nest could accommodate more offspring, there was no evidence that the presence
of either adjacent rock ledges nor abutting nest space were associated with larger
clutches.
3. When brood size was enlarged experimentally from two to three chicks,
there was no evidence that chicks survived better in nests which were larger, or which
had either adjacent rock ledges or abutting nest space.
In these cliff nesting Kittiwakes, the hypothesis that clutch size is influenced
ultimately by the amount of space available for the offspring was not supported. Some
of the results were superficially consistent with the predictions outlined, but not in a
way which was biologically meaningful. We propose that the results which appear
consistent with the predictions are due to mundane physical processes rather than real
biological phenomena.
This study indicates that in this species at this site during these years, the
choice between the observed natural clutch size strategies was not influenced by spatial
resources. This is not to say that space might not be of greater importance under
different circumstances.
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Captions to figures:
Figure 1. Relationship between nest diameter and time since the onset
of incubation, separating nests differing in clutch size. There
were no nests with clutches of 3 eggs.
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Abstract
Optimization models predict that reproductive effort should increase as
individuals approach old age, but the assumptions are invalid since the senescence
which generates the selective pressure may not itself be optimal. Population genetics
models were developed to examine whether, in organisms with deteiminate growth,
genes for age-specific changes in reproductive effort could invade the population when
senescence was held in the population by 'mutation-accumulation'. In asexually
reproducing organisms it was found that effort strategists could not invade unless their
fitness exceeded the fitness of non-senescent individuals less the probability of
suffering at least one mutation. In sexually reproducing organisms, genes for agespecific changes in effort could spread in the population under most circumstances.
Key words: age, reproductive effort, life history evolution, senescence, evolutionary
model.
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Introduction

Among organisms with determinate growth, reproductive effort is predicted to
increase with age (Newton 1989, Clutton-Brock 1991, Roff 1992). However,
conventional optimization techniques may be inappropriate here since reproductive
effort is modelled as a response to senescence which may itself be non-optimal and
maladaptive (Rose 1991).
Williams( 1966b) proposed that the optimal behaviour of any individual is
influenced by a balance between the immediate benefits it stands to gain from any
current activity versus the concomitant future losses it stands to suffer. During
breeding, this trade-off between cun'ent reproductive success and residual reproductive
value is mediated by the costs of reproduction (Williams 1966a, Bell & Koufopanou
1986, Nur 1988, Roff 1992). Because individuals senesce as they grow old (Newton
1989, Saether 1990), residual reproductive value declines, the balance thus shifts, and
the optimal response is to increase reproductive effort (Gadgil & Bossert 1970, Pianka
& Parker 1975, Charlesworth & Leon 1976). If an individual is approaching
senescence, it has little to lose in the future, so it makes sense to work hard and to take
risks for the sake of its current offspring.
These predictions of optimality models may be satisfactory if senescence is
pleiotropically adaptive (Williams 1957, Gustafsson & Part 1990) or if it is otherwise
fixed in the population, but senescence may be a purely maladaptive character,
maintained at equilibrium frequencies by a balance between mutation and selection
(Medawar 1952, Rose 1991). If this 'mutation-accumulation hypothesis' applies, and if
senescence is itself a maladaptive character under selection, then it would seem
counter-intuitive that such senescence could provide the rigid basis upon which
changing reproductive effort could be selected into the population. A senescing
individual which adjusts its reproductive effort may be fitter than one which does not,
but an individual which avoids senescence altogether would be fitter still.
When optimization techniques are inappropriate tools for studying either
senescence or characters which respond to it, it would be valuable to use an alternative
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approach. Life history models fall into two broad categories: optimality and
population genetics (Roff 1992). Given that the assumptions of the former may be
inappropriate, and given also that the relevant empirical evidence is both scant
(Pugesek 1981, Clutton-Brock 1984, Gustafsson 1990, Hamer & Furness 1991) and
equivocal (Nur 1984, Newton 1989), it would seem worth pursuing the latter.
Population genetic models are used here to study whether an optimal strategy of agerelated reproductive tactics can spread through a large population where senescence is
maladaptive, non-pleiotropic and is held at equilibrium levels by a balance between
mutation and selection.

Methods
The Modelling Approach
Population genetics models were constructed to examine the relative
performances of the different possible age-related-effort and senescence strategies,
taking into account their fitnesses and the mutation rates involved (Crow 1986, Hartl &
Clark 1989). We identified the conditions under which a strategy of increasing
reproductive effort could invade the population. Separate models of asexualiy and
sexually reproducing individuals were constructed.
Although both traits are undoubtedly controlled by multiple genes, the
complexity of the models quickly becomes impractible if numerous genes are included
(Hartl & Clark 1989). In order to maintain mathematical tractibility, it was assumed
initially that only two loci were involved - one for age-related-effort and one for
senescence. Senescence was thus modelled as a trait caused by a very high mutation
rate at a single locus rather than a low mutation rate at very many loci. Additional loci
were then incorporated and I examined whether the conclusions were affected or
whether the model was robust.
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Also in order to preserve tractibility and to avoid excessive complexity, I
assumed that generations were non-overlapping, and that there was linkage
equilibrium.

The Strategies
In the models, four phenotypic strategies were considered: 'constant',
'senescent', 'effort', and 'effort-plus-senescence'. The 'effort-plus-senescence' strategy
was defined to show both senescence and the optimal age-related patterns of
reproductive effort which correspond with this. Although the 'effort' strategy was
defined as showing these same patterns of reproductive effort, it differed from 'effortplus-senescence' because it did not actually suffer senescence. Thus 'effort' and 'effortplus-senescence' both showed the same patterns of reproductive effort, but 'effoit-plussenescence' showed senescence, while 'effort' did not. The 'constant' strategy did not
suffer senescence and was defined to maximise fitness in the absence of senescence - it
did not adjust reproductive effort in the way that 'effort-plus-senescence' did. The
'senescent' strategy was defined to suffer senescence and declining residual
reproductive value at older ages, but similarly it did not adjust its reproductive effort in
response to this.
It is well established that the optimal response to inevitable senescence
involves increasing effort with age (Gadgil & Bossert 1970, Pianka & Parker 1975,
Charlesworth & Leon 1976). This derivation will not be presented again, nor will
genetic models be employed to study circumstances where senescence is inevitable.
This study aims to examine instead whether this optimal strategy can be selected into
the population when senescence is not fixed.

Asexual Reproduction
In the models of asexual reproduction, each individual could possess only one
of the four strategies and, except where mutations occurred, could conceive only
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offspring with tliis strategy. Changes in the relative frequencies of the four strategies
could occur by replication and mutation. The performance of pairs of strategies in
relation to each other were studied in turn. Having established conclusions from this
model, the number of loci at which senescence could occur was increased and the
robustness of the conclusions was studied.

Sexual Reproduction
In models of diploid sexually reproducing organisms, selection was studied at 2
loci; one for 'senescence' and one for 'effort', each with a dominant and a recessive
allele. Separate models were constructed to look at senescence as a dominant and as a
recessive trait, but genes for increased effort were assumed to be dominant over the
'constant' counterparts. The genes were termed 'senescent', 'nosen', 'effort', and 'coneff.
The frequency changes of the phenotypic strategies depend on gene assortment
and recombination as well as mutation and replication. Random mating, linkage
equilibrium and no overdominance were assumed (see e.g. Hartl & Clark 1989).
At first equilibria between senescent and non-senescent strategies in the
absence of any age-related increases in reproductive effort were studied. Having
identified these equilibria, the ability of strategies of increasing reproductive effort to
invade was examined.

Terms and symbols.
The following terms were used in the equations:
Gene frequencies:
These are the frequencies in the current generation; p' and q' etc. are
used to represent frequencies in the next generation, and p^ and q^ denote equilibrium
frequencies.
- The frequency of the 'coneff gene in the population,
- The frequency of the 'nosen' gene in the population,
qertbrt - The frequency of the 'effort' gene in the population.

pconetr
pnosen
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- The frequency of the 'senescent' gene in the
population.

qsenescent

Gene fitnesses:

w - Average fitness of all genes in the population.
average fitness of the 'coneff gene in the population.
COnosen - The average fitness of the 'nosen' gene in the population.
COeffort - The average fitness of the 'effort' gene in the population.
COsenesent - The average fitness of the 'senescent' gene in the
population.
COconeff - The

These average fitnesses vary depending on the frequencies of the phenotypes of which
they are part. Formulae for calculating these average gene fitnesses are given in

|

Appendix I.

i
Phenotype frequencies:
These are frequencies in the current generation; F' etc. is used to indicate
'3

frequencies in the next generation. Non-overlapping generations are assumed.

■'Ih-

I

- Frequency of the 'constant' phenotype in the
population of sexually reproducing individuals.
Feffort - Frequency of the 'effort' phenotype.
Fsenescent - Frequency of the 'senescent' phenotype.
Feffsen - Frequency of the 'effort-plus-senescence' phenotype.

Fconstant

Strategy-dependent fitnesses:
These are the fitnesses of genes in particular phenotypes. In asexual
reproducers, these are the per capita growth rates of individuals. In sexual reproducers,
these are the per gene-copy rates of replication of genes in individuals with the
'constant' phenotype. In all cases, these are the fitnesses in the absence of mutation.
- Average fitness of 'constant'.
Weffort - Average fitness of 'effort'.
Wsenescent - Average fitness of 'senescent'.
Weffsen - Average fitness of 'effort-plus-senescence'.
JV - Average fitness of strategies in population.

Wconstant
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Mutation rates:
^.senescence - mutation rate for senescence. The probability that an
asexual 'constant' or 'effort' individual will mutate at conception
to 'senescent' or 'effort-plus-senescence' respectively
jLtnosen - mutation rate of'nosen' genes to 'senescent' genes in
sexually reproducing organisms.
The rate of back-mutation from senescence may be similar to the rate of
mutation producing age-related strategies of reproductive effort, and both are here
assumed to be negligible. It is assumed that all mutations occur at conception of the
offspring.

The ranking of strategies according to fitness
By definition,

Weffort<Wconstant.

Further, because 'effort-plus-senescence' by

definition shows the age-specific pattern of reproductive effort which maximises
fitness in the presence of inevitable senescence, it follows that

Wsenescent<Weiîsen,

i.e an

individual which makes the optimal adjustment of reproductive effort in the face of
senescence is fitter than an individual which fails to adjust its reproductive effort, but
works instead at the level appropriate in the the absence of senescence. Also, if
senescence persists by mutation-accumulation, then Wsenescent<Weffsen<Wconstant.
Generally also,
strategy,

Wsenescent<Weffsen <Weffort<Wconstant.

Becausc 'constant' is the fittest

Wconstant=l.

Results and discussion
A. Asexualiy reproducing organisms.
a.)Equilibrium between 'senescent' and 'constant'.
The frequency of'senescent' strategists changes between generations according
to:
F 'senescent —{[Fsenescent X Wsenescent] + [Fconstant X Wconstant X ftsenescence]
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The frequency of'constant' strategists changes between generations according
to:

Î

F'constant —[Fconstant X Wconstant X (1 - |ulsenescence)]/iT

If stability of gene frequencies is attainable, then at equilibrium F'senescent/F'constant is
constant, =k2=Fsenescent/Fconstant. If such a poiut Can be reached, then the relative
frequencies must clearly then be stable because relative gene frequencies in one
generation always equal those in the next. Although it is not so easy to determine
'

whether frequencies will always converge towards this point, by identifying a point
which fulfills these conditions, it is possible to determine whether there is a stable

■■'I

point or whether such an equilibrium is unattainable.
F'senescent/F'constant=({ [Fsenescent X Wsenescent] + [Fconstant X Wconstant X jLlsenescence]}

)/

([Fconstant X (Wconstant X (1 - fisGnescence))]/fF)
=>

k 2 —({[Fsenescent

X Wsenescent] + [Fconstant X |Llsenescence]} ) /

([Fconstant X (1 - [Isenescence)])

= [k2

X

Wsenescent/(1 ~ jLlsenescence)] + [jLlsenescence/(l - jLlsenescence)]

=>

k2

==>

k2 = [jLlsenescence/{ 1- jLlsenescence - Wsenescent}]

X

{ 1- (Wsenescent)/(1 - jLlsenescence) }=[jJ,senescence/(l ™flsenescence)]

A balance between 'constant' and 'senescent' can occur provided jO,senescence>0, and
Wsenescent<l-jLlsenescence.

In Other words, senescencc must be perpetually produced by

mutations and 'senescent' strategists must be less fit than 'constant' strategists less the
mutation rate. These requirements are fulfilled here, and this implies that there do
indeed exist some conditions under which senescence can persist as a maladaptive
character without becoming fixed in the population. This does not however necessarily
imply that the equilibrium will always be attained. The issue of attainability need not
be tackled until the stability of the the other strategies relative to these potentially
stable strategies has been considered.
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b.)ReIative performance of'effort' and 'constant' strategies.
The frequency of the effort strategists changes according to:
F'effort—[Feffort X (WetfortX (1 ~ jLlsenescence)]/JT

Stability in the frequencies of the 'effort' and 'constant' strategies relative to each other
implies that F'effort/F'constant is constant =k 1=Feffort/Fconstant . So
F'effort/F'constant = {[Feffort X (WeffortX (1 - |J.senescence))]/JT }/
{[Fconstant X (WconstantX (1 - [isenescence))]/PF}

k l —{[Feffort X (WetfortX (1 ~ jLlsenescence))]}/

{[Fconstant X (WconstantX (1 - jLlsenescence))]}

=>

k l= k l X {(WetfortX (1 - [isenescence))/(WconstantX (1 ~ JLlsenescence))}

=>

WeffortX (1 - jLlsenescence)^WconstantX (1 - plsenescence)

=>

Weffort—Wconstant

These 2 strategies can only co-exist relative to each other if they share identical
fitnesses. However Wetfort<Wconstant and Wconstant=l, so 'effort' can not persist relative to
'constant' and this clearly implies also that it can not persist in the population. In other
words, the only stable points are degenerate e.g. when kl=0, which would occur if
Feifort=0. Under these circumstances, because:
F'effort=[Feffort X (WeffortX (1 ~ jj,senescence)]/IT

then
F'effort=[0 X (WetfortX (1 - |J,senescence)]/IT =0

and also because
F'effort/F'constant —{[Feffort X (WeffortX (1 - jLlsenescence))]/IT}/
{[Fconstant X (Wconstant X (1 - jj-senescence))]/IT }

then
0/F’constant = {[0 X (WeffortX (1 - jLlsenescence))]/IT}/
{[Fconstant X (WconstantX (1 - jLlsenescence))]/IT} —0 =kl
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and thus the system is stable once 'effort' has gone to extinction.

c.)Relative performance of'effort' and 'senescent' strategies.
It follows that if an equilibrium is reached between 'constant' and 'senescent',
and if 'effort' can not persist relative to 'constant', then 'effort' also can not persist
relative to 'senescent' either, unless Wconstant =Weffort.

d,)Relative performance of'constant' and 'effort-plus-senescence'.
The 'effort-plus-senescence' strategy changes frequency between generations
according to the equation:
F'effsen ={[Feffsen X Weffsen] + [Feffort X [lsenescence]}/IF

Equilibrium between 'constant' and 'effort-plus-senescence' implies that F'effsen /F'constant
is constant, =k3=Feffsen /Fconstant.

ThuS:

k3 —({[Feffsen X Weffsen] + [Feffort X jLlsenescence]}/IT)/
([Fconstant X (Wconstant X (1- jLlsenescence))]/IT)
—{[Feffsen X Weffsen] + [Feffort X fXsenescenee]}/
[Fconstant X (Wconstant X (1- jLlsenescence))]
—{k3

X

Weftsen/(1 - jLlsenescence)} +
{[Fetlbrt/Fconstant] X (1 - j-lsenescence)}

However, Feftort/Fconstant tcnds towards zero (see b.) so this simplifies to:
k3 = {k3

X

Weffsen/(1 - [Xsenescence)}

Weffsen/(1 - jlsenescence) —1
Weffsen = 1 - |J,senescence

The conditions for stability are so narrowly defined that equilibrium is again unlikely.
If Weffsen < Wconstant, and if this fitncss difference exceeds the mutation rate, then 'effortplus-senescence' will go towards extinction - where Feffort tends to zero, the rate at
which 'effsen' spreads equals 'Weffsen', while 'constant' spreads at a rate of 'Wconstant x (1
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- flsenescence)'

Ot

'(1 - jLlsenescence)'. The Strategy which Spreads IcSS fast IS 'effscn'

SO,

relative to 'constant', it must follow a path of diminishing importance within the
population. In the less likely event that Weffsen > Wconstant - jLlsenescence, 'cffsen' will
invade because it will spread faster.
Thus, if senescence is a maladaptive trait held at equilibrium frequencies by a
balance between mutation and selection, then a strategy of increased reproductive
effort with age can not invade the population unless its fitness exceeds the fitness
minus the mutation rates of non-senescent individuals which do not display this
strategy. This is unlikely, and so even if an equilibrium between senescent and nonsenescent individuals can be attained, a strategy of increasing reproductive effort can
not invade.
Although 'senescent' individuals are less fit than 'constant' ones, they can
potentially persist because new stocks are perpetually produced by mutation. 'Effsen'
individuals are also less fît than 'constant' strategists, but unlike 'senescent' individuals,
they are not produced by mutation. In asexual reproducers, 'senescent' individuals can
not acquire the 'effort' strategy to become 'effsen' by recombination. Thus, although it
might be thought that the ability of'effsen' strategists to spread in the population would
depend directly on the equilibrium abundance of 'senescent' individuals and on the
fitness of 'effsen' relative to 'senescence', this model indicates that the ability of 'effsen'
to spread in the population depends more directly on its fitness relative to the fitness of
'constant' less the mutation rate. Overall, even if senescence is an abundant trait and
even if increasing reproductive effort would enhance the fitness of these senescent
individuals, any trait which spreads less rapidly than 'constant' individuals and which
can not be propped up by recurrent mutation must inevitably be selected out of the
population. 'Effsen' may be selected out of the population less quickly than 'senescent',
but it is indeed still selected out and unlike 'senescent' it is not perpetually reintroduced
by mutation.
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Do these conclusions change if senescence occurs at more than one locus?
In reality, senescence occurs at more than one locus. The model would be more
realistic if the same mutations were spread over a greater number of loci.
With more loci, there are many more strategies in the population, but the
arguments are similar. Partial and complete senescence can potentially persist in
equilibrium with 'constant' provided the mutation rate is greater than zero, and
provided the senescent strategies are less fit than 'constant'. If each can persist in
equilibrium with 'constant', then it follows that they must also be able to reach
equilibrium with each other.
With 2 potentially senescent loci, 'effort plus partial senescence' can invade
only if Weffseni-|Llsen>Wconstant-[(2x^sen)-|U,sen2]. If this is not possible, then 'effort plus
complete senescence' can invade only if Weffsen2>Wconstant-[(2x[lsen)“iLisen2].
'Wsenj' is the fitness of individuals with senescence at 'j' loci, jisen is the per-

locus mutation rate producing senescence. The term [(2x|Llsen)-|Llsen^] is the probability
that a 'constant' individual will suffer at least one mutation in any generation. In
expanding the model, it is assumed that the same per-individual mutation rate is spread
over a greater number of loci, so in fact the conditions change little even though more
loci are involved.
Introducing a third locus, it follows that 'effort plus senescence at one locus'
invades only if Weffseni-[(2x)Llsen)-|J,sen^]>Wconstant-[(3xp,sen)-{(2x]wtsen^)-[lsen^}], and if
this is not possible, then 'effort plus senescence at two loci' can invade only if WeffsenzJLlsen >

Wconstant-[(3xjLtsen)”{(2xjLlsen2)-jLisen^}]. If this is not possible, then 'effoit plus
senescence at all loci' can invade only if Weffsen3>Wconstant-[(3x|Lisen)-{(2x}j.sen2)-jLisen3}].
Here, the term [(3xpsen)- {(2x|ulsen^)-|Ltsen^ }] is the probability that a 'constant' individual
will suffer at least one mutation in any generation, and so again the conditions show
little change.
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With a fourth locus, if 'effort plus partial senescence' can not invade, then again
'effort plus senescence at all loci' invades only if Wef^sen4>Wconstant-[(4xjLLsen)-{(3x|Llsen2)(2x)J,sen^“Ilsen'^)}].

But once more [(4x}J,sen)-{(3x[isen^)-(2x[isen^“fXsen^)}] is the

probability that a 'constant' individual will suffer at least one mutation in any
generation, and so the conditions continue to show little change.
Essentially, unless the effort-plus-senescence strategy is fitter than the nonsenescent strategy less the probability of at least one mutation, then the increased effort
strategy will not invade. By distributing the same mutation rate over numerous loci, the
conditions are not markedly affected and the predictions show little change.
In asexualiy reproducing organisms, the model indicates that a strategy of
increasing reproductive effort will not normally invade a population where senescence
is a maladaptive character held in equilibrium by a balance between mutation and
selection. Although the model is derived intially for senescence at a single locus, the
conclusions are robust to the addition of further loci.

B. Sexually reproducing organisms.

a)Equilibrium between 'senescent' and 'nosen' genes.
In the absence of 'effort', the frequency of 'nosen' genes changes between generations
according to:
p'nosen = (pnosen X [pnosen XCD j j+qsenescent XCO j 2] ) x ( l -jJ,nosen)/ W

where CO, ,=Wconstant=l, s=Wconstant -Wsenescent, li is the degree of dominance, and

0

i2=l-hs. If 'senescence' tends towards dominance, then h=l and so œ 12= Wsenescent.
Equilibrium can occur if p'nosen =pnosen=p'^nosen, and from equation 4.62 in Hartl and
Clark 1989:
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q^senescent—(|Linosen/[Wconstant - W^senescent])—([inosen/S)

If'senescence' is instead recessive, then from equation 4.63 in Hartl and Clark 1989:
q^senescent—(jLtnosen/[Wconstant - W^senescent]) ^'^^=(jLtnosen/S) ^

(In order to avoid further lengthy derivations, I have assumed that the conditions and
assumptions associated with these approximations (Hartl and Clark 1989, 4.62 and
4.63) are fulfilled.)
As before, the fitness difference between 'nosen' and 'senescent' must exceed the
mutation rate if equilibrium is to occur. Senescence is more abundant at equilibrium if
it is recessive.
b.) Can 'effort' then invade?
'Effort' can invade if it is fitter than 'coneff, and from Appendix I, if senescence
is dominant then:
0 coneff = (Wconstant X pnosen^ X pconeff) H" (Weffort X qeffortX pnosen^)
+ (WsenescentX

( 1 -pnosen^) X

pconeff)+(Weffsen X qeffortX

[ 1 -pnosen^]).............. (A 2)

0 effort = (WeffortXpnosen^)+(WeffsenX[l“Pnosen^])............................................................... (A 4 )

prior to invasion, pconeff-1. If the equilibrium at the senescence locus lies towards
'nosen', then 0 coneff tends towards Wconstant and ©effort tends towards Weffort. Under these
circumstances, effort does not invade because Weffbrt<Wconstant. If the equilibrium lies
instead towards 'senescent', then ©coneff tends towards Wsenescent and ©effort tends
towards Weffsen. Under these circumstances, 'effort' does invade. There is a critical
balance point between these 2 extremes at which ©coneff ==©effort. From equations A2
and A4, this occurs when:
(Wconstant X pnosen^ X pconeff) + (Weffort X qeffortX pnosen^)
+ ( W senescentX ( 1 -pn osen^) X pconeff)+ (W effsen X qeffortX [ 1 -pn osen ^ ])

= ( WeffortXpnosen^)+(WeffsenX[ 1-pnosen^])

and since

p c o n e ft= l,

this means

(Wconstant X pnosen^)+(Wsenescent X (1 -pnosen^)) = (WeffortXpnosen^)+(WeffsenX[l-pnosen^])
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=>pnosen^x(Wconstant-Wsenescent)+Wsenescent —pnosen^x(Weffort-Weffsen)+Weffsen
=>pnosen^x(Wconstant^W effsen-Wsenescent-Weffort)=Weffsen-Wsenescent
^pnoscn^=( W effsen-Wsenescent)/( [W constant+Weffsen]- [W senescent+Weffort])
^pnosen= {( W cffsen-Wsenescent)/( [W effsen-Wsenescent]+[W constant-Weffort])} '^^

If the equilibrium frequency of 'nosen' is greater than this value, then effort can not
invade, but if it is less, then it can. In other words, the more abundant senescence is,
the more likely it is that a strategy of increased effort will spread. Note that the larger
the fitness difference between 'constant' and 'effort', the lower the frequency of'nosen'
has to be before invasion can occur. By contrast, the threshold frequency of 'nosen'
increases as the fitness difference between 'effsen' and 'senescent' increases, so a large
difference will permit 'effort' to invade even when senescence is not abundant.
It is known from 4.62 (Hartl & Clark 1989) that:
q'^senescent = ( |L ln o sen /[c o n sta n t - W /senescent])
SO

p'^nosen =l-(|Llnosen/[Wconstant - W/senescent])

and thus the chance that effort will invade is greater if :
{l-()Llnoseii/[W^constant - W^senescent])}/
{ ( W effsen-Wsenescent)/( [Weffsen-Wsenescent]+[W constant-Weffort] ) } '^^ "^1

{[W^constant - Wsenescent-)J-nosen]/[Wconstant - W/senescent])}/
{(Weffsen-Wsenescent)/( [W effsen-Wsenescent]+[Wconstant-Weffort]) }'^^ <1

{[W^constant - Wsenescent-j^lnosen]/[Wconstant - W/senescent])}/

{(Weffsen-Wsenescent)/( [Wconstant-Wsenescent]-[Weffort-Weffsen])}

<1

There are 4 prominent features of this expression:
1. As the fitness advantage of 'effsen' over 'senescent' diminishes, it becomes
increasingly difficult for 'effort' to invade.
2. The smaller the fitness difference between 'constant' and 'senescence', the
more likely it is that 'effort' will invade.
3. The higher the mutation rate, the more likely it is that 'effort' will invade.
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4. Invasion of'effort' is favoured if there is only a small difference in fitness
between 'constant' and 'effort'.

If 'senescent' is recessive, then from equations A2b and A4b
©coneff = (Wconstant X ( 1 -qsenescent^) X pconeff) + (Weffort X qeffortX ( 1 -qsenescent^))
+ ( WsenescentX (qsenescent^) X pconeff)+(Weffeen X qeffortX [qsenescent^])

(A2b)

© effort —( Weffortx( 1-qsenescent^))+(WeffsenXqsenescent^)............................................(A4b)

prior to invasion, pconeff=l. If the equilibrium at the senescence locus lies towards
'nosen', then ©coneff tends towards Wconstant and ©effort tends towards Weffort. Under these
circumstances, effort again does not invade because Weffort<Wconstant. If the equilibrium
lies instead towards 'senescent', then ©coneff tends towards Wsenescent and ©effort tends
towards Weffsen. Under these circumstances, 'effort' again invades. As before, there is a
critical balance point between these 2 extremes at which ©coneff =©effort. From
equations A2b and A4b, this occurs when:
(Wconstant X ( 1-qsenescent^) X pconeff) + (Weffort X qeffortX (1-qsenescent^))
+(WsenescentX (qsenescent^) X pconeff)+(Weifsen X qeffortX [qsenescent^])
= (WeffortX(l -qsenescent^))+(WeffsenXqsenescent^)

and since pconetf=l,
(Wconstant X (1-qsenescent^))+(Wsenescent X (qsenescent^))
—( W effortX( 1-qsenescent^))+(WeffsenXqsenescent^)
qsenescent^ X (Wsenescent - Wconstant) + Wconstant
=qsenescent^ X (Weffsen-Weffort) + Weffort
qsenescent^ X [(Wsenescent - Wconstant)-(Weffsen-Weffort)]
—Weffort - Wconstant
qsenescent^ —[Weffort - Wconstant]/[(Wsenescent - Wconstant)-(Weffsen-Weffort)]
qsenescent—{[Weffort - Wconstant]/[(Wsenescent- Wconstant)-(Weffsen-Weffort)]}

If'senescent' is more abundant than this, then effort will spread. From equation 4.63
(Hartl & Clark 1989), it is known that at equilibrium:
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q^senescent—(jLlnosen/[Wconstant - W^senescent])

( [Inosen/S)

SO i f

{ ( |Llnosen/[W^constant - W^senescent])} /

{[Weffort - Wconstant]/[(Wsenescent - Wconstant)-(Weffsen"WetTort)]}>1

Within the numerator of this expression, both the numerator and he denominator will
be negative. This can be more conveniently rearranged by multiplying by -1/-1 i.e. 1:
( [inosen/[ W^constant - AVsenesccnt])/

([Wconstant - Weffort]/[(Wconstant - Wsenescent)-(Weffort-Weffsen)]) >1

and
(jJ.nosen/[Wconstant - W^senescent])/

([Wconstant - Weffort]/[(Weffsen - Wsenescent)4-(Wconstant-Weffort)]) ^>1

The same 4 features apply:
1. The higher the mutation rate, the more likely the effort strategy is to spread.
2. The smaller the fitness difference between 'constant' and 'senescent' the more
likely 'effort' is to spread.
3. The larger the fitness difference between 'effsen' and 'senescent', the more
likely 'effort' is to invade.
4. The smaller the fitness difference between 'constant' and 'effort', the more
likely 'effort' is to spread.
Senescence involves only minor effects on fitness but a high rate of mutation (c. 1 per
generation (e.g Ayala 1982, Ewens 1969)). If senescence is abundant in the population,
then the conditions for invasion will generally be satisfied in sexually reproducing
organisms, and although the assumptions of optimisation techniques are not strictly
valid, their predictions would seem to be robust. It follows that if a strategy of
increased effort can invade when senescence is caused by mutation at just a single
locus, then it will also invade when mutation occurs at several loci. For sexually
reproducing organisms with determinate growth, declining residual reproductive value
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caused by senescence will generate conditions where increasing reproductive effort
will be favoured, even when senescence is neither adaptive nor fixed.
In sexually reproducing organisms, because of recombination, the overall
spread of 'effort' genes depends largely on the relative abundances of 'senescent' and
'nosen' genes. If'senescent' genes are abundant, then 'effort' genes will on average
enhance performance and spread, but if 'nosen' genes are abundant, then they will
depress the average performance and will fail to spread. Among asexualiy reproducing
organisms, there is no recombination, so the fate of 'effort-plus-senescence' depends
entirely on its performance relative to 'constant' strategists. There would thus seem to
be a general dichotomy in the predictions of these models: strategies of increased effort
should generally spread in sexually reproducing populations, but this is not true for
asexual reproducers.
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Appendix I.

'I

Calculating phenotype frequencies.
At any time, the frequencies of the phenotypes can be calculated from the
frequencies of the genotypes:
a)Senescent genes dominant:
Fconstant = (pconeff)^ X (pnosen)^

and
Feffort —[(qetT ort)2+ (2xq effortX p con eff)]x(p n osen )^ —( 1 -p con eff^ )x(p n osen )^

and
F senescent = [(q sen escen t)^ + (2xq sen escen tX p n osen )]x(p con eff)^
= ( 1 -pnosen^)x(pconetT )^

and
Feffsen —[(qeffort)^+(2xqeffortXpconeff)]x[(qsenescent)^+(2xqsenescentXpnosen)]
= ( 1 -pconeff^)x( 1-pnosen^)

b)Senescent genes recessive
F constant —(pconeff)^ X ( 1-qsenescent^)

and
F effort = [(q e ffo r t)^ + (2 x q e ffo r tX p c o n e tf)]x ( 1 -qsenescent^)
=(

1

~pconeff2 ) x ( 1 -qsenescent^)

and

Î

F senescent =(qsenescen t)^X (p con eff)^

and
Feffsen =[(qeffort)^+(2xqeffortXpconefî)]x(qsenescent)^

=(1 -pconeff^)x(qsenescent)^

Calculating gene fitness and the distribution of genes among possible phenotypes.
i)Senescent genes dominant.
a)'coneff genes.
The fraction of'coneff genes existing as say 'constant' phenotypes is calculable
from the frequencies of phenotypes as follows:
(2xFconstant)/[(2xFconstant)+[(2xqeffortXpconeff)x(pnosen)^]+(2xFsenescent)+
((2xq eflb rtX p con eff)x[(q sen escen t)^ + (2xq sen escen tX p n osen )])]

i.e. in each 'constant' phenotype individual, there are 2 copies of the 'coneff gene.
Dividing this frequency by the frequency of 'coneff genes in all the phenotypes
together gives the fraction of the 'coneff genes existing as 'constant' phenotypes. The
denominator of the above equation has four components - 'coneff genes existing firstly
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as 'constant' phenotypes (2 copies per phenotype), secondly as heterozygous 'effort'
phenotypes (1 copy per phenotype), thirdly as 'senescent' phenotypes (2 copies per
phenotype), and fourthly as heterozygous 'effort-plus-senescent' phenotypes (1 copy
per phenotype, 'coneff genes can not possibly be contained in homozygous 'effort' or
homozygous 'effort-plus-senescent' phenotypes, so this component of Feffort and Feffsen
must be excluded from the calculations. Heterozygous 'effort' or 'effort-plus-senescenf
phenotypes contain a single copy of the 'coneff gene. 'Constant' and 'senescent'
phenotypes can only be homozygous with respect to the 'coneff gene and so contain 2
copies.
Because all components of the numerator and denominator involve
multiplication by 2, this expression simplifies to:
(Fconstant)/[(Fconstant)+[(qeffortXpconetf)x(pnosen)^]+(Fsenescent)+
((qeffortX pconeff)x[(q senescen t)^+(2xq senescen tX pn osen)])]

and this can be rearranged to give:
(F constant)/[Fconstant+Fsenescent+
(qeffortX pconeffX [qsenescent^+(2xqsenescentX pnosen)+pnosen^])]

but since [qsenescent2+(2xqsenescentxpnosen)+pnosen^] must equal 1, this simplifies to give:
F constant/[Fconstant+Fsenescent+(qeffortXpconeff)]........................................ ..(A 1)

further, since Fconstant =
X (pnosen)^ and
Fsenescent ~[(qsenescent)^+(2xqsenescentXpnosen)]x(pconeff)^=(l -pnosen^)x(pconetf)^
then the expression can be presented as:
( p c o n e ff ) 2

[(p con eff)^ X (p n osen )^ ] /[[p c o n e ff^ X pnosen^] + [(l-p n o se n ^ )x (p c o n e ff)^ ]+ (q e ffo r tX p c o n e ff)]
= p n csen ^ /[[p n o sen ^ ] + [(l-p n o se n ^ )]+ (q e ffo r t/p c o n e ff)]

=pnosen^ /[I +(qeffort/pconeff)]
= p noseii^ /[(p con elf+ q effort)/p con eff)]

and since p co n eff+ q effo rt= l, this simplifies to give
_

o

—pnosen'^ X pconetf

This means that the fraction of the 'coneff genes existing as 'constant' phenotypes
increases with the square of the frequency of 'nosen' genes, and with the frequency of
'coneff genes.
It follows from expression (Al) that the fraction of'coneff genes existing as 'effort'
phenotypes is:
[(qeffortXpconeff)x(pnosen)^]/[Fconstant+Fsenescent+(qeffortXpconeff)]
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and again this can be re-expressed:
[qeffortX pconeftX pnosen^]/[[pconeff2 X pnosen^] + [(l-p n o se n ^ )x (p c o n e ff)^ ]+ (q e ffo r tX p c o n e ff)]

—[qeffortX pnosen^]/[[pconeff X pnosen^] + [ ( 1 “Pnosen^)xpconeff]+(qefFort)]

=[q effortX p n osen ^ ]/[[p con effX pnosen^] +(q effort)+[pconeff-pnosen^X pconeff]]

but since q e ftb r t+ p c o n e ff= l, this simplifies to give:
[qeffortX pnosen^]/[[pconeff X pnosen^] + [l-p n o se n ^ X p c o n e ff]]

=qeffort/[pconeff + 1 /pnosen^-pconeff]

=qeffort X pnosen^

So the fraction of'coneff genes existing as heterozygous 'effort' phenotypes increases
with the frequency of the 'effort' genes and with the square of the frequency of'nosen'
genes.
The fraction of'coneff genes existing as senescent phenotypes can be expressed as:
(l-pnosen^)x(pconeff)^/[Fconstant+Fsenescent+(qeffortXpconeff)]

and this can be re-expressed as:
(l-p n o se n ^ )x (p c o n e ff)^ /[[p c o n e ff^ X pnosen^] + [ ( 1 -p n osen ^ )x(p con eff)^ ]+ (q effortX p con eff)]

—( 1 “P nosen^)/[pnosen^ + [ 1 -p n osen^ ]+ (qeffort/pconefi)]

= ( 1 -p n o se n ^ )/[ 1 +(q effort/pcoiieff)]

—( 1 -p n osen^ )/[(pconeff/p con eff)+ (qeffort/pconelf)]

—( 1 -pn osen^ )/[(pconeff+q effort)/p con eff]

and since p coneif+ -qetïort= l, this simplifies to:
(1 -p n o se n ^ ) X pconetf

So the fraction of 'coneff genes existing as 'senescent' phenotypes increases as the
frequency of 'nosen' genes decreases, and increases with the frequency of 'coneff
genes. Finally, the fraction of the 'coneff genes existing as 'effort-plus-senescenf
phenotypes is:
((qetT ortX pconetî)x[(qsenescent)^ +(2xqsenescentX pnosen)])/

[F constant+Fsenescent+(qeftbrtXpconeff)]
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and this can be expressed as;
((qeffortX pconeff)x[(q senescen t)^ +(2xq senescen tX pn osen)])/
[[pconeff^ X pnosen^] + [ ( l “p n osen ^ )x(p con eff)^ ]+ (q effortxp con eff)]

=(qeftbrt X [1 -p n o se n ^ ])/
[[pconetf X pnosen^] + [(l-p n osen ^ )xp con eff]+ q etT ort]

=(qeftbrt X

[l-pnosen^])/[pconetr +qetYort]

=qeftbrt X [1 -pnosen^]

The fraction of'coneff genes existing as 'effort-plus-senescence' phenotypes increases
with the frequency of'effort' genes, and decreases with the frequency of'nosen' genes.
The average fitness of the 'coneff gene can thus be calculated using the average
fitness of the phenotypes weighted for the fraction of the 'coneff genes existing in each
form;
COconetï—(Wconstant X ptiosen^ X pconeff) + (Wefîbrt X qeffortX pnosen^)
+(WsenescentX (1-pnosen^) X pconeff)+(Weffsen X qeffortX [1-pnosen^])...........(A2)

b) 'nosen' genes.
An extensive derivation could be applied to 'nosen' genes as well, but since the
argument is similar then by symmetry the fitness of'nosen' genes must be:
(0

nosen = (Wconstant X pconeff^ X pnosen) + (Wsenescent X qsenescentX pconeff^)
+(WeffortX (1-pconeff^) X pnosen) + (WefFsen X qsenescentX [1-pconeff^]).........(A3)

Thus the fitnesses of 'coneff and 'nosen' genotypes are not simple but depend on the
frequencies of all the genes involved.

c)'efforf genes.
The fraction of 'effort' genes existing as say 'effort' phenotypes is calculable
from the frequency of copies present as homozygotes plus those as heterozygotes, all
divided by the frequency of copies in all phenotypes:
{ [(2xq efib rt^ )+ (2 x q effo rtX p co n eff)]x p n o sen ^ } /
( { [(2 x q effort^ )4-(2xq eH b rtX p con eff)]xp n osen ^ }+
{[(2 x q e tT o r t^ )+ (2xq effortX p con eff)]x[(q sen escen t)^ + (2xq sen escen tX p n osen )]})

In the case of 'effort' genes, these can exist only as 'effort' phenotypes or as 'effort-plussenescence' phenotypes. Both of these phenotypes contain 'effort' genes as
homozygotes (2 copies per individual) and as heterozygotes (1 copy per individual).
The above expression simplifies to:
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{ [qeffort^"l”(qeffortX pconeff)]xpnosen^ } /
( { [qeifort^+(qeffortX pconeff)]xpnosen^ } +
{ [qeffort^+(qeffbrtX pconeff)]x[qsenescent^+(2xqsenescentX pnosen)] } )

= { [qetfort^+(qeffortX pconeff)]xpnosen^ } /
( { [qeffort^ +(qeffortX pconefï)]x[qsenescent^ +(2xqsenescentX pnosen)+pnoseti^]} )

and since

[q sen escen t2+ (2xq sen escen tX p n osen )+ p n osen 2]= l,

= { [qeffort^+(qeffortX pconeff)] Xpnosen^ } /

this simplifies:

[qeffort^+(qeffortX pconeff)]

9

=pnosen-^

The fraction of 'effort' genes existing as 'effort' phenotypes is the square of the
frequency of'nosen' genes.
Since 'effort' genes can exist only as 'effort or as 'effort-plus-senescence'
phenotypes, it follows that the frequency of 'effort' genes existing as 'effort-plussenescence' phenotypes must simply be:
1 -pnosen^

Accordingly, the average fitness of'effort' genes can be calculated:
COeffort = (WeffortXpnosen^)+(WeffsenX[l-pnosen^]).............................

(A 4)

d)'senescent' genes.
As before, repetition of lengthy derivations is unnecessary because the
arguments are similar. From expression (A4) for calculating the fitness of 'effort'
genes, it follows that the average fitness of'senescent' genes must be:
d) senescent — (WsenescentXpconeff^)+(WeffsenX[l-pconeff^])................................. (A5)

These equations are much simpler than those for the 'coneff and 'nosen' genes. Instead
of there being complex four-way balances, the balances involve only two components,
and this means that the fitness of 'effort' genes will always lie between that set by
'coneff and 'effort-plus-senescenf phenotypes, and the fitness of'senescent' genes will
always lie between the limits set by 'senescent' and 'effort-plus-senescenf phenotypes.

ii)Senescent genes recessive
Lengthy derivations could be repeated for each of the genes, but it follows from
equations A2, A3, A4 and A5 that when senescence is recessive rather than dominant,
the fitnesses are calculable from:
COconetï = (Wconstant X (1-qsenescent^) X pconeff) + (Weffort X qeffortX (1-qsenescent^))
+(WsenescentX (qsenescent^) X pconeff)+(Weffsen X qeffortX [qsenescent^])..........(A2b)
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COnosen = (Weffortx[l-pconeff^])+(WconstantXpconeff^)........................................

(A3b)

COeffort = (Weffortx(l-qsenescent^))+(WeffsenXqsenescent^)......................................................... (A4b)
COsenescent —
(Wconstant X

pconeff^ X pnosen) + (Wsenescent X qsenescentX pconeff^)
4-(WeffortX (1-pconeff^) X pnosen) + (Weffsen X qsenescentX [1-pconeff^])......... (A 5b)
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Chapter 12

General Discussion and Conclusions
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Chapter 12. General Discussion

Broadly speaking, the results reported in this thesis fall Into 3 categories;
chapters 3,4,5 and 6 consider how reproductive demands are spread through the
breeding season and when natural selection acts on clutch size; chapters 7 and 8
examine differences in the quality of individuals within populations and explore their
longer term implications; and the remaining chapters 9,10 and 11 make specific tests of
wider assumptions commonly employed in studies relating to avian clutch size and life
history theory.
It has been widely assumed that clutch size is an adaptation to the parents'
abilities at a single critical stage. In chapter 3 ,1 argue that birds are capable of shifting
reproductive demands in time and suggest that critical bottlenecks are not stable in the
long term and that demands may be spread over several stages. I present a mathematical
framework which formalises the argument and suggests that information on the clutchsize specific reproductive demands at various stages of the breeding season would be
particularly usehil for answering the question of whether regular bottlenecks can occur.
The data available from the literature indeed indicate that the demands often
increase with clutch size during incubation (chapter 4). Incubation can be an important
phase in the regulation of clutch size. In half the studies, additional eggs could not be
incubated without a depression of hatching success. Prolongation of incubation and
greater loss of body condition were also recorded where clutch size was enlarged.
Almost all studies found that metabolic rate was higher among birds incubating larger
clutches. Field metabolic rates during incubation are only slightly lower than those
during chick rearing (Tatner and Bryant 1993), and the results reviewed indicate that
the act of incubation commonly entails an elevation of metabolic rate above resting
levels. There was some evidence that the importance of incubation may differ between
taxonomic groups, and incubating procellariforms are unlikely to elevate metabolic rate
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above resting levels. Incubation metabolic rate is also markedly higher under harsh
thermal conditions.
In a case study of kittiwakes (chapter 5), I manipulated both clutch and brood
size at several stages in the season and found evidence that all may be important. Daily
egg survival rates were depressed when clutch size was increased, and daily chick
survival rates were depressed when broods of various ages were enlarged. However,
neither during incubation nor during chick rearing could any intermediate form of clutch
size specific demands (e.g. loss of body condition or feather regrowth rates) be
detected. Several stages of the season would seem to have been important, but the
mechanism by which this was mediated is not clear from the data.
Using doubly labelled water (chapter 6), I was unable to detect increases in
kittiwake energy expenditure when I increased the number of eggs incubated, though
sample sizes were necessarily small. Metabolic rates were however comparable during
incubation and chick rearing which is consistent with the suggestions of Tatner and
Bryant (1993) ; the incubation stage is demanding and expenditure is only a little below
that of birds rearing chicks.
There is thus good evidence that clutch size is often set, not by any single
bottleneck during chick rearing, but by several stages of the breeding season. If the
birds are 'ideally free' to shift the demands of reproduction between stages within the
breeding season, then bottlenecks are only stable where the demands of the other stages
are independent of clutch size. The literature on incubation indicates that this is often
not the case. In the study of kittiwakes, several stages during chick rearing and
incubation were of importance and metabolic rates were comparable throughout.
Details of the mechanism were less clear from the data.
From the results in chapter 7, it is clear that there was considerable spatial
structure to the kittiwake colony, and that groups of birds showed similar performance.
The physical characteristics of the nest sites also showed comparable clustering but
there was no evidence of any relationship between nest site characteristics and
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performance. Further, although birds were faithful to areas within the colony, there was
no consistency in breeding performance at these areas between two consecutive years.
Furthermore, the spatial organisation of breeding performance and nest site
characteristics changed between years. Any differences in quality of adults within this
colony was a transitory phenomenon.
There was consistency in breeding success of individual swifts between years,
and this could account for 10-15% of all the variance in breeding success within the
colony throughout the study period (chapter 8). There was however no evidence of a
relationship between breeding success and survival to the following year. Using models
of annual breeding success and inter-annual survival, a simulation did however indicate
that these differences were negligible in accounting for the uneven distribution of
lifetime reproductive success between individuals. The range of adult quality was
persistent, but it was of little biological importance compared with more stochastic,
environmental factors.
From these two case studies, there is evidence for a range of adult quality within
the populations, but in neither case is it of major long term biological importance.

Much of life history research employs a number of implicit assumptions. In
specific cases, I have tested 3 of these, and in all cases found that they are reasonable
for questions of avian clutch size determination. It is commonly assumed: firstly that
natural selection operates principally on arithmetic mean breeding success and that
variance is of only minor importance; secondly, that natural selection on clutch size
operates within the context of nutritional rather than spatial resources; and thirdly that
mutation does not produce biologically important deviations from optimality.
In a simulation of swift lifetime reproductive success (chapter 9), I show that
despite occupying a fluctuating environment and despite having low clutch sizes and
high adult survival, there is no evidence that the lifetime reproductive success of the
swifts was insured against years of bad breeding success. Had adult survival been
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consistently high, then it could have provided insurance against failure in a bad year.
Survival was however dependent on fluctuating annual weather conditions, and so did
not serve to reduce variance in lifetime performance. In these swifts, low clutch size and
high adult survival can not have been generated by natural selection to reduce variance
in breeding success.
In cliff nesting kittiwakes, it is conceivable that clutch size could be influenced
by the space available for the chicks (chapter 10), as much as by the nutritional
resources required to rear chicks. Although nest size did differ significantly between
birds with different numbers of eggs, the magnitude was exceptionally small and was
the consequence rather than the cause of larger clutches. There was no evidence that
the birds with larger clutches were those with ledges or space available at the edge of
the nest. When brood size was enlarged, chick survival was depressed, but there was no
evidence in this case that this was related to the amount of space. Given that clutch-size
dependent changes in daily breeding survival rates were found throughout incubation
and chick rearing (chapter 5), spatial constraints were not important in this case.
Finally, optimisation techniques which do not take mutation into account have
been employed to predict the relationship between reproductive effort and age. A
population genetics model which incorporated the effects of mutation produced similar
predictions to optimisation in sexually reproducing organisms such as birds (chapter
11). Even if senescence itself is maladaptive and persists in equilibrium due to a balance
between mutation and selection, then genes coding for a strategy which can produce the
optimal response to senescence can still spread through the population. Although one of
the assumptions of optimisation is violated, the models still produce robust predictions
for sexually reproducing organisms such as birds.

Overall, I argue that natural selection may adjust clutch size not only in relation
to the number of chicks the adults can feed, but to the parents' capacities to care for
offspring at several stages in the season. I present two studies where a range of adult
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quality is apparent in avian populations, but argue that it is of only minor long term
biological importance. In a case study of swifts, I argue that the pattern of low
reproductive rates and high survival is not due to selection for a bet-hedging strategy in
their fluctuating environment. In a case study of kittiwakes, I argue that processes of
clutch size regulation are not due to spatial constraints brought about by their cliffnesting habits. I argue that optimisation models are robust in predicting increases in
avian reproductive effort with age. In birds, it is not important that the models ignore
mutation even when it sustains the senescence which drives selection for the increasing
effort.

Tatner,P. and Bryant,D.M. 1993. Interspecific variation in daily energy expenditure
during avian incubation. J.Zool. 231:215-232.
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